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INTRODUCTION 

 
The current crisis has deep roots in the social fabric of West Darfur. It represents a rapid escalation 
of a conflict that has long divided Arab nomadic tribes and the African sedentary groups over land 
use and competition for scarce natural resources, particularly water. 
 
The massive displacements that have taken place in Western Darfur have clearly disrupted 
previously existing community networks. Entire communities have been uprooted from their places of 
origin, with the trauma inevitably linked to such events. As a result, land has been abandoned and in 
certain cases has changed hands, cattle have been stolen, and people who used to live in small 
villages are now amassed in huge sprawling settlements. 
 
While providing a humanitarian response to the displaced population, the Humanitarian Community 
investigates possibilities for a more efficient monitoring and support of voluntary return of IDPs and 
refugees. 
 
The work of the humanitarian agencies, however, is complicated by the lack of reliable information. 
This is mainly due to the complexity of the population movements as well as the  limited international 
presence in the most remote parts of the region. The latter has an impact on the security and 
protection of the civilian population of Darfur. 
 
UNHCR and its implementing partner INTERSOS, while participating in the international community’s 
effort to respond to the humanitarian crisis through the provision of emergency assistance and 
protection interventions, are now preparing to further enhance their presence in West Darfur. Among 
other things, a more permanent field presence will improve the quality of information on trends and 
population movements and lead to a more complete understanding of a complex and fluid situation in 
order to identify the most appropriate solutions. 
 
The profiling exercise was designed to obtain a comprehensive picture of both the current and pre-
conflict situations in the southern region of West Darfur. The profiling exercise was intended to 
quickly gather basic information about targeted villages, which could be then used to support war-
affected communities, sustain voluntary returns, and pave the way for an eventual voluntary return in 
safety and dignity of large numbers of IDPs/refugees to villages of origin.  
  
The exercise also provided critical “protection through presence” in the targeted villages.  In several 
locations, villagers have directly linked improvements in the security situation to the regular presence 
of international agencies. 
 
The return-oriented profiling project provides INTERSOS and UNHCR—and all agencies working in 
the region—a clear and detailed picture of the IDP situation in practically every village in southern 
West Darfur. The data collected to date, which has been processed and analysed by INTERSOS and 
UNHCR, will provide all agencies with a common understanding of the situation and facilitate a 
coordinated plan to cover the identified needs and gaps with appropriate interventions.  
 
Methodology 
 
Starting from April 2005 INTERSOS, as implementing partner of UNHCR, conducted a return 
oriented profiling exercise in the Southern sector of West Darfur, covering the area of Mukjar and Um 
Dukhun administrative units in Mukjar locality, the administrative unit of Bindisi in Wadi Saleh locality 
and the corresponding Chadian and South Darfur border areas, focusing in the areas of potential 
return of refugees currently being assisted in Chad. 
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Four teams, consisting of three persons each (including one woman on each team), visited the target 
villages and collected information using profiling form designed by INTERSOS and UNHCR, In 
coordination with other specialized agencies, The forms included the following sections: 
  

 A general section about the location and general situation of the place 
 

 Detailed information on formal or informal authorities from whom the teams obtained the 
information 

 
 Different specific sections covering health, education, vulnerable persons in the community, 

water, shelter, accessibility, security, economic situation, land ownership, contact with 
persons who fled from the village, contact with villages of origin and international presence. 

 
A total of 245 villages and towns were covered. The teams paid particular attention to any recent 
movements of people, returning either from IDP settlements or from Chad, attempting to understand 
why these movements occurred and whether they were temporary/seasonal or permanent. 
 
Finally, the teams thoroughly profiled all the nomadic settlements in order to determine the  needs 
and main concerns of the Arab population.  
 
Upon return from each mission, the teams had three-day debriefing sessions with INTERSOS staff to 
compile the data and identify the main issues and trends that emerged from the information gathered. 
This was followed by a one-day debriefing with two UNHCR staff members. In total,  three 
INTERSOS debriefing sessions, followed by two debriefing sessions jointly with UNHCR, have been 
held during these months.  
 
After two months of regular monitoring and significant presence  in the targeted locations, the staff 
members of the different profiling teams have become vital and important sources of information 
about the areas in question.  With a view to making the best possible use of these staff resources, 
INTERSOS have initiated discussions and workshops on cross-cutting patterns that emerged in the 
profiled areas, notably: 
   
a) Movement of population and returns  
b) Land issues and land ownership 
 
The teams have reconstructed together a cultural and historical background of the actual situation in 
southern West Darfur with a view to formulate a qualitative reading of what has happened and is still 
happening in this area and to propose and analyse possible solutions and future steps to be 
implemented in this region. 
 
Concerning the database, the entry of information has been regularly crosschecked by two different 
data entry clerks. 
 
Regarding the sectoral gaps and needs presented, each section has been compiled through careful 
analysis of the statistics and engagement of the teams in thematic workshops to verify the reliability 
and context of the obtained data.  
 
For the purposes of this study, INTERSOS categorizes ethnic groups as “African” to describe the 
mainly sedentary farming groups of African descent and denotes as “Arab” the largely nomad groups 
with ancestral links north of the Sahara.  It is acknowledged that these general terms can be 
misleading and risk oversimplifying a complex, inter-ethnic crisis.  
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Limitations and constraints 
 
The team members conducted the profiling exercises travelling to each village and staying several 
days in each location, including spending the night in the villages. In addition to speaking with sheiks 
and other traditional and administrative authorities, the teams were instructed to verify the information 
they gathered with women, people in the market and other ordinary residents of each village.  Where 
a location had an international presence, the teams also crosschecked information with that 
organisation. 
 
In this regard, however, it has to be noted that it was not always possible to cross check information 
with other sources.  Therefore, data reported by these sources is reported as approximations, rather 
than exact calculations.  In several instances in the field, the constantly changing situation in the field 
also hindered the teams’ ability to cross check information. (e.g. returnees coming back at the 
beginning of the rains, in conjunction with the end of the profiling missions).   For this reason, in some 
cases the teams decided simply to round up figures about population and its demographic 
breakdown. In other cases, when we reported contradictory data and was not possible to clarify the 
situation we decided to describe these contradictions in the geographical summary of the profile. 
 
The collection of data often required translations from local languages to Arabic and to English with 
the inevitable difficulties entailed and the risks of slight misrepresentations and ommissions. 
 
It is important to underline that the team members are not experts in any particular sector, so their 
data on the various sectors such as water, education, health, etc, are not based on any specialist 
knowledge.  The information gathered is meant to be an initial indicator of where there may be 
problems, so that organisations with the requisite technical expertise can investigate and intervene 
where necessary. 
 
Finally it is noted that of the twelve team members, seven were local residents of West Darfur from 
African tribes, three were native of South Sudan, and two were from Chad of African ethnic origin.  
Thus, the entire team were of African origin and this may have influenced their understanding of the 
situation and the issues of the area. 
 
Constraints 
 
Security restrictions in March and April significantly curtailed field movements. This situation has 
particularly affected the profiling program. For these reasons, longer missions on the field and shorter 
debriefing were required for the teams to be able to cover all areas involved before the beginning of 
the rainy season. 
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PART 1 

 
ANALYSIS OF MAIN TRENDS AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED 

 
 

1. Demographic Background 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 
West Darfur state is divided 
into seven localities: Kulbus, 
El Geneina, Habila, Wadi 
Saleh, Zalingei, Jebel Marra 
and Mukjar. The area covered 
by the present profiling 
exercise includes the 
administrative units of Mukjar 
and Um Dukhun in Mukjar 
locality, the administrative unit 
of Bindisi in Wadi Saleh 
locality and the corresponding 
Chadian and South Darfur 
border areas.  
 
During the peak of the crisis, 
between the end of 2003 and 
the beginning of 2004, the 
region was characterised by 
massive displacement of the 
civilian population. As a result 
of the conflict, large numbers 
of people, mainly Fur, Masalit 
and Zagawa, fled from their 
places of origin and sought 
refuge in Chad or other larger 
inhabited centers in Darfur, 
such as Forabaranga, Mukjar, 
Um Dhukun and Nyala. 
 
Before the crisis, the total 
population of the area 
covered by the profiling 
exercise was reportedly 
around 320.000 people. The 
total population now is 
estimated to be approximately 
250.000.  
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The table below shows how the population decreased in the various administrative units of West 
Darfur, while at the same time it increased in the Chadian border areas, as well as in the large IDP 
gathering of Kubum, in South Darfur. 
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1.2 The Tribes 
 
African Tribes 
 
Among all African tribes populating this region, Fur and Masalit are the native inhabitants.  
 
The Sahelian belt droughts which started in the 1970s and intensified during the mid-80s, resulted in 
a massive exodus of the various African tribes from the northern part of Darfur and from Chad to 
other parts of the region, particularly the sandy belt of the South. 
 
Erenga, Tama, Misiria Jebel and Gimir tribes are indigenous to the Kulbus area, north of Geneina. 
The famine of 1984 forced them to move southwards, where they settled in the IDP camps of Azerni, 
Mornei, Habila, Um Kher and Um Jukuti. In the early 1990’s, they started moving from the IDP camps 
towards the South and went as far as Um Dukhun and Umdafuk (South Darfur), where they settled 
and began integrating with the local population. 
 
Originally, the Zaghawa mainly occupied the semi-desert northern part of Darfur. Traditionally, the 
Zaghawa were all camel herders and merchants, but because of the deteriorating climatic conditions, 
segments of the tribe lost their herds and began moving to the southern regions to settle as farmers.  
 
At the same time, other Africans from the Mararit, Tama, Borgo, Mubi and Masalit tribes who were 
then living in Chad, entered Sudan and settled in the camps south of El Geneina as a result of the 
1984 famine. After the end of the drought, during the 1990s, some returned to Chad while many 
others left the camps and settled in the southern area of West Darfur covered by the profiling 
exercise. 
 
As in other parts of Darfur, African tribes in the profiled area traditionally engaged in agriculture and 
trade, but also produced some handicrafts and bred animals such as cows, goats, sheep, donkeys 
and even a small number of camels 
 

African Tribes in Southern West Darfur 
African Tribes Size What they do Where they are from 

Asangor Small Mainly agricultural activities. 
They came from Chad during the 
famine (1984). 

Barnow Small 
Mainly merchants. Agricultural 
activities.   

Borgo* Small 
Agricultural activities. Teachers in 
Qur'an Schools. Goatherds. 

They are present in Chad and 
Sudan. During the famine (1984) 
some moved from Chad to Sudan. 

Dagal Small Agricultural activities. Goatherds. 
They came from Chad during the 
famine (1984). 

Dajo* Medium Mainly agricultural activities. 

They are present in Chad and 
Sudan. During the war in Chad 
(1966) and during the famine (1984) 
some from Chad moved to Sudan. 

Eringa* Small Agricultural activities. Goatherds. 

They are present in Chad and 
Sudan. During the famine (1984) 
some moved from Chad mo to 
Sudan. 

Falatta* Small 

Cow herders. Agricultural 
activities. Labourers in the 
market. 

They arrived a long time ago from 
Cameroon through Chad. 
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Fungaro 
Small (big in 
Chad) 

Part of the Fur tribe. Agricultural 
activities. Always present in the area. 

Fur 
The largest 
tribe 

Mainly agricultural activities. They 
were involved in cattle herding 
but lost most of their animals 
during the last crisis. Always present in the area. 

Gimier* Medium 
Mainly agricultural activities. Part 
of them are nomads. 

They are from Northern West Darfur 
(Kulbus area) and arrived in this 
area during the droughts.  

Hawsa Small Mainly servants, domestic staff. From Nigeria since a long time ago. 

Kajakssa * Small Mainly agricultural activities. 
The came from Chad during the 
starvation (1984) 

Mararit* Small Mainly agricultural activities. 
The majority came from Chad 
during the famine (1984) 

Meseriya Jabel* Small 
Agricultural activities. Cow 
herders. 

Sudanese tribe mainly from Jabel 
Moon.  

Mimi* Small 
Agricultural activities. Cow 
herders. Part of the are nomads. 

They came from Chad during the 
famine (1984) 

Mubi Small Agricultural activities. 
They came from Chad during the 
famine (1984) 

Masalit 
one of the 
largest tribe 

Mainly agricultural activities. They 
were involved in cattle herding 
but lost most of their animals 
during the last crisis Always present in the area. 

Rongar Small Mainly agricultural activities. 
They came from Chad and CAR 
during the famine (1984) 

Singar* Small Mainly agricultural activities. 

The are from Chad. Some of them 
arrived in Sudan (Forobaranga 
area) in 1920 because of a family 
war related to political leadership. 

Tama* Medium 

Cow herders. Agricultural 
activities. Part of them are 
nomads. 

They were mainly in Chad. During 
the famine (1984) many ho them 
came to Sudan to the big refugee 
camps in Southern West Darfur 
(Um-Kher, Forobaranga). 

Tunjur Small 

Mainly agricultural activities. They 
lost almost all their animals 
during the last crisis. Part of the 
Fur Tribe. Always present in the area. 

Zagawa Big 

Merchants. Camel and cow 
herders. Goatherds. Shepherds. 
Part of them are nomads. Present between Chad and Sudan. 

* Tribe that tended to side with Arabs/Nomads during the last crisis.  
 
Arab Tribes 
 
The Arab tribes are primarily nomadic herders but some are engaged in agricultural activities. Among 
them, the cattle nomads, also known as the Baggara Arabs, occupy the rich savannah belt along 
latitude 12°. They normally move to the southern part of West Darfur during the dry season and 
return to the north during the rainy season. Some of them combine farming and cattle herding. During 
the 1970s, many Baggara belonging to the tribes Al Hemat, Salamat, Awlad Rashid, Ban Halba, 
Nawaiba, Mahria, came to Sudan from Chad as a result of the drought and conflict there, and 
established themselves in the area between Forabaranga, Habila and Beida.  
 
The camel nomads, also known as Abbala, occupy the semi desert northern part of Darfur. They 
make seasonal movements in accordance with changes in the weather, which often brings them into 
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conflict with the settled farmer populations. The Sahelian droughts forced them to change their 
normal seasonal movements: they started moving earlier and deeper into the south and stayed 
longer than usual. 
 
The famine of 1984 forced the Arab tribes of Bani Halba, Bani Hazam, Hiamat, Hotia, Awlat Rashid, 
Mahamid, Misiria, Nawaiba, Sharaffa, Awatifa, Salamat and Kuzam, coming from the northern part of 
Sudan and Darfur and from Chad, into the IDP camp of Azerni, south of Geneina.  But unlike the 
other African tribes which arrived in the camps during the same period, they did not integrate 
because of their different lifestyle. A number of them moved towards the southern part of West 
Darfur. 
 
Significant numbers of nomads from Chad came to the area between Arara, Beida, Habila and Foro 
Baranga and settled there from 1997 onwards. They also go to the southern part of West Darfur to 
find land suitable for grazing their herds. 
 

Arabic Tribes in Southern West Darfur 
Arabic Tribes Size What they do Where they are from Abbala/Baggara* 

Arab Zagawa Small 

Cows herders. 
Agricultural activities. 
Nomadic. 

Present between Chad and Sudan. 
They were nomadic African Zagawa 
that changed their way of life. They 
lost their traditional culture and tongue 
and now they speak Arabic. Some of 
them changed also by marriages with 
Arabs/Nomads.  Baggara 

Aulad Idd Small 
Camel/cow herders. 
Nomadic.  Newly arrived in this area. Abbala/Baggara 

Aulad Rashid big 
Camel and cow herders. 
Nomadic. 

Present between Chad and Sudan. 
Their number is increased during the 
last crisis. Particularly involved in the 
last conflict. Abbala/Baggara 

Awatifa Small Camel herders. Nomadic. 

Coming from Chad they arrived to 
Sudan during the tribal wars between 
Fur and Arabs (1987) and Masalit and 
Arabs (1998).  Abbala 

Bani-Hallba Big 
Cow herders. Agricultural 
activities. Nomadic. 

Their number  increased during the 
last crisis, they came from Chad and 
South Darfur Baggara 

Bani-Hazam Small Cow herders. Nomadic. Newly arrived in this area. Baggara 

Bani-Hussien Small 
Camel/cow herders. 
Nomadic. 

They are coming from the North-
Eastern West Darfur. Abbala/Baggara 

Bedria 

Small (big 
in 
Kordofan) Camel herders. Nomadic.

Arrived in Darfur from Kordofan during 
the tribal wars between Fur and Arabs 
(1987) and Masalit and Arabs (1998). Abbala 

Hiamat Big 
Cow herders. Agricultural 
activities. Nomadic. 

They are coming from Chad. Before 
the crisis there were very few in this 
area Baggara 

Hotia Small Cow herders. Nomadic. Newly arrived, probably from Chad. Baggara 

Irigat Small Cow herders. Nomadic. 
They came from Chad during the 
starvation (1984).  Baggara 

Juami 

Small (big 
in 
Kordofan) Cow herders. Nomadic. 

They came to Darfur from Kordofan 
during the last crisis. Baggara 

Kuzam Medium Cow herders. Nomadic 
Present between Chad and Sudan. 
Their number has increased. Baggara 
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Mahadi Medium 
Camel/cow herders. 
Nomadic. Present between Chad and Sudan.  Abbala/Baggara 

Mahamid Small Cow herders. Nomadic. Newly arrived in this area from Chad Baggara 

Mahareya 

small/medi
um (big in 
Chad) 

Camel/cow herders. 
Nomadic.  

During the starvation (1984), the tribal 
wars (1987-98) and the last crisis they 
increased gradually their number 
becoming a medium/big tribe of the 
area.  Abbala/Baggara 

Meseriya big 
Camel/cow herders. 
Nomadic. 

Present between Chad and Sudan. 
Their number has increased. They 
came fro Kordufan and Chad Abbala/Baggara 

Naja medium Camel herders. Nomadic. 

During the starvation (1984), the tribal 
wars (1987-98) and the last crisis they 
increased gradually their number. The 
came from Chad. Abbala 

Nawaiba big 
Cow herders. Agricultural 
activities. Nomadic. Present between Chad and Sudan.  Baggara 

Saada very small Cow herders. Nomadic.  
They came from Chad during the last 
crisis. Baggara 

Salamat big 
Cow herders. Agricultural 
activities. Nomadic. 

The arrived from Chad to Rehad Al 
Birdi and from there to West Darfur 
during '50s. Baggara 

Sharaffa small Cow herders. Nomadic.  Newly arrived in this area. Baggara 

Targam medium Cow herders. Nomadic. 

Present between Chad and Sudan. 
Their number increased during the last 
crisis. Baggara 

Ziadia small 
Camel/cow herders. 
Nomadic. 

They came in West Darfur from North 
Darfur and Kordofan in 1984 and 
during the last crisis. Abbala/Gabara 

* After the last crisis the distinction between Abbala and Baggara seems to be less evident. This because some tribes 
started to have both, camels and cows. Many Arabic tribes therefore started agricultural activities, something that they 
never did before except for the tribes reported.   
 
1.3 Relationship between African and Arabs tribes 
 
The Arab/African dichotomy has characterized life in the region for a long time. The main causes of 
the conflicts are competition over natural resources and land. 
 
African tribes are traditionally sedentary farmers whose livelihoods are mainly based on rain-fed 
agriculture. Arabs are mainly nomadic herders and during their seasonal movements, they often 
encountered problems with the sedentary farmers. Drought and desertification have worsened the 
situation, forcing the nomads to change their pattern of seasonal movements. Resource-based 
conflicts have acquired an ethnic dimension as animal herders are generally Arabs, and farmers are 
commonly Africans. The Arab-Fur conflicts (1980-1989) and the Arab-Masalit conflicts (1993 -1999) 
can be basically attributed to this form of competition over land and natural resources. 
 
Nevertheless, before the 2003 crisis, the traditional system of managing resources facilitated the 
relatively peaceful coexistence between nomads and farmers. African farmers sold agricultural food 
items to the Arabs, who brought animals into the market. During the farming season, from July to 
February, Nomadic movements were restricted to certain annually-marked traditional routes, called 
migration routes. After the harvesting season, the nomads were allowed to use all of the grazing land, 
except for the fenced vegetable/fruit gardens. During the rest of the year, nomads moved along the 
agreed upon migration routes. Water points were shared by everyone.  
 
Conflicts and disputes among tribes and individuals were settled by the traditional authorities, such 
as Omda, Sheiks or the Sultan (the latter one only for serious problem related to killing, land or water) 
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and with the help of the ajawid (or mediator). In cases of murder, the traditional system provided as 
well for the possibility of a rakuba. If there is a rakuba among two tribes, the family or the tribe of the 
perpetrator has to pay only for the karamat. The karamat is the money for the funeral and the food 
necessary to the family and the relatives of the victim during the mourning period. If the murder was 
committed intentionally, the family or the tribe of the victim may ask for a dia or blood money, which is 
generally 100 cows or the corresponding amount of money, without any distinction for men, women 
and children. 
 
In cases of destruction of crops by animals, it was required that the aggrieved party find the animals 
in the act of destroying the crops. If this was the case, the animals were placed in an enclosure 
known as a zariba. The two parties involved in the dispute were then invited to sit together to discuss 
the incident in order to determine the compensation (money or crops in kind) for the damages.   The 
animals were kept in this enclosure until the dispute was solved. 
 
Until 1980, relations among African and Arab tribes were quite good. The worsening of this 
relationship happened gradually from the 1980s onwards. After the 2003 crisis, the large scale 
displacement of the African population has caused a radical change in the ways in which Arab and 
Africans normally interact. Many of the African traditional authorities are now displaced in the camps 
or in other towns and villages and have lost control over the territory and the people they used to 
supervise. This has caused a partial loss of their authority. At the same time, larger numbers of Arabs 
have joined the army and the police forces, which has altered the balance of power between the two 
groups and resulted in a tangible distrust by the African population of the Arab communities and 
Government authorities. 
 
Tama, Gimir and other tribes that during the conflict sided with the Government 
 
The African Sahelian belt droughts of the 1970’s and 1980’s led to the mass exodus of African and 
Arab tribes, originating from Chad and northwest Darfur, into the IDP camps south of Geneina. 
During the 1990’s, they started to vacate the camps and settled in places as far as Um Dhukun and 
Umdafuk. 
 
Initially, the African tribes such as Tama and Gimir were on good terms with the dar owners, with 
whom they shared a similar way of life, the same religion and ethnic background. Marriages between 
members of the different tribes were common. The local administration, however, was still solidly in 
the hands of the original Fur and Masalit inhabitants,  in accoradance with the traditional dar system.  
 
Similar to the native inhabitants, the new African arrivals were also farmers and could freely settle in 
the region. The best and most fertile land, however, remained allocated to the original inhabitants, as 
did administrative authority and functions. Essentially, the new African arrivals were well integrated 
with the dar owners, but occupied a lower social and economic status.  
 
When the conflict erupted in August 2003, many of the “new” African tribes chose not to side with the 
traditional African tribes of the area. Tama, Gimir, Mararit, Eringa, Kajaksa, Borgo, Mesiria Jabal, 
Mimì, Singar, Dajo, are among the African tribes that took this position in the conflict and are 
considered by the other African groups as “collaborators”. 
 
Their position was presumably influenced by the prospect of gaining better land through collaboration 
as well as the fact that their limited numbers put them at risk of losing their animals in the conflict. 
Moreover, these tribes were not specific targets because the African rebels were from the Fur, 
Masalit and Zaghawa tribes. 
 
The position assumed by these African tribes during the conflict has inevitably resulted in a 
deterioration in relations with the other main African groups. Their relationship at the moment is 
tense, and there is a tendency to perceive each other as enemies. 
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2. Displacement and Return  
 
2. 1 Displacement 
 
When villages were attacked, most people fled to the nearest town. After remaining in the larger 
towns for some time, people tended either to stay or move further, depending on where the majority 
of members of their tribes and traditional leaders could be found. 
 
The wealthiest people managed to go to Khartoum.  A significant part of the displaced population 
moved to South Darfur, particularly Nyala, while a large number also went to border villages in Chad, 
some of whom chose to relocate further inland to the camps established by UNHCR.   
 
During the profiling, the teams received reports of approximately 20.000 Sudanese refugees 
scattered among the villages along the Chadian border, from Mangororo to Tissi. A total of 60.000 
IDPs were identified in the southern part of West Darfur covered by this exercise 
 

Villages with Refugees/Refugees' Sites 
Location Nr. Refugees  Location Nr. Refugees 

Andereisa 1750  Mashi Borgo 350 
Angolti Musalit* 66  Modmar 61 
Angolti Tama* 48  Mongalla 98 
Bashaya* 870  Muby 67 
Beira 136  Nabagaya 320 
Beirkat Hajar 322  Nabagu 95 
Birct Tamasih 420  Romalia 611 
Birnahal 235  Rutrut 550 
Bolongat 350  Saraf Burgou 298 
Brimongolle 56  Shededa 121 
Dar El Salam* 180  Shingilla* 301 
Deliba 103  Sirirry 32 
Gadar 101  Tajo 101 
Gezaira* 708  Tangorshi Kabir* 633 
Haraza  East 270  Tangorshi Sagir* 68 
Haraza West 101  Taringa* 356 
Helat Abo 55  Telasa 1328 
Kedeit 1020  Tissi 4450 
Kiele 301  Um Hijare 159 
Kulmu 90  Um-Sisi 113 
Ladite 168  Um-Zili 495 
Magaroro Genob 1350  Um-Zuire 163 
Magaroro Shamal 464  Total 19934 
* The ones highlited in yellow are purely refugee sites, I.e. there was no village 
before the arrival of the refugees 

 
Bindisi 
 
In the region covered by the profiling exercise, the conflict was at its peak between August 2003 and 
January 20004.  In August 2003, reportedly 30 villages surrounding Bindisi were attacked and most 
of them were completely destroyed. The population escaped in the direction of Bindisi, Mukjar and 
Um Dukhum.   
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The majority of the local population of Bindisi, and those who had fled to Bindisi from the surrounding 
villages, initially remained in the town but when Bindisi itself came under attack, they went to Mukjar, 
Um Dukhum and to Chad. After some months, some of those who had fled from Bindisi to Mukjar 
returned to Bindisi and settled in the more central part of the town. 
 

Villages with IDPs 
Administrative Unit Location Nr. IDPs 

Enene 30 
Juguma Algarbiya 4.035 
Koviga 1.287 

Bindisi Bindisi 12.477 

Mukjar 13.177 
Mukjar Hai Al-Salam 1.003 

Marary 150 
Muraya 97 
Sufalawin 99 
Tiratira 85 
Um-Dukhun 21.312 
Adila 70 
Magula 64 

Um-Dukhun Kamgar 1.645 

Kubum Kubum 3.763 
 Total 59.294 

 
Mukjar 
 
The original population of Mukjar administrative unit was predominantly Fur with a small percentage 
of Arabs (Bani-Halba, Bani- Hazam and Salamat), Tama and Dajo tribes. 
 
The rural area of Mukjar was one of the most affected by the 2003 crisis. Most of the villages were 
destroyed and people fled from this area to Kobum, Dougudoussa, Kalma, Nyala, in South Darfur 
and to Mukjar town. 
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Um-Dhukun 
 
The original population of Um-Dhukun administrative unit consisted of 85% Africans, consisting of 
Masalit, Fur, Tama, Kajaksa, Borgo, Zaghawa and Dajo, and 15% Arabs from the Bani-Halba, Bani- 
Hazam and Salamat tribes. During the 1980s, more Arab tribes, primarily Baggara, came to this area 
from South Darfur and Chad.  
 
The African tribes of Tama, Gimir, Mararit, Kajaksa and Borgo, which arrived from Chad and North 
West Darfur during the famine of 1984, moved to this area during the 1990s when they left the 
refugee camps South of Geneina. 
 
As described above, the African new arrivals integrated into the indigenous African societies, but 
retained a lower socio-economic status because the best land remained in the hands of the native 
inhabitants. The Arab tribes, on the other hand, have never completely integrated with the original dar 
owners due to their different lifestyles as well as competition for control of resources and leadership. 
The Arab-Fur conflicts (1980-1989) and the Arab-Masalit conflicts (1993-1999) give evidence of that. 
 
During the 2003 crisis, when villages of the Um Dukhun administrative unit were attacked, people fled 
to the nearest towns or to Um-Dhukun, while others went to the Chadian border area.  
 
Demographic changes 
 
A remarkable demographic change caused by the conflict has been noticed in the area profiled.  
 
In Um-Dhukun administrative unit, African tribes previously represented the majority of the total 
population. This seems now to have changed and it is estimated that 60% of the population of the 
administrative unit are Arabs. A specific example of this trend is the village of Dambar (within the Um 
Dhukun a/u), where the total population before the war was reported to be 20% Arab and 80% 
African while now Arab are reported to be 90% and African 10%.  
 
This change in the demography is due in part to the ongoing displacement of a large part of the pre-
conflict African population to other localities, but it is also a result of the arrival of large numbers of 
nomads. 
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2.2 Return 
 
When the international humanitarian agencies arrived in Darfur in March 2004 and started to provide 
assistance in the major towns of West Darfur, some people returned spontaneously from the border 
villages in Chad and from South Darfur and settled in the bigger towns. A large portion of these 
returns can be described as return to displacement or “in transit”. This is when returnees do not move 
back to their specific village of origin but temporarily settle in the larger inhabited centers near their 
areas of origin.  
 
Four types of IDP/refugee returnees have been identified by the teams, according to the motivation 
for the population to return: 
 

 Population returning spontaneously to settle in villages of origin 
 Population returning to cultivate in a place other than the place of origin (in transit) 
 Population returning to benefit from humanitarian aid (some in place of origin, some in transit) 
 Population returning because encouraged by the Government 

 
A total number of 4.858 IDP returnees have been reported in the area profiled, out of which 1707 
have moved to their village of origin during 2005.  
 

Villages with IDP Returnees 

Administrative 
Unit Location 

Nr IDP 
Returnees Place of Displacement Date of return 

Samukidik 120 Juguma Algarbiya April/May, 2005 
Juguma 
Algarbiya 75 Bindisi March, 2005 
Bindisi 443 Forobaranga, Um-Dukhun, Nyala, Garsila June/July, 2005 

Bindisi Gumona 320 Bindisi June, 2004 

Artala* 375 Kubum, Kalma, Degoussa May/June, 2005 
Mukjar 153 Nyala, Gezaira (Chad) June, 2005 
Ostany* 166 Mukjar April, 2005 
Bergei* 170 Mukjar April/May, 2005 
Kirarow 11 Mukjar June, 2005 

Mukjar Morol* 50 Degoussa June, 2005 

Marary 2000 Um-Dukhun May, 2004 
Gerlia 25 Um-Dukhun December 2004 
Dambar* 280 Rahad Al Birdi February/March, 2005 
Motur* 80 Um-Dukhun June, 2005 

Um-Dukhun Kabar* 260 Um-Dukhun, Chadian border, Djabal April, 2005 

Kubum Kubum 75 Nyala, Rehad Al Birdi March, 2005 

Um-Kher Ras El-Fil 280 Bindisi April, 2005 

 Total 4858 
* Model Villages.  

 
Starting in May 2004, approximately 3.000 refugee returnees have been reported, coming from Tissi 
and the Chadian border, mainly to the Um-Dukhun area. These returns were explained by the difficult 
living conditions in Chad, the WFP food registration and distribution in Um-Dukhun, as well as the 
presence of other international NGOs. Apparently this explains the high number of returnees in transit 
(1750) in Um Dukhun area. No significant returns from the Chadian camps were observed. 
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Villages with Refugee Returnees 

Administrative 
Unit Location 

Nr Refugee 
Returnees Place of Displacement Date of return 

Bindisi Gaya 170 Kedeit May, 2004 

Abugaradil 170 Tissi, Birnahal December, 2004 
Agiana 20 Tissi April, 2005 
Ardiba 54 Tissi, Ladite, Birct Tamasih December, 2004 
Geneina 150 Goz Amir, Birct Tamasih March, 2005 
Kamgar 50 Goz Amir, Goz Beida December, 2004 
Marary 350 Goz Amir, Chadian border May, 2005 

Um-Dukhun Um-Dukhun 2000 Chadian border December, 2004 

Um-Kher Fosa 10 Tangorshi March, 2005 

 Total 2974
 
Lack of sufficient food, health facilities and housing in the areas of displacement, is pushing both 
IDPs and refugees, to attempt to return to villages of origin to cultivate.  This is the case of both 
refugee returnees coming from Chad and IDP returnees to Dambar, Hia Al Salam, Samukidik, 
Jukuma El Garabiya, Amdojo Ejarat, Gaya, Geneina, Kamgar and Ardiba. Some of them are “bread 
winners” or “heads of families” who have moved to find work and earn money to send back to their 
families remaining in IDPs sites. They will decide whether or not to stay depending on improvements 
in the security situation. The returnees to Dambar, for example, stated that they had come back to 
work and intend to send money back to their families in El Ryad. They are now cultivating the land 
that they are sharing with the Arabs present in the area. 
 
Expectations of humanitarian assistance are also attracting returns. This is the case of the  returnees 
in Um-Dukhun, who were motivated to return in order to get ration cards. There are some cases, like 
in Gaya village, where the Masalit and Fur tribes fled to Chad during the crisis and then returned 
during the first part of 2005. It appears that this return took place with the active involvement and 
agreement of the nomads of the area, who are reported to have initiated the return because they 
thought they would benefit from this in a number of ways. 
 
2.3 The creation of “model” villages 
 
Since the compilation of the plan for the rehabilitation of 76 villages in West Darfur, the GoS has put 
significant efforts into the creation of so called model villages. The Government is encouraging IDPs 
and refugees to return to these villages on the assumption that if people are concentrated in one 
specific area, they can be more easily assisted and provided with services and security. This strategy 
of the Government to concentrate African populations previously dispersed in a number of smaller 
villages in one central location poses a number of questions. While it is clearly easier to provide 
assistance and security to people in one fixed location, the artificial concentration of populations in 
the “model villages” could lead to significant changes in the social fabric along ethnic lines, with 
nomads taking over the abandoned villages (and good land or access to water) and hampering the 
capacity of the people to have access to their land (and cultivation for sustenance and income), thus 
preventing the restoration of normality and sustainable peace.   
 
In the area covered by the profiling exercise, the GoS began actively encouraging returns to  the 
model villages in November 2004. IDPs are encouraged to relocate with government promises of  
aid, improved facilities, social services and infrastructures and security. Some food, non-food items 
and occationally cash incentives are given by the Government to the returnees who elect to move to 
model villages. The amount and quality of items received normally fall short of the expectations of 
returnees. 
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Artala, Oustani, Morol, Birgei, Sindo, Romalia, Wagiagé, Selelé, Amar Gidit, Kobuk, Kabar, Mutur, 
Magan, Dambar, are planned to be such model villages. Sometimes a grinding machine is brought 
for the people of the village, and journalists are frequently on hand to document new arrivals and 
generate publicity.  
 
In some areas, an agreement is reached among the omda or sheiks of the original population of the 
village, the nomads surrounding the area, and the Commissioner representing the GoS, in order to 
guarantee the security for the returnees.  
 
The following are reported to be some of the criteria adopted by the Government to choose the 
location for a model village: 
  

 A former big village which is the main one in a cluster of several 
 Situated in a strategic area, normally on one of the main roads 
 An area that suffered from large-scale destruction 
 Villages of origin of the omdas who are in agreement with the Government 
 Villages where there is an Arab presence 

 
The major townsare currently inhabited by local residents, IDPs, Arabs, Returnees (if any), and the 
police. The relationship among the local population, the IDPs and the returnees is generally 
good,particularly where inter-ethnic links exist. 
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3. The Land 
 
3.1 Before the crisis 
 
According to the Dar system, the land in Darfur has been customarily owned by the biggest ethnic 
groups indigenous to the area--the Fur and the Masalit. Originally, Dar-Fur comprised the land east of 
the Wadhi Azum as far as the border with Kordofan State, while Dar- Masalit covered the land west 
of the Wadhi Azum as far as the Chadian border. 
 
The communal leaders of these tribes, the Sultan, Omdas and Sheiks, were responsible for the 
administration of the dar. It was they who gave permission to the outsiders to reside in villages and 
who allocated land to the newcomers and to the minority groups. Each small tribe was given a 
Hakura, a piece of land that they could cultivate and hold in usufruct. 
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The Arab Nomads (particularly the camel nomads) had no dar of their own. Instead, they made 
seasonal movements, south and north, in search of water and pasture for their herds. During the 
farming season, from July to February each year, herders were restricted to certain traditional, 
annually-marked routes, commonly known as migration routes. During the period between February 
and July, the nomads were allowed to use all grazing land, except for the fenced vegetable/fruit 
gardens. For the remainder of the year, nomads were confined to the agreed upon migration routes. 
 
The colonial government (1917-1956) recognized the dar system, founding the Native Administration 
(1921-1933), which was eventually abrogated by the Land Act of 1970. The abolition of the native 
administration by the central GoS has eroded the traditional system, which has not been replaced 
with mechanisms that would eventually facilitate the relationship between nomads and farmers.    
  
3.2 After the crisis 
 
During the profiling in the southern sector of West Darfur, a total number of 245 villages and towns 
were covered. 
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Among them, 100 villages were found to have been destroyed, while eight were abandoned but not 
destroyed. The table below describes and provides some statistics on the different typologies of 
settlements observed during the profiling. 

 
Villages Profiled per Typology of Settlement 

Typology of Settlement 

Villages Inhabited by Africans 34 
Villages Inhabited by Arabs 7 
Villages Inhabited by Africans and Arabs 9 
Nomadic Settlements (damras) 16 
Villages Abandoned 3 
Villages Abandoned where Arabs/Nomads are cultivating 3 
Villages Abandoned inhabited by Arabs/Nomads 2 
Villages Destroyed 52 
Villages Destroyed where Arabs/Nomads are cultivating 21 
Villages Destroyed inhabited by Arabs/Nomads 18 
Refugees' Site 9 
Villages Inhabited with Refugees 37 
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IDP's Site 1 
Villages Inhabited with IDPs 9 
Villages Inhabited with big IDPs Settlements 5 
Villages Inhabited with IDPs and Returnees 2 
Villages Inhabited with Returnees 9 
Villages Destroyed with Returnees 8 

Total Villages Profiled 245 
 
Across the area profiled, a worrying trend was identified concerning the problem of land ownership 
and use of land for agriculture. As illustrated in the table above, a large number of the destroyed 
villages were found to be “squatted-upon” by Arab nomads either living in or cultivating within the 
villages. In most of the observed cases, nomads had taken over the remains of destroyed or 
abandoned villages, put up their tents, and started to use the land for farming and grazing. It is not 
clear at this point whether these settlements are temporary or a process of more permanent  land 
reclamation by nomads. 
 
Without exception, people have indicated a desire and willingness to eventually return to their areas 
of origin. Consequently, returnees will begin to reclaim and access housing, property, lands, and 
land-based resources. If the above described phenomenon is not adequately tackled, land and 
property issues could provide fodder for  renewed conflict1.  
 
Main typologies observed in the different geographical areas covered by the exercise 
 
A snap shot of the area profiled reveals that: 
 

1. The biggest number of destroyed villages has been reported in Mukjar area. In the team’s 
opinion, this phenomenon is explained by the fact that African rebels were believed to hide in 
the mountains of the Mukjar area. Furthermore, the bigger presence of Fur and Masalit tribes 
(the tribes from which African rebels were said to come from) was reported to be in Um-
Dhukun and Mukjar area 

 
2. The largest “squatting” of abandoned villages has been registered in Um-Dhukun 

administrative unit.  
 
3. The area of Bindisi a/u south of Forabaranga presents the lowest number of destroyed 

villages. This is because the region south of Forabaranga is characterized by a predominance 
of African tribes that cooperated with Arabs. Gaya, for example, a village near Juguma El 
Garabia, was divided in three parts: Gaya - Fur, Gaya -Tama and Gaya - Borgo. Among them 
only Gaya - Fur was destroyed.   

 
 
 

                                                 
1 A rule of the Civil Transaction Land Act of 1984 presents a great risk that could cause serious consequences for hundreds of thousands 
of Internal Displaced People who fled their villages and farms in the wake of atrocities in Darfur. Under this law, people abandoning their 
property for one year or more, forfeit their right to it. According to this Act, the land could then be theoretically occupied by tenant who could 
assert being the rightful user after living in it for one year.  
 
Hundreds of thousand Darfurians are already away from their villages so that there will be a need to suspend the law or to make it clear 
that it does not apply to those who were forced to abandon their land because of conflict. 
Moreover, returnees might lack the necessary information on how to reclaim their property or they may face practical obstacles, such as 
lack of documents. 
 
The primary aim of the Government should be to ensure that property rights are protected, and that there is fair and equitable access to 
land that contributes to post-conflict reconciliation and economic rehabilitation. The establishment of fair and equitable restitution is a vital 
part of the reconciliation process to ensure that IDPs and refugees can indeed return in safety and dignity. 
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Villages Profiled per Typology of Settlement per Administrative Unit 
Typology of Settlement: Bindisi Mukjar Um-Dukhun Tissi Anjereima Kubum Um-Kher 

Villages Inhabited by Africans 25 6 2       1
Villages Inhabited by Arabs 1   6         
Villages Inhabited by Africans and Arabs 1 1 7         
Nomadic Settlements (damras)     16         
Villages Abandoned     3         
Villages Abandoned where Arabs/Nomads are 
cultivating     3         
Villages Abandoned inhabited by Arabs/Nomads 1   1         
Villages Destroyed 15 25 12       1
Villages Destroyed where Arabs/Nomads are 
cultivating 1 9 10     1   
Villages Destroyed inhabited by Arabs/Nomads 1 3 14         
Refugees' Site       9       
Villages Inhabited with Refugees       31 6     
IDP's Site   1           
Villages Inhabited with IDPs 2   7         
Villages Inhabited with big IDPs Settlements 2 1 1     1   
Villages Inhabited with IDPs and Returnees   2         
Villages Inhabited with Returnees 2   5       2
Villages destroyed with Returnees 1 5 2         

Total Villages Profiled 52 50 91 40 6 2 4
 
 
 
Deforestation 
 
The impact of the conflict in the region has also led to considerable deforestation. Herders have 
reportedly cut down trees to attain enlarged grazing areas  for their animals. The felling of trees to 
build houses has also been observed. The teams have also noticed the phenomenon of  trees and 
mango orchards being burned in areas originally belonging to displaced African populations. It is 
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believed that this was done to eliminate any possibility of sustainable return and therefore consolidate 
the seizure of the territory by the nomads.  Extensive destruction of mango and guava trees has been 
reported in the Mukjar area, where in Ebrla and Korofatan alone 120 mango trees have been cut 
down. 
 
4. Security 
 
The overall security situation in the area profiled has slightly improved during the first half of 2005 
due, in part, to the efforts of local authorities in some localities and a combination of the following 
factors:  
 

 Increased international presence of NGOs and International Organisations including the 
African Union in key strategic towns, camps and along main roads has proved to be essential 
in improving security. 

 
 The majority of the rural conflict-affected population remain in camps and settlements where 

the security situation is relatively stable.  
 

 The timing of the planting season and the strong desire among IDPs and returnees to 
cultivate to avoid the chronic, large-scale food shortages and subsequent macro-economic 
deterioration experienced in 2004.  

 
 The GoS, in its effprt to normalise the situation, has initiated the rehabilitation of specific 

villages known as model villages with a view to encouraging a normal return of both refugees 
in Chad and IDPs.  

 

4.1 Freedom of Movement 
 
In the interests of transparency and of promoting a strong partnership with the GoS to find a durable 
resolution to the crisis in Darfur,  the ongoing limitations to freedom of movement and subsequent 
risks faced by displaced persons and returnees in carrying out daily activities are noted with concern.  
The following examples are self explanatory 
 
In some villages located between Kabar and Um Dhukun, the population was never displaced but a 
large portion of the residents still face restricted freedom of movement and enjoy limited access to 
the land due to the security situation. 
 
In other cases, for instance in Juguma El Garabia area, some cases of extortion against the civilian 
population have been reported. 
 
GoS has made noticeable efforts in trying to increase the security situation of the region, especially 
the return areas, through the deployment of extra forces and the re-establishment of police stations.  
The increased police presence, however, has not always resulted in an increase of the protection of 
the civilian population. Very often the Police lack the means to follow up on the numerous incidents 
that occur in the area. The widespread insecurity outside the inhabited areas has frequently left 
people stranded within the boundaries of their villages. 
   
One of the main consequences of this limited freedom of movement is the impact on the capacity of 
people to carry out daily tasks and income generating activities such as fetching of water, collection 
of firewood and cultivation of land. Lack of freedom of movement is one of the main obstacles 
towards the restoration of normalcy and the capacity of the people to become self sufficient. 
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Women have been particularly affected by the lack of freedom of movement. This problem is 
particularly worrying with the impending raining season when, due to a restart of agricultural 
activities, women are expected to leave the relative safety of their towns and villages to cultivate.  
  
In addition to the increase in the efforts made by the government, it is worth noting that  the visibility 
of the international community is providing increased protection. Indeed, the areas characterized by a 
regular international presence, are reported to register an immediate decrease in the number of 
assaults.  

 

4.2 Land and Demography 
 
In the absence of original owners and inhabitants, some of the deserted farms and villages are being 
“squatted-upon” by others and the displaced persons fear losing their rightful land. 
 
In the southern part of West Darfur several new nomadic settlements have been observed, both 
surrounding or, in some cases, directly on the remains of the previous African abandoned or 
destroyed villages, especially in Um-Dhukun and Mukjar area. 
 
In some places, nomads living beside abandoned or destroyed villages have retained the same name 
of the previous African village (like in Donga, Sure Fur and Muradaf) or have established an Arab 
market (like in Morlinga) on the remains. 
 
This fact, coupled with the dramatic change in the demographic ratio between Africans and Arabs 
revealed by the profiling exercise (remarkably in Um-Dhukun a/u), prompts grave concerns for the 
protection of the land and property rights of the Sudanese refugees and IDPs.  
 
The primary aim of the government should be to ensure that property rights are protected, and that 
there is fair and equitable access to land, which will in turn contribute to post-conflict reconciliation 
and economic rehabilitation. Otherwise, the potential for housing, land and property disputes between 
the different communities could undermine any peace agreement and lead to renewed instability and 
confrontation. The establishment of fair and equitable restitution is a vital part of the reconciliation 
process to ensure that IDPs and refugees can indeed return in safety and dignity. 
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PART 2 
 

ANALYSIS OF THE SECTORAL ISSUES 
 
 
1. Sectoral Gaps and Needs 
 
The profiling exercise in south-west Darfur and the corresponding border area in Chad aimed to 
obtain a detailed and comprehensive picture of the current and pre-conflict situations of the area 
profiled. The information gathered will be used for the identification of solutions to help create a more 
sustainable environment for the current inhabitants and possibly contribute to establishing the 
conditions which will pave the way for an eventual voluntary return in safety and with dignity of 
IDPs/refugees to their places of origin.  
 
While the profiling activity has produced a better understanding of the situation in the field and its 
dynamics, it also provides coherent and comprehensive statistical data related to humanitarian gaps 
affecting this region, which is extremely remote from the coordination centers of Geneina and Nyala. 
 
Until now, few NGOs have accessed this area and in some cases, there are no NGOs at all. This is 
the case also in the Chadian border area profiled where, since the beginning of the conflict, there 
have been more than 20,000 refugees sharing very scarce resources with host communities.  
 
In the Um-Dukhun IDP camp, as well, some crucial sectors are still not covered by any NGO, while in 
the village of Juguma Algarbiya in Bindisi, more than 4,000 IDPs are waiting for the arrival of 
humanitarian agencies to provide them essential assistance and services like food and latrines.  
 
Despite the gaps and obstacles, spontaneous returns continue to occur amid emerging humanitarian 
needs in protection, land issues and other problems.  At the same time, humanitarian actors are 
increasingly looking at assistance measures to promote the sustainability of voluntary returns, as 
opposed to targeting assistance solely to displaced communities.  
 
It is noted that the team members are not experts in any particular sector, so their data and the “gaps 
to verify” identified in the various sections such as health, education, water etc. are not based on any 
specialist knowledge. The information gathered is meant to be an initial indicator of where there may 
be problems so that other organizations with expertise in such as areas can investigate on a more 
detailed and technical level. 
 
Nevertheless, the general information collected and summarised in these sections provides valuable 
indicators and information to improve the efforts of NGOs and the international community at large in 
the provision of appropriate assistance to populations of concern. 
  
 
1.1 Health 
 
The presence in the area of MSF Holland (three health centres) and NCA (two health centres) 
ensures that the majority of the population living in the main IDP camps have access to basic primary 
health services.  Populations in the more remote areas rely on a few poorly-equipped state-owned 
health facilities and must travel far distances to receive appropriate health care.       
 
In any case, the situation remains critical. Health staff are few and the hygiene situation in many 
IDP/refugee settlements is a cause for concern. With this year’s rainy season, cases of diarrhoea and 
hepatitis are frequent.  Chlorination programs can hardly cover all the available sources of water. 
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Health facilities situation 
 
In the area profiled, many health facilities available before the conflict have been destroyed and 
current health facilities are concentrated mainly in IDP camps, supported by NGOs. In a few other 
centres, some small state-owned health facilities can be found. This is the case in two so called 
“model villages” (where they are at the moment under construction) and in other two minor villages. 
 
 

Health Facilities per Administrative Unit 
Adm. Unit Location Managed by Type of Service Provided 

Bindisi MSF Holland 

Primary Health Centre. OPD, Feeding 
Program, Health Education, Malaria Test, 
Pharmacies. Expatriate staff presents on weekly 
base coming from Garsila (also during the rainy 
season). 

Bindisi Juguma Algarbiya NCA 
Primary Health Centre. OPD, IPD, ORT, 
Pharmacies. 

Mukjar MSF Holland 

Primary Health Centre. OPD, Feeding 
program, Pharmacies. Expatriate staff on weekly 
base coming from Garsila. 

Mukjar Saraf El Saada Government New Health Facility, still not working. 

Um-Dukhun MSF Holland 

Primary Health Centre.  OPD, IPD, PNC, EPI, 
ORT, Feeding program, Health Education, 
Malaria Test, Pharmacies. Expatriate staff 
presents permanently also during the rainy season.

Farkang Government Health Facility. OPD. 

Um-Dukhun Dambar Government New Health Facility, still not working. 

Tissi (Chad) Tissi Government 
Primary Health Centre. OPD, IPD, EPI, ORT, 
Pharmacies. 

Kubum (SD) Kubum NCA 

Primary Health Centre. OPD, IPD, EPI, 
Feeding program, Health Education, 
Pharmacies. 

Legend: OPD (Out-patient), IPD (In-patient), EPI (Expanded program of Immunization), ORT (Oral Rehydratation Treatment), PNC 
(Post Natal Care),  

 
The populations living near health facilities operated by NGOs are obviously assured a better level of 
treatment than those relying on the state-owned facilities. These small health facilities, having very 
few services available, almost always refer their patients to the NGO-run centres and for this reason, 
people far from the main IDP camps face a comparatively worse health situation. 
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Gaps to verify 
 
According to the impressions of our teams during the debriefing sessions, the worst health situation is 
found in the Chadian border area where only one state-owned health facility exists in Tissi and the 
population travels up to 100 km to access health care. Assistance is not available to refugees and 
host communities along the border and they have been sharing their scarce resources in terms of 
food, water and shelter for such a long time. 
 
The cluster of villages surrounding Saraf Burgow seems to be one of the most severely affected by 
this situation, with documented cases of measles, hepatitis and diarrhoea.  The poor quality of water 
available along the border, which is drawn exclusively from wadis and shallow wells, is a factor in 
this. Andreisa, despite its proximity to Forobaranga and Anjereima, seems to be another village with 
significant health problems, with a reported 12 cases of polio and 5 of measles, which led to the 
deaths of five children2 in the past month. 
 
Among the Sudanese administrative units profiled, the most fragile health situation seems to be 
reported in Bindisi in the villages surrounding Juguma Algarbiya. The health centre there seems 
inadequate to cover the needs of the population of that area (more than 20,000 people) and in many 
villages, due to the lack of trained midwifes (only one reported), high infant and maternal mortality 
rates have been noticed.3. 
 
Finally in Um-Dukhun, the more populated area, the primary health centre has the wider catchment 
area with more than 120,000 people. According to the interview conducted with the health staff, the 
top causes of death in the area are malnutrition (75%) and diarrhoea (15%). Women arrive weekly 
from as far away as Chad to attend their nutrition program. 
  

 
 
Referral system 
 
The primary health centres of Um-Dukhun, Bindisi and Mukjar, operated by MSF Holland, have a  
referral system for secondary health care to the hospital in Garsila, where MSF Holland is also 
working. 
 
 

                                                 
2 Information obtained by local sheikh and not confirmed with any medical staff.  
3 This information has been reported by the sheikh of Mujeli.  
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Health Staff 
 
With regard to health staff only 2 medical doctors are permanently present in the area. A few others, 
mainly expatriates of medical NGOs, visit patients or monitor nutrition programs on weekly basis. 
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The apparent high number of midwifes reported indicates that midwives are primarily concentrated in 
a few central health facilities whereas the most remote areas are covered only by traditional birth 
attendants.  
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1.2 Education 
 
Education is another important issue that emerged in the profiling exercise. As a consequence of the 
displacement, the infrastructures of the host villages are overcrowded and cannot accomodate the 
number of school-age students. While schools for IDPs have been built or are under construction in 
several of the larger IDP settlements,in many more remote areas IDPs and refugees are still sharing 
limited facilities with host communities, illustrating the chronic lack of educational structures in the 
region.   
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Primary Schools  
 
There are 35 primary schools with a total of 157 classrooms distributed per administrative unit as 
follows. 
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Of a total of more than 65,000 school age children, only 17% go to primary school and these children 
are concentrated mainly near the biggest IDP settlements of the area. 
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Nr. Children attending Primary Schools per Administrative Unit
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The rate of children not attending primary schools seems to be different from area to area.  In the Um 
Dukhun administrative unit, non-attendance rates are more than 90%.  Along the Chadian border, 
there are only 3 schools for more than 50.000 people.  The particularly high attendance rate of 
Kobum is probably due both to the presence of good educational structures, including some 
secondary schools in the town as well as  to the fact that the surrounding villages of that 
administrative unit were not profiled and the number of school-age children may therefore be 
underestimated.   
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With regard to gender, boys constitute on average 60% of children attending school. Among teachers 
there is also a prevalence of men, 70% of the total.  40% of teachers are offering their service on a 
voluntary basis.     
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Nr. Teachers per Administrative Unit 
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Secondary Schools 
 
There are only 3 secondary schools and total of 9 classrooms for  403 students. This data clearly 
illustrates the lack of advanced educational infrastructure.  Young people willing to continue their 
studies are forced to move very far. 
 

Nr. Secondary Schools and Classes per Administrative Unit 
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Qur’an Schools 
 
Found in virtually every village, the Qur’an Schools appear to be replacing absent primary schools in 
many remote areas. Present in 129 of the 137 inhabited villages profiled, the Qur’an schools provide 
children with Koranic knowledge, but fall far short of the basic literacy, math and science curricula of 
primary education.  
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The total number of children reported to be attending the 434 documented Qur’an Schools is 13.756.  
This figure is probably underestimated considering that there is no formal registration for the Qur’an 
schools.  
 
Similar to the primary education statistics,  the prevalence of boys attending Qur’an schools is even 
more pronounced at 70%. 
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Gaps to verify 
 
As a result of the lack of primary schools, together with the lack of proper promotion of formal 
education in some areas, many parents choose to send their children to Qur’an Schools. This is 
happening for instance in some of Tissi’s surrounding villages where a primary school is present in 
the vicinity of the refugee settlements. This situation highlights both the need for more educational 
facilities and a greater awareness among the whole population regarding the importance of formal 
primary education. 
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With regard to new schools for IDPs, new classes have been recently built as part of a Unicef 
program implemented by INTERSOS in Bindisi IDP Camp. The situation for the children in Mukjar 
IDP Camp is still problematic and the few pre-existing classrooms remain overcrowded, leaving many 
children unable to attend lessons. A similar situation persists in Um-Dukhun IDP camp, where the 
reported 23 classes allow only one third of the children in school age to attend school.  
With regard to rural areas, there is a big cluster of African villages around Salih Kaamsat – North of 
Juguma Algarbiya, in Bindisi administrative unit – where no primary schools were identified during the 
profiling. A similar situation is present along the Chadian border in Saraf Burgou. 
 
In Um-Dukhun administrative unit, the cluster of African villages of Magula, Muraya, Sufalawin and 
Tiratira also needs  particular attention. Although there is a primary school in Sure, a nearby Arab 
village, the particularly unstable security situation and limited freedom of movement require the 
establishment of an additional primary school located in one of the villages of the cluster to allow the 
African children to attend.  
 
To conclude, it should be noted that the presence of a primary school in a cluster of villages does not 
always mean that children are attending, or able to attend, lessons. The schools are often very small 
with 2-3 classes and the number of students rarely exceeds 100 pupils.  
 
Additional efforts are needed to identify a sustainable strategy for the establishment of a sufficient 
number of schools, possibly through a system of voluntary teachers supported by the community. In 
this regard, it is crucial to implement activities that raise the awareness of the parents on the 
importance of education. 
 
The following chart shows the number of classrooms for each type of school. 
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1.3 Water 
 
The south-west region of Darfur does not generally lack sufficient water resources, with the exception 
of the area south of Um-Dukhun. Many streams (wadis) are scattered over the whole territory and 
water can be usually found a few meters underground, even during the dry season when the wadis 
are dry.  
 
Nevertheless, the conflict has seriously affected access to water.  Several water facilities were 
destroyed during the conflict, while the concentration of vast numbers of IDPs in host communities 
has overstreched existing water points.  Water has become, for these reasons, an important issue. 
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Health problems related to poor water quality and insufficient quantity are now common, not only in 
the main IDP camps but also in other areas where the demographic spread of populations has 
altered.  
 
NGOs are trying to address these problems through a variety of means, including digging new 
emergency wells and where the machinery is available in the field, drilling new boreholes and setting 
hand pumps.  
 
However, there are still doubts about the real sustainability of these boreholes. The water-bearing 
stratum seems to be shared on a vast area that includes part of refugee camps in Chad: too many 
boreholes on one side could create water related problems to the other side.  More expert technical 
analysis is required on this subject. 
 
Hand pumps 
 
The availability of hand pumps in the area profiled is still low. Only in Um-Dukhun were there some 
villages (12) with hand pumps. In Bindisi, the few hand pumps present before the conflict have been 
completely destroyed while in Mukjar, a few can be found in town and one in Bergei. No hand pumps 
exist at all along the Chadian border. 
 
At the time of preparing this report in July 2005, a drilling-machine was brought to Bindisi to dig some 
boreholes.  When the work in Bindisi is completed, the machine should move to Mukjar. 
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Traditional wells 
 
In addition to hand pumps, traditional wells, made of bricks, are mainly concentrated in medium and 
large centres. The profiling teams found several shallow wells in the main centres such as Bindisi 
(12), Mukjar (14), Um-Dukhun (5).  There is a particularly high number in Kubum (22) where the 
presence of  sandy soil prevents digging of shallow wells.  
 
In some smaller villages, it is also possible to find a few traditional wells. 
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Shallow wells 
 
Shallow wells remain the main source of water in many small villages when wadis are dry. Their 
water quality is not always good and many of these shallow wells are dug directly on the river bed 
and become inaccessible during the rainy season. In this period, wadis become for many 
communities the only source of water. 
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Bindisi, Mukjar and Chadian border areas have on average 1 or 2 shallow wells per village, while in 
Um-Dukhun the profiling teams found several villages with more than 20 shallow wells. This is due to 
the poor water table capacity in the area, which requires the digging of several shallow wells to cover 
the needs of the entire village population.   The large wadi called Wadi Salih is a primary source of 
water during the dry season for many villages along its waterway in Bindisi and Mukjar territory.  
 
Wadis 
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Almost all the inhabited villages profiled are located near small, medium or big wadis that are still 
largely used as the primary sources of water during the rainy season. The quality of this water is 
frequently a cause of concern for NGOs working in this sector because of many serious diseases 
(like diarrhoea, worms, skin diseases, hepatitis) resulting from flooded, polluted, sources of water.   
 
In the main IDP camps, chlorination programs are usually implemented by wat/san NGOs for all the 
sources of water, with the obvious exception of the wadis. 
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Gaps to verify 
 
According to our teams, the major water-related problems in the area profiled are concentrated in 
Um-Dukhun area and along the Chadian border.  
 
Along the Chadian border the water problem seems mainly related to an increased number of people 
using the same sources of water. About 20,000 refugees in 45 villages are still sharing the same pre-
conflict water resources with host communities, despite the fact that the population has almost 
doubled. 
  
This water situation seems to have greatly contributed to the health concerns described in health 
section.  To date,  no NGOs are working in this area of the border in Chad  
 
Regarding Um-Dukhun, the situation seems slightly different. Many of the villages affected by water-
related problems, mainly in the southern sector of the administrative unit, are not hosting IDPs, which 
therefore suggests other causes. INTERSOS teams believe that the high number of shallow wells per 
village relates to the poor water table capacity. 
 
Among the villages of the Um Dukhun area most-affected by the problem are Gerlia, Al Zawia and 
Kamgar – all south of Um-Dukhun. In Gerlia each family has to dig at least five shallow wells at the 
same time to have enough water while in Al Zawia and Kamgar the sources of water are available 
only across the Chadian border and people have to pay up to 5.000 SD for each well they dig. Only 
recently, Oxfam has started installing hand-pumps in the nearby village of Abugaradil. 
 
To conclude, it should be emphasized that the overall situation regarding the availability of potable 
water remains extremely difficult in the whole area. Traditional wells are few and too often, the only 
sources of water are unprotected shallow wells, prone to contamination.  
 
Together with the promotion of safer sources of water (like traditional wells), the institution of local 
water committees in the various villages should be also encouraged. 
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1.4 Shelter 
 
Since the main phase of displacement in 2003/2004, the quantity and quality of shelters for 
IDPS/refugees has gradually improved. While at the beginning of the crisis many families were 
sharing the same emergency shelter now, thanks often to the support of host communities, some 
have succeeded in constructing their own shelters. 
 
The rate of persons per shelter in IDP camps has consequently decreased from an average of 10 
persons per shelter reported in the previous profiling exercise to figures between 4 and 8 persons per 
shelter, depending on the particular circumstances of the camp.  The rate reported in villages not 
hosting IDPs is of about 2 persons per shelter. 
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The quality of these shelters seems slightly improved as a result of support by NGOs implementing 
plastic sheet distributions in the main centres. Nevertheless, much work remains to be done.  
 
Gaps to verify 
 
Although the situation is improving in the larger IDP settlements, the number of persons per shelter 
continues to remain high, with large percentages of the population still living in emergency shelters or 
sharing their shelter with host communities.  
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Note: the data of Um-Dukhun takes into account the population of many damras that we profiled in that area where 
the number of huts is not proportional with the population declared because of their nomadic movements. For this 
reason, being not available figures about their shelters, the total shelters for Um-Dukhun area is underestimated.      
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In Um-Dukhun IDP camp, profiling teams found the highest rate of persons per shelter (7.8).  
INTERSOS teams found that this situation resulted in some tension in May between IDPs and non-
displaced relatives and inhabitants, who had hosted them for so long a time. The result was that 
some IDPs were found trying to build new shelters but without the necessary materials. 
 
In Mukjar, profiling teams reported that IDPs have not had the opportunity to build sufficient shelters 
to expand their living area due to persistent overcrowding in the camp. A similar situation seems to 
exist in Kubum. 
 
In Juguma Algarbiya IDP camp, on the contrary, the majority of the IDPs, after almost 2 years in  
displacement, have succeeded in building their own shelter, despite the fact that no NGOs have 
provided NGO distributions to assist them.. Only shelters belonging to vulnerable IDPs seem in poor 
condition and generally in need of support. 
 
Along the Chadian border, in the end, many refugees are reportedly still sharing the same shelters 
with host communities, usually of the same tribes. Some cases of tension between IDPs and host 
community, like in Um-Dukhun, have also been reported in Tissi.  
 
This shelter situation, as in the other sectors, requires more attention from humanitarian agencies, 
particularly in the context of ongoing, though limited, spontaneous returns.  As a result of the profiling, 
INTERSOS has completed NFI distributions, in partnership with UNHCR, in return villages.  In 
locations where returns did not meet established criteria, such as the aforementioned cases of 
“squatting,” NFI distributions have been avoided.  
 
1.5 Vulnerable 
 
High numbers of vulnerable individuals were found in all areas profiled. With an average of 10% 
among the whole population, the rate among IDPs/refugees is clearly higher and can reach figures 
around 25-30% of the population living in the camps. 
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Note: vulnerability cases are to be intended as reported conditions of vulnerability and not as 
number of people with vulnerabilities. A single person could be subject to more than one 
vulnerability case (i.e. single female with children with physical disabilities).      
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In Um-Dukhun alone, for example, INTERSOS teams interviewed all the sheikhs in town and were 
informed that there are more than 1,300 female heads of household with children aged less than 18 
years.  
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Note: for this statistic female and male alone with children aged less than 18 (point 2 and 3 of the general breakdown) 
have been detracted from the total single parents (point 1) to have a better estimation of the vulnerable per IDP camp.  

 
These large differences between vulnerability rates in the various IDP/refugee sites are not easily 
explained and even among the INTERSOS profiling teams, opinions were discordant. 
 
Every village in Darfur has its own story of the conflict and the methodology of the profiling exercise, 
which often relied on Sheiks and community leaders as primary sources of information, sometimes 
failed to adequately capture the plight of vulnerable individuals, particularly in larger IDP camps.   The 
data on vulnerable households, therefore, is approximate. 
 
Before the crisis traditional community support mechanisms for vulnerables existed in most of the 
profiled villages through the so called “zaka” system. However, with the erosion of the social fabric 
pre-existing social links, the conflict has lead to the disappearance of such traditional community 
coping mechanisms in the biggest IDP camps as well as in the remotest villages. 
 
1.6 International Presence 
  
As noted above, the international presence in the area is still limited compared with the previously-
profiled regions of Habila, Forobaranga and Garsila.  
 
Gaps to verify 
 
Presently, only Bindisi IDP camp seems well covered in all sectors. In Mukjar and Um-Dukhun, 
protection and social activities in the IDP camps, together with education, are among the main gaps. 
In Um Dukhun, programmes for support of agricultural activities have not been planned for this rainy 
season.  
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The main gaps of the several areas profiled are in the villages along the Chadian border where no 
NGOs are working except INTERSOS, which recently commenced operations as a result of the 
profiling results. These 20,000 refugees decided, for various reasons, to remain in the border area 
rather than go to the UNHCR-operated camps during 2004, where humanitarian assistance is 

International Presence in the area profiled 
Adm. Unit Location NGOs Activities 

MSF Holland 
Primary Health Centre, Feeding Program, Health 
Education, Chlorination. 

INTERSOS 

Protection, Women Centre (income generating activities), 
Youth Centre (vocational training, recreational activities), 
Education (UNICEF primary schools), Profiling.  

Triangle 

NFI distributions, Agricultural Activities (seeds and tools 
distribution, training, monitoring), Sanitation (latrines 
rehabilitation), Hygiene Promotion, Water, Camp 
Management. 

WFP Food distribution (implemented by CARE). 

Oxfam 
Hygiene Promotion, Water and Sanitation, NFI 
distributions. 

Bindisi IRC Water. 
NCA-ACT-Caritas Primary Health Centre. 
  Hygiene Promotion and Sanitation. 
  Protection, Social Activities. 
  Agriculture (seeds and tools distribution). 
  Education. 

Bindisi 
Juguma 
Algarbiya   Food distribution. 

MSF Holland 
Primary Health Centre, Feeding Program, Water and 
Sanitation. 

Mercy Corps 

NFI distributions (jerry cans and plastic sheets), Water and 
Sanitation, Agricultural Activities, Education and Women 
Centre (to be started). 

SCC-ACT-Caritas Agriculture (seeds and tools distribution) 
WFP Food distribution (implemented by CARE). 

Mukjar Mukjar IRC Water, Agriculture (seeds distribution), Chlorination. 

MSF Holland 
Primary Health Centre, Feeding Program, Health 
Education, Water and Sanitation, Chlorination. 

Oxfam 

Water and Sanitation (wells in town and in some 
surrounding villages, latrines), NFI distribution (plastic 
sheets), Hygiene promotion. 

INTERSOS Profiling, NFI distributions (plastic sheets and blankets). 
WFP Food distribution (implemented by CARE). 
NCA-ACT-Caritas Water (boreholes). 
  Protection, Social Activities. 
  Education. 

Um-Dukhun 
Um-
Dukhun   Agriculture (seeds and tools distribution). 

  Primary Health Centre. 
  Hygiene promotion, Water and Sanitation. 
  Food distribution. 
  NFI distributions. Chadian 

Border 

Tissi/ 
Chadian 
border.   Agriculture (seeds and tools distribution). 

NCA-ACT-Caritas 
Primary Health Centre, Feeding Program, Hygiene 
Promotion, Water and Sanitation. 

WFP Food distribution (implemented by CARE). 
WES Chlorination. 
  Protection, Social Activities. 

Kubum Kubum   Agriculture (seeds and tools distribution). 
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available. However, they are facing, together with their host communities, one of the worst 
humanitarian situations and are in need of urgent humanitarian aid.4 
 
Other gaps have been identified in Juguma Algarbiya, near Bindisi, where there are presently more 
than 4,000 IDPs without any assistance except a small health facility. This situation highlights the 
need for more flexibility among NGOs to be able to cover not only the known main IDP settlements, 
but also the smaller villages hosting IDPs as well as emerging population concentrations as a result 
of spontaneous movements. 
 
A similar observation can be made regarding food distributions. In some cases, the populations of 
many small villages have simply not been registered. In other cases the distance to reach the 
distribution point seems too far and can endanger the security of these beneficiaries who must also 
return home, laden with goods.  
 
Greater presence in the smaller IDP and return villages will undoubtedly improve the level of 
protection by presence that the international community can offer in this new phase of the conflict.  
 

                                                 
4 In this regard, it has to be noted that generally UNHCR does not assist with the establishment of border camps because 
previous experiences indicated that this creates serious protection and security problems. The policy of UNHCR in Chad 
has been so far to transport refugees who wish to do so to camps which are located further inland. In the case of the area 
covered by the profiling, these would be the camps of Djabal and Goz Amir. Nevertheless, some assistance programs have 
been implemented along the border, such as the distribution of seeds by INTERSOS. More small humanitarian programs of 
this nature could be considered to relief the plight of the “border refugees”.  
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PART 3 
 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Looking at possible solutions 
 
In the first phase of the conflict, mass displacement of population occurred as a result of  widespread 
insecurity, indiscriminate fighting and large scale attacks on villages. Populations abandoned their 
villages and sought refuge in Chad and in large towns, resulting in creation of sizeable IDP 
gatherings.  
 
Since the beginning of the humanitarian intervention, aid organizations have concentrated their 
efforts in the big IDP settlements, often neglecting smaller and more remote villages. To date, most of 
the population of small villages are still not benefiting from any sustained delivery of humanitarian aid; 
consequently, they are also losing out on the inherent security improvement associated with the 
presence of humanitarian actors and the provision of much-needed assistance.   
 
Indeed, the results of the profiling have shown that increased presence of international NGOs and 
UN agencies in key strategic towns, camps and along main roads, has greatly contributed to an 
improved security environment.  
 
As a result of the return-oriented profiling project, INTERSOS and UNHCR have gained a clearer 
picture of the situation in almost all the villages in the southern region of West Darfur. The data 
collected to date has been processed and analysed by INTERSOS and UNHCR and is now being 
shared with the Government and with the other humanitarian actors working in southern West Darfur.  
 
The anticipated outcome is to acquire a common understanding of the situation, to increase the 
presence of humanitarian agencies, and to plan coordinated specific interventions to cover the 
identified needs and gaps of the population.  At the same time, the profiling exercise may help  
government decision-makers in identifying areas and issues where their interventions should be 
prioritized (e.g. police presence should be established in order to improve the security situation of 
one particular area).  
 
As the profiling has showed, in the latest months, the populations of small villages have increased, 
and a new pattern in movements has been observed. Spontaneous/seasonal returns to the villages 
of origin in order to start cultivation activities as well as GoS encouraged returns to the so called 
“model villages” have been recorded, especially in the Mukjar area.  
 
Lack of security and of basic infrastructure, combined with the absence of humanitarian assistance 
may lead the further displacement of the resident populations of small villages as well as of the 
recent returnees. 
 
While security and safe access to the farmlands remain the overriding factors to ensure the 
sustainability of the rural villages and the reintegration of the returnees, a key role will be played by 
the capacity of International agencies and NGOs to respond to the lack of services and infrastructure. 
 
With regard to the model villages, however, many doubts remain about the capacity of these villages 
to become self-sustainable, and about the possible implications especially in terms of contributing to 
the permanent change of the social fabric of the various areas. Consequently, a cautious position 
should be maintained before engaging in rehabilitation activities in the villages.   
 
Reintegration activities in villages where the security situation remains unstable and there is no 
freedom of movement and safe access to the farmlands, could create complications with the assisted 
communities and exacerbate the conflict.  Therefore, rehabilitation of villages as well as projects 
aimed at restarting livelihoods (i.e. agricultural projects in small remote villages) are at risk of being 
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ineffective without long-term and sustainable efforts by NGOs and agencies to tackle the problems of 
protection, use of land and coexistence with neighbouring nomadic tribes.  
 
However, based on the results of the profiling exercise, the organization believes that there is a 
strong justification for providing humanitarian and reintegration assistance in some villages of origin.  
Moreover, the provision of assistance and mobilization of communities to participate in rebuilding 
their own communities and improving the protection environment, is a natural evolution of the 
INTERSOS/UNHCR strategy.  At the same time and in collaboration with UNHCR, INTERSOS will 
continue to closely monitor protection issues and further population movements. 
 
With regard to the methods of intervention, INTERSOS believes that any project in the villages of 
return, if they are to be successful in supporting the existing communities and pave the way for future 
voluntary returns, have to be designed with the full participation of the beneficiary community.  
INTERSOS, notably through its collaboration with UNHCR, has adopted a  holistic and 
comprehensive approach to its activities, by focusing on the sustainable preparation of a future return 
of refugees and IDPs and the rebuilding of damaged communities.   The return oriented profiling 
provides crucial data, which will enable INTERSOS and the International Community at large to 
identify particularly relevant geographical locations in need of assistance. 
 
Regular and sustained presence in the area, including villages of return, will enable INTERSOS to 
use its knowledge of the affected communities, as well as its experiences gained in past 
interventions, to approach both African and Arab tribes.  
 
The objective is to initiate discussions on traditional use of land and land sharing procedures with the 
aim of seeing how they could be revived through further community mobilisation and mediation. In 
addition to a political settlement among warring factions, the roots of the conflict in Darfur will have to 
be addressed at local level, to sustain any potential peace process.  
 
Reconciliation will be a long and difficult path. While the current context does not allow full 
rehabilitation or reconciliation programs, humanitarian responses should take into consideration the 
need of minimizing conflict’s impacts on traditional balance and ways of life whenever possible. 
 
Community-based Rehabilitation Projects 
 
UNHCR, through his implementing partners, is supporting Community-Based Rehabilitation Projects  
(CBRPs) in those villages of return, surrounding the big IDP settlements, where voluntary returns 
have proved genuine and sustainable. 
 
Although the actual situation in West Darfur is not conducive for facilitating and encouraging returns, 
INTERSOS believes that genuine and sustainable returns are happening and should be supported. 
 
The issue of return is such a delicate one, that the utmost caution must be used when choosing the 
villages targeted. The following minimum conditions, which were elaborated and agreed at a UNHCR 
workshop in March focusing on returns, must apply to justify any intervention: 
 

 The village must be a village of origin, and of potential return. 
 

 Returns should be sustainable and genuine. 
 

 There must be a minimum of infrastructure still standing (not completely destroyed villages or 
not inhabited), as INTERSOS’ objective is not to rebuild whole villages, but to improve those 
that can be improved by building-up on the existing community resources and copying 
mechanisms. 

 
 Population must still be living in the targeted village so that the work undertaken can be done 

with the community in line with INTERSOS’ community-based approach and methodology. 
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This would ensure follow-up and sustainability. The presence of nomads in the villages should 
not be a deterrent, providing that there is a host community and a possible dialogue between 
the two parties may be initiated, maybe by providing ad hoc assistance to both sides.     

 
Different villages will require different inputs from the humanitarian community and may identify 
different priorities at the local level.  INTERSOS will conduct an initial assessment of the villages, 
involving both the IDPs remaining in the settlements and returnees in the villages, to determine which 
villages should be targeted for reintegration assistance as well as the type and scope of 
interventions.  Assessments will take into account the existing coping mechanisms put in place by the 
beneficiaries and the existing resources.  
 
INTERSOS envisions interventions in the sectors of Community Services, Education, NFI 
Distribution, Water and Sanitation, Shelter and Health/Nutrition, Women and Youth Centres.  
Immediate assistance in the NFI and food sectors has been provided to cover the initial and most 
urgent needs of communities, both IDP and returnee. 
 
 
In the areas identified by the profiling, more long term and sustainable interventions, such as the 
establishment of women and youth centres, are planned through a community-based approach. The 
community-based approach is the backbone of the overall programme. It is a crucial aspect of this 
approach that ideas and undertakings for reintegration activities originate from the community, and 
are implemented and monitored by them. This creates a sense of ownership and responsibility that 
not only leads to the empowerment of the community, but also favours the sustainability of the 
activities in the long term. 
 
The situation regarding returns in West Darfur remains complex and necessitates that assistance be 
provided in a cautious manner, which avoids creating a premature pull factor but at the same time, 
respects and supports the decisions of those who have decided to return voluntarily.  The envisaged 
interventions, therefore, are pilot activities and careful attention will be paid to monitoring the impacts 
on movement patterns and improvements in the protection environment.   
 
The ongoing monitoring and follow-up component will enable to adapt the possible concrete solutions 
to the further development about returning caseloads and patterns. 
 
The CBRPs will benefit not just the returnees in selected villages, but the host community and IDPs 
as well.  In the long-run, the CBRPs will begin rebuilding fractured communities in anticipation of 
future returns, pending improvements in the security situation and concrete progress among warring 
factions at Abuja. CBRPs indeed, intend to have an important impact on genuine returnee 
communities, provided that the basic security conditions are met and the voluntariness of return 
continues to be respected. 
 
Any project targeting rehabilitation of remote villages will have to address the needs of the Nomadic 
community. Not only did these communities suffer indirectly, albeit differently, from the conflict due to 
the loss of the traditional economic system they once relied on to sustain themselves, but also, if a 
restart of agricultural activities is to be envisaged, communication with the nomadic communities 
have to be initiated. This can only be done if the real needs of the nomadic community are 
addressed, particularly water both for domestic and livestock use. To increase the security level in 
the impact area, the CBRPs are planning to include the nomads among the target beneficiaries. The 
assistance provided to the nomads living in the villages surrounding the targeted villages will both 
increase the security and facilitate communication with the nomadic population. This would allow the 
initiation of possible reconciliation processes at the local level, which in the future may create the 
conditions for voluntary returns. 
 
In line with UNHCR’s mandate, INTERSOS intends to strengthen the links both with the communities 
in INTERSOS-managed refugee camps in Chad in the refugee camps, as well as with the 
communities still present in some of the villages of origin to prepare the ground for potential returns, 
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or at least monitor movements. To do this, it is crucial for the links established in the various IDP 
centres to be consolidated, but also to start work in some key potential villages of return. This 
approach and methodology will provide a unique opportunity to link refugees, IDPs and residents of 
villages of origin in a constructive dialogue about security and the availability of services, improving 
the ability of IDPs and refugees to make informed decisions regarding potential return. 
 
It is important to underline that INTERSOS’ strategy is not to rebuild completely destroyed villages or 
to return West Darfur to its past situation, but rather to build on what remains, giving those still living 
in these villages some support. At the same time this will contribute to create the conditions for the 
return of IDPs and refugees, and limit further displacement. 





 





 

 



ANNEX 2 
 

GEOGRAPHICAL SUMMARY OF THE VILLAGES PROFILED 
 
 
Bindisi Administrative Unit 
 
Abdu-Sokur 
Village inhabited by Africans  
 

11d58’25,30’’N – 22d51’37,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 440 Pop. Now: 344 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Tama 100% Tribes Now: Tama 100% 
 
This is a village inhabited by Tama tribe. There used to be about 440 people but during the crisis, on 30/8/2004, 96 persons fled to 
Forobaranga. Security is now good. Arab Nomads (Hiamat tribe) are present around the village but without any evident settlement. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Forobaranga, 30km. Food: they don’t have ration cards.  
Education: children are not attending lessons; a primary school for this cluster of villages would be needed.. Agriculture: seeds and tools 
would be needed. 
 
Amar Jadid  
Village inhabited by Africans  
 

12d00’44,50’’N – 22d58’95,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 40 Pop. Now: 60 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Eringa 100% Tribes Now: Eringa 100% 
 
This is a very small village settled by Eringa. The security situation is good because they didn’t side with rebels during the crisis.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Bindisi, 20km. Education: nearest primary school in Koviga, 4km 
 
Atroun  
Village inhabited by Africans and Arabs 
 

11d57’23,00’’N – 23d57’35,20’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 785 Pop. Now: 800 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Mararit 100% Tribes Now: Mararit 100% 
 
It is a village settled by Mararit tribe. The village have not been affected by the crisis because this people didn’t side with rebels. It’s not 
clear if during the crisis are arrived some IDPs – Mararit tribe - from Gumena (the information is contradictory). The security situation is 
good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Bindisi, 20km. Education: nearest primary school in Geger, 5km. 
 
Bata Himada  
Village inhabited by Africans and Arabs 
 

12d07’33,50’’N – 23d00’25,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 820 Pop. Now: 842 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Mahadi 10% , Gimier 60 % , Tama 30%  Tribes Now: Mahadi 10% , Gimier 60 % , Tama 30%  
 
This village is inhabited both by Africans and Arabs. The village has not been affecte by the crisis because the population didn’t side with 
rebels and now the situation is good. In the village is present a small primary school with 3 classes for bout 50 pupils.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards. Health: nearest health facility in Bindisi, 24km. Education: 
the shelter of the school should be rehabilitated; scholastic materials would be also needed.  
 
Bata Nasim  
Village inhabited by Arabs 
 

12d06’50,60’’N – 23d02’95,70’’E 
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Pop. Before: 750 Pop. Now: 800 IDPs / 
Refugees 

0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Mahadi 100 % Tribes Now: Mahadi 100 % 
 
Bata Nasim is a village settled by Mahadi tribe. Being Arabs the village has not been particularly affected by the crisis and the security 
situation is good. In the village there is also a small primary school with four classes. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Heath: nearest health facility in Bindisi, 28km. Education: the quality of the schelter is poor; 
scholastic materials would be needed. 
 
Market day: Sunday. 
 
Bata Nogora 
Village Destroyed  
 

12d06’86,10’’N – 23d02’30,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1300 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100 % Tribes Now: 0 
 
This was a big Fur village inhabited by 1300 people. During the crisis, on 15/8/2003, the village was destroyed and its people fled to Bindisi, 
Mukjar and to Chad.  
 
Bindisi  
Village inhabited with big IDPs Settlement.  
 

11d56’41,60’’N – 23d06’38,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 7200 Pop. Now: 12920 IDPs : 12477  IDPs Returnees 443 
Tribes before: Fur 97% Musalit 2% Dajo 1% Tribes Now: Fur 94% Musalit 3% Borgo 1% Dajo 1% Tama 1% 
 
Before the crisis, Bindisi was an African village inhabited by 7200 people from Fur, Musalit and Dajo tribe. In August 2003, reportedly 30 
villages surrounding Bindisi were attacked and most of them were completely destroyed. The population escaped in the direction of Bindisi, 
Mukjar and Um Dukhum.   
 
The majority of the local population of Bindisi, and those who had fled to Bindisi from the surrounding villages, initially remained in the town 
but when Bindisi itself came under attack, they went to Mukjar, Um Dukhum and to Chad. On September 2003, 7200 people from Fur tribe, 
fled to Um-Dhukun , Nyala, Garsila and to Chad. 
 
After some months, some of those who had fled from Bindisi to Mukjar, returned to Bindisi and settled in the more central part of the town. 
 
IDPs/returnees 
Now 12.920 people are living in Bindisi, out of which 12.477 are IDP from Fur, Musalit, Borgo, Dajo and Tama tribe, mostly coming from  
the destroyed villages around Bindisi.  
Among them, about 443 people have returned back to Bindisi from Forobaranga, Um-Dukhum , Nyala and Gerilia, between June and July 
2005.  
 
International presence 
The presence in the area of MSF Holland is assuring basic health services to the majority of the population carrying out activities of  
Primary Health Centre, OPD, Feeding Program, Health Education, Malaria Test, Pharmacies. Expatriate staff are presents on weekly base 
coming from Garsila (also during the rainy season). 
INTERSOS is present in Bindisi since one year, carrying out the following activities: Women Centre (income generating activities), Youth 
Centre (vocational training, recreational activities), Education (UNICEF primary schools), Profiling.  
TRIANGLE is doing: NFI distributions (jerry cans and plastic sheets), Agricultural Activities (seeds and tools distribution), Sanitation 
(latrines rehabilitation). 
WFP is present with Food distribution (implemented by CARE). 
Oxfam is carriyng out activities of Hygiene Promotion, Water and Sanitation. 
IRC is working on Water. 
 
Needs and Gaps 
Water: In Bindisi the few hand pumps present before the conflict have been completely destroyed. At the time of preparing this report in 
July 2005, a drilling-machine, funded by Unicef, was brought to Bindisi to do some boreholes. In the city 12 shallow wells are reported to be 
present. 
Education: Almost 80% of children do not attend Primary school. Recently INTERSOS started building new schools for IDPs, in a Unicef 
program. 
 
Security situation 
Since the arrival of the international NGOs the security situation has greatly improved. Nevertheless, as soon as you move 5 km far away 
from the centre (as soon as you cross the wady), cases of violence are reported to happen.  
 
Other 
Market day: Thursday  
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Borbor Fur  
Village destroyed inhabited by Nomads 
 

11d41’41,20’’N – 22d51’49,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 200 Pop. Now: 30 IDPs / Refugees 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%   Tribes Now: Rashaida 50%, Guzam 30%, Mahadi 20 
 
This village was a Fur village inhabited by about 200 people. During the crisis, on 10/8/2003, the people fled to Juguma Algarbiya and to 
Kedeit and Saraf Burgou in Chad. The area is now inhabited by Arab Nomads that are cultivating the land. In the recent past they have also 
cut down mango trees that are used for feeding animals. 
 
Borbor Kajaksa  
Village inhabited by Africans 
 

11d40’60,90’’N – 22d50’55,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 125 Pop. Now: 125 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Kajakssa 100%   Tribes Now: Kajakssa 100%   
 
This small village has 125 people from Kajaksa tribe. During the crisis the village was not destroyed since the people didn’t side with rebels. 
The security situation  is good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells, poor quality. Health: nearest health facility in Juguma Algarbiya, 15km. 
Education: nearest primary school in Erbee, 7km.  
 
Bornal  
Village Destroyed  
 

12d03’02,10’’N – 23d08’87,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 400 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 
 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 400 people. During the crisis, on 17/8/2003, its people fled to Mukjar, Nyala and to Chad.  
 
Drangal  
Village Destroyed  
 

11d57’37,70’’N – 23d06’74,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1200 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 
 
This was a big Fur village inhabited by 1200 people. During the crisis, on 15/8/2003, its people fled to Bindisi, Mukjar, Nyala and to Chad.  
 
Enene  
Village inhabited by Africans and Arabs 
 

11d55’42,10’’N – 22d44’95,20’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 822 Pop. Now: 825 IDPs : 30  Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 40% Tama 20% Eringa 25% 

Mararit 15% 
Tribes Now: Musalit 40% Tama 20% Eringa 25% Mararit 15% 

 
This is a village settled by African tribes. The village has not been particularly affected by the crisis (the majority of the tribes didn’t side with 
rebels) and security situation remained quite stable; they had to pay 30.000SD for an unknown murder of an Arab person (see Tengerena 
description). On 15/8/2003 arrived from Mukjar area (Kusukura?) 30 IDPs of Erenga and Musalit tribes. Heath situation is a case of concern 
for the reported death of many children for measles during 2004 (the source of information was not a medical staff but a local sheik). No 
vaccination has been implemented in the last 2 years. Arab Nomads (Hiamat, Awatifa and Falatta tribe) are present around the village but 
without any evident settlement.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards. Health: the opportunity of a vaccination against measles 
would be assessed in the area. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. Education: children are not attending lessons; a primary 
school for this cluster of villages would be needed; nearest primary school in Forobaranga, 30km.  
 
Erbee 
Village inhabited by Africans 
 

11d44’83,30’’N – 22d52’25,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2008 Pop. Now: 2008 IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Meseriya Jabal 100% Tribes Now: Meseriya Jabal 100% 
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Is an African village inhabited by Meseriya Jabal tribe and has a population of about 2,008 people. It was never attacked and none has fled 
from the village. This people arrived in Sudan from Chad during the famine in 1984 and were welcome by Fur tribe and settled. During the 
conflict they cooperate with Arabs Nomads and for this reason they never faced particular problems of security and they can move freely. 
Market day: Tuesday. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells, the quality of water is poor. Food: no WFP ration cards. Health: nearest health facility in Juguma 
Algarbiya, 15km.  Education: there is a small private school sustained by parents of the children... 
 
Gartaga 
Village destroyed 
 

11d55’58,60’’N – 23d04’41,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 3000 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 80%; Tama 20% Tribes Now: - 
 
This was a big village inhabited by 3000 people, out of which 80% were from Fur tribe. During the crisis, on August 2003, the village was 
destroyed and its people fled to Bindisi and to Chad.   
 
Gaya 
Village Destroyed with Refugee Returnees  
 
 

11d35’02,70’’N – 22d45’40,90’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 340 Pop. Now: 250 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Refugees 

Returnees 
170 

Tribes before: Fur 55% Bargo 25% Tama 20% Tribes Now: Fur 30% Bargo 40% Tama 30% 
 
Gaya is composed of 3 small villages, one for each tribe settled here: Fur, Borgo and Tama. During the crisis, on April 2003, 205 Fur fled to 
Chad and their village have been completely destroyed. Now, since May 2004, some of them started to come back. According to what 
sheiks told as, they came back invited directly by Arab Nomads near them that went to Chad offering protection and saying that they were 
not directly involved in the attack and destruction of their village. The Africans trusted them and started coming back. It is not clear if they 
had to pay money to Arabs to cultivate (they initially said yes, but  later they negated their answer) but in any case they were doing the 
same in Chad and they decided to come back home. Security seems still not very good, they seem to be afraid to go outside the village. 
 
The village is very far from the main centres and almost not assessable during the rainy season. Road conditions are very bad coming from 
Juguma.  
 
Sectoral issues: Water: only one shallow well, poor quality. Food: they don’t have ration cards but they really need food. Health: nearest 
health facility in Juguma Algarbiya, 30km. Education: children are not attending lessons, nearest primary school in Juguma Algarbiya, 
30km. Shelter: a distribution of plastic sheets and blankets for returnees and vulnerable have been recently implemented by INTERSOS. 
Agriculture: seeds and tools in particular for returnees would be needed. 
  
Geger  
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d55’56,48’’N – 22d50’39,71’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 950 Pop. Now: 1000 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Fur 10% , Tama 90%  Tribes Now: Fur 10% , Tama 90% 
 
This village is inhabited mainly by Tama tribe. The few Fur people present have blood relations with Tama. The village has not been 
particularly affected by the crisis and the security situation is good. Is present a small primary school with 3 classes for about 150 pupils. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Bindisi, 13km. Education: scholastic materials would be needed. 
 
Gogama Shargiya  
Village Destroyed 
 
 

12d04’65,70’’N – 23d09’59,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 750 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 
 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 750 people. During the crisis, on 15/8/2003, its people fled to Mukjar, Nyala and to Chad.  
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Gosir 
Village Destroyed 
 

11d 56’56,30’’N – 23d 07’78,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 680 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: 0 

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 680 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on August 2003, its people fled 
 
Gumena 
Village Destroyed with returnees  
 
 

11d57’64,30’’N – 22d56’41,00’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2300 Pop. Now: 350 IDPs / 

Refugees 
 IDPs Returnees: 320 

Tribes before: Fur 67% Gimier 10% Mararit 13% Eringa 
10% 

Tribes Now: Fur 100% 

 
This village was settled by Fur, Gimier, Mararit and Eringa. During the crisis the village have been half destroyed and half abandoned. Of 
the Fur tribe 1012 people fled to Bindisi and Goz Amir refugee camp; 300 Mararit fled to Atroun; 225 Aringa to Geger and 225 Gimier to 
Kalambasina. On June 2004 about 320 people – Fur tribe – came back to Gumena from the IDP camp of Bindisi and they squatted the side 
of the village previously abandoned. By the village there's now also a PDF check point that collect taxes from lorries travelling from 
Forobaranga to Bindisi. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they have ration cards. Health: nearest health facility in Bidisi, 10km. Education: nearest 
primary school in Bindisi, 10km. Shelter: NFIs would be needed. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Other  
Market day: Wednesday.    
 
Helat Hissen 
Village inhabited by Africans and Arabs 
 
 

11d56’18,00’’N – 22d41’95,60’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 1314 Pop. Now: 852 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Musalit 60% Tama 40% Tribes Now: Musalit 60% Tama 40% 
 
This is a village settled by Musalit and Tama tribe. During the crisis, on 20/8/2003, 462 people (Musalit and Tama) fled to the refugee 
camps of Aradib and Goz Beida in Chad. The security situation is stable but some crop destruction and thefts are still happening and 
women are afraid to go outside the village. Arab Nomads (Hiamat, Salamat and Nawaiba tribe) are present around the village but without 
any evident settlement. There are some health concerns about the death of several children apparently for measles but this information has 
not been confirmed by any medical staff (in Enene we found a similar situation). 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards and because of the lost of large parts of their goods (animals) 
they need assistance. Health: the opportunity of a vaccination against measles would be assessed in the area; nearest health facility in 
Juguma Algarbiya or Forobaranga, about 30km). Education: children are not attending lessons; a primary school for this cluster of village 
would be needed. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed.  
 
Hjilija 
Village inhabited by Africans and Arabs 
 
 

11d56’82,00’’N – 22d55’75,00’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 756 Pop. Now: 644 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Mararit 60% ,  Tama 30% , Gimier 10% Tribes Now: Mararit 60% ,  Tama 30% , Gimier 10% 
 
This village is settled by Mararit, Tama and Gimier. During the crisis, on 15/11/2003, about 112 persons fled to Kulbus where they were 
from (they left Kulbus during 1980s because of the famine). Now the security situation is good. Heath situation is a case of concern for the 
reported death of some children (11) for measles during 2005 (the source of information was not a medical staff but a local sheik). No 
vaccination has been implemented in the last 2 years. Arab Nomads (Salamat, Hiamat and Kuzam tribe) are present around the village but 
without any evident settlement. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards.  Health: the opportunity of a vaccination against measles 
would be assessed in the area. Education: children are not attending lessons; a primary school for this cluster of villages would be needed; 
nearest primary school in Bindisi, 22km. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Juguma Algarbiya 
Village inhabited with IDPs and Returnees  
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11d45’41,70’’N – 22d46’33,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 5700 Pop. Now: 9375 IDPs: 4035 IDPs  Returnee: 75 
Tribes before: Musalit 20% Fur 40% Tama 20% Eringa 20%  Tribes Now: Musalit 20% Fur 40% Tama 20% Eringa 12%  

Borgo 2% Gimier 3% Meseriya Jabal 3% 
 
Juguma Algarbiya is a small town inhabited, before the conflict, by 5,700 people of different African tribes. During the crisis, thanks also to a 
strong presence of the Army, only “few” people (435) fled from Juguma Algarbiya to Bindisi ad to Chad (Goz Beida, Kedeit). At the same 
time Juguma witnessed the arrival of many IDPs from the surrounding villages, sometime just in transit to reach camps in Chad but 
sometime also to stay and settle there. Now in Juguma Algarbiya there are more than 4.000 IDPs that received very little aid by the 
international community. In March 2005, some IDPs returned from Bindisi. The security situation now is good inside the village but outside 
is still very unstable. In particular women are afraid to go far away to cultivate or collect firewood. 
 
About NGOs’s presence, only NCA is working in Juguma with a small health facility (2 tents) and no food distribution has been carried out 
in this camp so far. Latrines are nor available and water can only be obtained from the few shallow wells. Just recently, after the results of 
the profiling, a small distribution of NFIs has been implemented by INTERSOS for the most vulnerable.  
  
Sectoral issues. Water: hand pumps or at least some traditional wells should be implemented, the water coming from shallow wells is not 
healthy. Food: WFP registration is needed, possibly directly in Juguma and not in Bindisi which is almost 50km far. Health: the health 
facility need to be expanded and NCA is building some new structures. Hygiene promotion: there are no latrines. Education: there’s a 
school with 5 classes and about 300 children attending lessons, the majority are not attending;  The school building, 2 rooms and one office 
- need to be rehabilitated, classes are not enough and there’s a lack of teachers.  Shelter: many families of IDPs succeed in having their 
own shelter, a check should be done for vulnerable; INTERSOS recently implemented a distribution of plastic sheets and blankets for 
vulnerable but due to a shortage of items not all the cases were covered. Agriculture: seeds and tools in particular for IDPs would be 
needed.   
 
Market day: Tuesday (sufficient). 
 
Kalambasina 
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d54’91,10N – 23d01’93,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1025 Pop. Now: 575 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Fur 40% Tama 30% , Gimier 30% Tribes Now: Tama 50% , Gimier  50% 
 
This village was settled by Fur, Tama and Gimier. During the crisis, on 15/8/2003, about 430 people – Fur tribe – fled to Mukjar, Bindisi, 
Nyala and to Chad. In the same period arrived in Kalambasina some people from Gumena (Gimier tribe, about 200 people) that are staying 
with relatives and don’t want to be considered IDPs. The security situation is now good because the two tribes that are now present (Tama 
and Gimier) didn’t side with rebels. In the village is also present a primary school for about 70 pupils. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Bindisi (10km). 
 
Market day: Monday (sufficient).   
 
Karbi  
Village Destroyed   
 
 

12d01’96,90’’N – 23d09’73,50’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 500 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 
 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 500 people. During the crisis, on 10/8/2003, its people fled to Bindisi, Mukjar, Nyala and to Chad.  
 
Kodoom 
Village Destroyed   
 
 

12d00’46,10’’N – 23d09’33,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 8000 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 
 
This was a big Fur village inhabited by 8000 people. During the crisis, on 15/8/2003, its people fled to Mukjar, Garzila, Nyala and to Chad.  
 
Koviga 
Village inhabited with IDPs  
 
 

11d59’49,40’’N – 23d00’71,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 708 Pop. Now: 2040 IDPs: 1287 Returnees: 0 
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Tribes before: Fur 5%,Musalit 10%,Mararit 45%, Tama 
40% 

Tribes Now: Fur 5%,Musalit 10%,Mararit 50%, Tama 35% 

 
It’s a village settled by Africans. During the crisis, on August 2003, about 1287 people fled from Bindisi (643 Mararit, 449 Tama, 130 
Musalit, 65 Fur) and arrived as IDPs in Koviga. The security situation is now good. A primary school with three classes is present in the 
village. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards . Health: nearest health facility in Bindisi, 15km. Education: 
the building of the school should be rehabilitated and scholastic material provided. Agriculture: seeds and tools in particular for IDPs.  
Shelter: a distribution of NFIs should be implemented in particular for IDPs. 
 
Market day: Sunday. 
 
 
Merly 
Village Destroyed   
 
 

11d58’69,30’’N – 23d07’42,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 216 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 
 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 216 people. During the crisis, on August 2003, its people fled to Mukjar, Nyala and to Chad.  
 
Monono 
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d43’57,10’’N – 22d39’67,60’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 1914 Pop. Now: 1424 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Fur 50% Meseriya Jabal 30% Eringa 20% Tribes Now: Fur 25% Meseriya Jabal 45% Eringa 30% 
 
This village was settled by Fur, Meseriya Jabal and Eringa tribe. Before the conflict there were in the village 1914 people but during the 
crisis, on 10/8/2003, 490 people – mainly Fur - fled to Juguma Algarbiya and to Chad (we found several refugees from Monono in Saraf 
Burgou but also some in Tangorshi Kabir and Taringa). The security situation is good because the majority of the Africans present in the 
village collaborated with Arabs/Nomads during the crisis. Only for Fur the security situation is still difficult because they have to pay money 
just to clean the land to be able to cultivate. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells, poor quality. Food: food is needed in particular by Fur tribe that lost during the crisis the majority 
of its resources. Health: nearest health facility in Juguma Algarbiya, 14km. Education: nearest primary school in Juguma, 14km. 
 
Market day: Tuesday. 
 
Mujeli  
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d44’05,30’’N – 22d56’41,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1197 Pop. Now: 1197 IDPs / Refugees 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Tama 40% Gimier 30% Meseriya Jabal 

30%  
Tribes Now: Tama 40% Gimier 30% Meseriya Jabal 30% 

 
This village belong to the Tama, Gimier and Meseriya Jabal tribe that are all arrived in the area during the famine (1984) from Chad. In the 
conflict they took sides with Arabs/Nomads and for this reason they have never been displaced and the security situation is good. In the 
village there is a small primary school with just one class (first grade) sustained by parents of the children thanks also to the presence of 2 
voluntary teachers. 
 
Sectoral issues: Water: only shallow wells, drinking water of very poor quality. Education: the building of the school would be rehabilitated 
ad the school supported with scholastic materials. 
  
Market day: Friday 
 
Nyambeli 
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d59’87,10’’N – 22d50’35,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 301 Pop. Now: 126 IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: Musalit 100% 
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Village settled by Musalit tribe. During the crisis, on 15/8/2005, 175 people fled to Mashi Borgo and to the refugee camp of Goz Beida. The 
security situation is stable. Arab Nomads (Hiamat, Nawaiba and Hamadi tribe) are present around the village but without any evident 
settlement.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards.  Health: nearest health facility in Bindisi, 25km. Education: 
children are not attending lessons; a primary school for this cluster of villages would be needed; nearest primary school in Bindisi, 25km. 
Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Nyotonang 
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d50’36,40’’N – 22d46’84,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 654 Pop. Now: 588 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees:  

Tribes before: Gimier 40% Fur 30% Mararit 20% Tama 
10% 

Tribes Now: Gimier 45% Fur 25% Mararit 22 Tama 8%  

 
This village is inhabited by Africans. During the crisis, on 10/8/2003, 66 people (48 Tama and 16 Fur) fled to Juguma Algarbiya and 
Forobaranga. The security situation is stable but Fur tribe is still facing more restrictions and insecurity. Arab Nomads (Hiamat, Rashid and 
Falatta tribe) are present around the village but without any evident settlement. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards but Fur tribe in particular need food according the security 
restriction that they are facing. Health: nearest health facility in Juguma Algarbiya, 13km. Education: children are not attending lessons, 
nearest primary school in Juguma Algarbiya, 13km. Agriculture: seeds and tools are needed.  
 
Market day: Sunday. 
 
Rosoli 
Village Destroyed  
 
 

12d06’80,80’’N – 23d04’78,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2000 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now: 0 
 
This was a big Fur village inhabited by 2000 people. During the crisis, on 20/8/2003, its people fled to Bindisi, Forobaranga, Mukjar, Nyala 
and to Aradeeb camp in Chad.  
 
Roto 
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d42’30,50’’N – 22d04’78,40’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 267 Pop. Now: 77 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Fur 70% , Tunjur 30%  Tribes Now: Fur 30% , Tunjur 70%  
 
This is a village inhabited by Fur and Tunjur. During the crisis, on 10/11/2003, about 159 persons – mainly Fur – fled to Juguma Algarbiya 
and to Chad (Taringa, Saraf Burgou). The village has been partially destroyed during the crisis and it is not clear if for a while all the people 
left the village. Now the situation is fair with Fur tribesmen living in a state of insecurity and restrictions in farm land. Arab Nomads (Arab 
Zagawa, Bani Hallba and Mahadi tribe) are present around the village but without any evident settlement. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards but they need food according the security restriction that they 
are facing.  Health: nearest health facility in Juguma Algarbiya, 20km. Education: children are not attending lessons; nearest primary school 
in Juguma Algarbiya, 20km. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Saka 
Village destroyed where Nomads are cultivating  
 
 

11d45’79,70’’N – 22d49’13,90’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 250 Pop. Now: 0 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Fur 60% , Musalit 30%, Dajo 10%  Tribes Now: -  
 
This was a village inhabited by Fur, Musalit and Dajo tribe. During the crisis, on 23/5/2003, the people fled to Juguma Algarbiya and to 
Chad.  The village has been completely destroyed and Nomads are cultivating the land around it.  
 
Salih Kaamsat 
Village inhabited by Africans 
 
 

11d58’31,10’’N – 22d41’43,20’’E  
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Pop. Before: 2735 Pop. Now: 1884 IDPs: 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Tama 70% , Eringa 30%  Tribes Now: Tama 70% , Eringa 30%  
 
It’s a village settled by Tama and Eringa tribes. During the crisis, on 20/8/2003, 371 persons fled to Chad (Andreisa, Angolti Tama, 
Magaroro and Telasa) and 240 persons to Forobaranga. The security situation is still fair, the population reported that they have to paid to 
remain in the village and women are afraid to go outside to collect firewood or to cultivate; crop destructions and thefts are still reported. 
Arab Nomads (Nuwaiba, Awatifa, Hiamat and Arab Zagawa tribe) are present around the village but without any evident settlement.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards but they really need them. Health: nearest health facility in 
Forobaranga, 25km. Education: children are not attending lessons; a primary school for this cluster of villages would be needed. 
Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Samukidik 
Village inhabited by Africans with IDPs Returnees 
 
 

11d44’68,60’’N – 22d51’01,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1015 Pop. Now: 705 IDPs 0 IDPs Returnees 180 
Tribes before: Musalit 38% Fur 42% Tama 20%   Tribes Now: Musalit 55% Fur 15% Tama 30%   
 
Samukidik was a big village, divided in three parts, with about 1015 people of Fur, Musalit and Tama tribes. During the crisis, on 12/9/2003, 
310 people, mainly Fur but also Musalit, fled to Juguma Algarbiya and to Chad. Recently, on April 2005, some Fur started to return to 
cultivate and it appears that they are planning  to stay permanently. They brought their families wit them.  
  
The security situation is good for Tama tribe but for other tribes is still unstable. To go to the market day in Juguma Alagarbiya – not too far 
- usually they travel together to avoid robberies. People seem to have paid “protection money” to be able to cultivate again their own land. 
Women are also afraid to go far away from the village. The humanitarian situation is particular poor with returnees without food and 
appropriate shelters.   
 
Sectoral issues. Water: there are only shallow wells and the are rather far. Food: there is no WFP food  distribution. Health: the nearest 
health facility is in Juguma Algarbiya, 10km). Education: the nearest primary school is in , 4km).  Shelter: INTERSOS has recently carried 
out a distribution of plastic sheets and blankets for IDP returnees and vulnerable. Agriculture: seeds and tools in particular for IDP 
returnees would be needed.  
 
Sandi Fatar 
Village inhabited by Africans 
 
 

11d56’34,50’’N – 22d43’11,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 371 Pop. Now: 326 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Musalit 55% Tama 20% Eringa 25% Tribes Now: Musalit 52% Tama 17% Eringa 31% 
 
This village is inhabited by Musalit, Tama and Eringa tribe. During the crisis, on 15/8/2003, 45 people – Musalit and Tama tribe – fled to 
Forobaranga. The security situation seems good for Tama and Eringa, less for Musalit. They have to pay to cultivate. 
 
Sectoral issues: Water: only shallow wells; during the rainy season water is particularly dirty. Health: nearest health facility in Forobaranga, 
30km. Education: a primary school for this cluster of villages would be needed; children are not attending lessons. Agriculture: needs and 
tools would be needed. Food: they don’t have ration cards. 
 
Sedier 
Village Destroyed  
 
 

11d57’84,40’’N – 23d07’70,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1200 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 
 
This was a big Fur village inhabited by 1200 people. During the crisis, on 15/8/2003, its people fled to Bindisi, Mukjar, Nyala and to Chad.  
 
Sina Sine  
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d58’89,50’’N – 22d41’77,70’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 175 Pop. Now: 126 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Dagal 60% ,  Tama 30% , Rongar 10% Tribes Now: Dagal 35% ,  Tama 25% , Rongar 15% 
 
This is a small village settled by Africans. During the crisis, on 15/8/2003, 49 people fled to Chad. The security situation is now stable; all 
their animals have been stolen during the crisis. 
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Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards, urgently needed. Health: nearest health facility in 
Forobaranga, 16km. Education: children are not attending lessons; a primary school for this cluster of villages would be needed. 
Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Suni East  
Village Destroyed  
 
 

11d59’58,80’’N – 23d04’98,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 260 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now: - 
 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 260 people. During the crisis, on 15/8/2003, its people fled to Bindisi, Mukjar, Nyala and to Aradeeb 
camp in Chad.  
 
Suni West   
Village Destroyed  
 
 

11d59’94,90’’N – 23d02’88,20’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 370 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now: - 
 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 370 people. During the crisis, on August 2003, its people fled to Mukjar and to Chad.  
 
Taranga 
Village Destroyed  
 
 

11d58’40,10’’N – 23d07’05,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 600 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now: - 
 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 600 people. During the crisis, on August 2003, its people fled to Bindisi, Mukjar, Nyala and to Chad. 
 
Tengerena 
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d58’11,90’’N – 22d42’44,00‘’E 
 
Pop. Before: 504 Pop. Now: 504 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Gimier 60% , Tama 20% , Dajo 20%  Tribes Now: Gimier 60% , Tama 20% , Dajo 20%  
 
This is a small village inhabited by Gimier, Tama and Dajo tribe. The village has not been particularly affected by the crisis. Only once, 
because of unknown murder case (against an Arab), the people of the area had to pay 7,2 million SD (the doubled of the traditional 
amount), as blood money, to run again normal life. The security situation is now good. Arab Nomads (Mahamid, Hiamat, Awatifa and 
Falatta tribe) are present around the village but without any evident settlement.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells and during the rainy season only streams. Food: they don’t have ration cards. Health: nearest 
health facility in Forobaranga, 27km. Education: before the crisis there was a primary school; now a primary school for this cluster of 
villages is absent and children are not attending lessons. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed.  
 
Tetene 
Village Destroyed  
 
 

11d44’70,20’’N – 22d54’48,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 95 Pop. Now: 0 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before:  Fur 100 % Tribes Now:  
 
This little village belonged to the Fur tribe. Before the crisis it was settled by about 95 people that, on 23/5/2003, fled to Juguma Algarbiya 
and to Chad. The village has been completely destroyed and burnt and now is empty.  
 
Tuktuka 
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d54’77,00’’N – 22d42’38,20’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2310 Pop. Now: 1190 IDPs / 0 Returnees: 0 
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Refugees 
Tribes before: Musalit 50%, Fur 25% ,Tama 10% Dajo 

15% 
Tribes Now: Musalit 50%, Fur 18% ,Tama 30% Dajo 2% 

 
Tuktuka is a village inhabited by Africans. During the crisis, on 15/8/2003, 1120 people fled to Mashi Borgo and to the refugee camp of 
Aradib in Chad (450 Musalit, 360 Dajo and 310 Fur). The security situation is not very good in particular for Musalit, Fur and Dajo that have 
to pay Nomads to cultivate theirs own land. It has been reported that during the crisis they refused to buy guns to side with Arabs and they 
have been beaten and accused to be rebels; they had to pay 2.000.000SD to save their life. Thefts and crop destructions are still reported. 
And women are afraid to go outside the village.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards . Health: nearest health facility in Juguma Algarbiya, 22km. 
Education: a primary school was present until 2002 but now children are not attending lessons; a primary school for this cluster of villages 
would be needed.. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Market day: Wednesday. 
 
 
Tulil 
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d45’78,90’’N – 22d39’81,00’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2995 Pop. Now: 2211 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Musalit 30%, Fur 20% Rongar 10%,Tama 
20%, Dajo 20% .  

Tribes Now: Musalit 15%, Fur 30%, Rongar 15% ,Tama 30% Dajo 
15% 

 
This is a village inhabited by Africans. During the crisis, on 10/8/2003, 784 people – Musalit and Dajo tribes – fled to Chad mainly to Mashi 
Borgo, Saraf Burgou, Bashaya, Shingilla, Tangorshi Kabir and Siriry (all villages not too far from Tulil and from where they can receive 
easily news about the situation in the village). The village have been only partially affected by the crisis because of each head of familiy 
paid about 2000SD to be spared from attacks. Nevertheless they lost during the crisis all their animals. The security situation is now stable 
but women are always afraid to go outside the village to cultivate or collect firewood. Arab Nomads (Irigat, Arab Zagawa, Meseriya and 
Mahadi tribe) are present around the village but without any evident settlement.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards and because of the lost of large parts of their goods (animals) 
they need assistance. Health: nearest health facility in Juguma Algarbiya, 15km. Education: before the crisis there was a primary school; 
now children are not attending lessons. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Market day: Wednesday. 
 
   
Tundur 
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d49’62,00’’N – 22d42’87,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 3378 Pop. Now: 1032 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Musalit 65% Mararit 15% Tama 15%  
Eringa 5% 

Tribes Now: Musalit 5 % Mararit 40 % Tama 40% Eringa 15%  

 
Tundur is a village inhabited by Africans belonging to Musalit, Tama, Eringa and Mararit tribe. During the crisis, on 20/8/2003, 2346 people 
– mainly Musalit tribe but also few Mararit and Eringa – left the village and fled to the refugee camp of Aradib in Chad and to Forobaranga. 
The security situation is now good but not for Musalit that sometimes are still facing small thefts.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards. Health: nearest health facility in Juguma Algarbiya, 13km. 
Education: before the crisis was present a school that has been destroyed; children are not attending lessons; nearest primary school in 
Juguma Algarbiya, 13km. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Tulil Dajo  
Village Destroyed  
 
 

11d45’58,40’’N – 22d39’48,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1975 Pop. Now: 0 IDPes 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 50%, Borgo 30% Rongar20% Tribes Now: - 

 
Tulil Dajo was a village of 1975 people. During the crisis it was destroyed. People from Borgo tribe fled to Chad from where they were 
originating. Musalit tribe fled to the Chadian border. 
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Yaganang ( Mararit-Gimier)   
Village Inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d48’24,50’’N – 22d44’68,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1850 Pop. Now: 823 IDPs  0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Mararit 60% Gimier 40% Tribes Now: Mararit 60% Gimier 40% 

 
This village is settled by Mararit and Gimier. They were about 1,850 people in total before the crisis but on 10/8/2003 about 700 fled to 
Saraf Burgou and Mashi Borgo in Chad while other 327 (mainly Gimier) fled to Kulbus where they were from (Gimier tribe arrived in this 
area during the famine in 1984). The security situation is good because this tribes didn’t side with rebels. Arab Nomads (Mahadi and 
Falatta tribe) are present around the village but without any evident settlement.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards . Health: nearest health facility in Juguma Algarbiya, 7km. 
Education: a primary school was present in the village until 1994, the building is still present but need to be rehabilitated; nearest primary 
school in Juguma Algarbiya, 7km.. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed.   
 
Market day: Saturday. 
 
Yaganang (Musalit)   
Village Inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d48’38,90’’N – 22d43’78,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1750 Pop. Now: 1033 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Musalit 100%  Tribes Now: Musalit 100%  

 
This village is settled by Musalit tribe. During the crisis, on 15/5/2003, about 717 persons fled to Chad where we reported their presence in 
Angolti Musalit, Saraf Burgou, Tangorshi Sagir and Taringa. The security situation is still fair; they had to pay to stay and to cultivate (about 
40.000SD), women are afraid to go outside; all their animals have been stolen. Arab Nomads (Hiamat, Rashid and Falatta tribe) are 
present around the village but without any evident settlement.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards and because of the lost of their goods (animals) they need 
assistance. Health: nearest health facility in Juguma Algarbiya, 7km. Education: nearest primary school in Juguma Algarbiya, 7km. 
Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Market day: Saturday. 
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Mukjar Administrative Unit 
 
Amar Jadid   
Village Inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d48’68,40’’N – 23d08’44,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1950 Pop. Now: 2000 IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Tama 50% Gimier 50% Tribes Now: Tama 50% Gimier 50% 

 
This is a village settled by Gimier and Tama. The village has not been affected by the crisis because these tribes didn’t side with rebels. 
The security situation is good. Is present a school that has been recently rehabilitated.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Bindisi, 19km. Education: for the school would be needed 
educational  materials.  
 
Anbara 
Village destroyed where Nomads Cultivating  
 
 

11d54’51,90’’N – 23d29’45,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 150 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 150 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on 23 August 2003, its people fled to 
Mukjar, Kalma and to Goz Amir camp in Chad. The area is now being cultivated by Nomads.  
 
Arada 
Village destroyed   
 
 

11d59’72,40’’N – 23d21’48,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1515   Pop. Now: 0 IDPs 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
Arada was a village inhabited by approximately 1515 people from Fur tribe. It was completely destroyed. On March 2004, its people fled to 
Mukjar, Kalma and Kobum. 
 
Artala 
Village destroyed with IDP Returnees  
 
 

11d5138’50’’N – 23d44’34,30’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 6652   Pop. Now: 375 IDPs 0 IDPs Returnees 375 
Tribes before: Fur 90% , Eringa 4%, Tama2% Falatta 2% , 

Dajo 2% 
Tribes Now: Fur 100% 

 
Artala, before the conflict, was a big village with a population of about 6,650 people. During the crisis the village was completely destroyed 
and the people fled, on 1/3/2003, mainly to the IDP camps of Mukjar, Kalma and Kubum (only 5km far). The returnees started to come back 
about one year ago on the initiative of the Commissioner.  Now the number is increasing every day because they are coming to cultivate 
during the rainy season. 
 
No one is forced to stay in Artala; the government has provided some food and non food items, and cash incentives to encourage returns 
(from Kalma, Kubum and Degoussa). Artala is one of the so called “model villages”. Not all the people who returned decided to remain also 
because the food is not enough and sometime they decide to go back to the camps. 
 
Nevertheless we observed in Artala many genuine returns and altogether there are now about 375 persons. The security situation is good 
because there are about 100 policemen and the Africans so far have been able to cultivate the land without major problems. Artala is very 
close to Kubum and is located on the main road between Mukjar and Nyala. 
 
Sectoral issues.  Water: only shallow wells are available in the village . Food: returnees are coming with some food and maintain their cards 
in the camps where they were previously living. No food distribution is taking place in the village. Health: the nearest health facility is in 
Kubum but sometimes the returnees face problems to go back among IDPs. Shelter: a distribution of plastic sheets and blankets was 
recently carried out by INTERSOS.  Education: there is a school which was recently partly renovated by the Commissioner buy yet is not 
working.  
 
Market day: Monday     
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Balbaso 
Village destroyed 
 
 

11d59’74,40’’N – 23d25’02,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 360   Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 360 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and, on 1/8/2003, its people fled to Mukjar.  
 
Balda 
Village destroyed  
 

11d55’27,80’’N – 23d38’60,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 3075 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 95% Tama 5% Tribes Now: - 

 
This village was home to the Fur and Tama tribe. It was destroyed during the crisis and its population fled on 1/3/2003 mainly to Kubum, 
Mukjar and Kalma IDP camps. The village has remained empty but some of the big trees have been cut down. Before the crisis there was a 
primary school. 
 
Balla Sendow 
Village destroyed 
 
 

12d09’51,90’’N – 23d30’72,60’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 2568   Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a big Fur village inhabited by 2568  people. During the crisis the village was air-bombed and, on 28/2/2003, its people fled to 
Mukjar, Kalma, Kobum, Degoussa and to Goz Amir camp in Chad.  
 
Baril Gimaza 
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d49’86,20’’N – 23d05’82,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 110   Pop. Now: 120 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Gimier 100% Tribes Now: Gimier 100% 

 
This is a small village settled by Gimier. The village has not been particularly affected by the crisis because the population didn’t side with 
rebels. The security situation is good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Bindisi, 14km. Education: nearest primary school in Amar Jadid, 
4km. 
  
Baril Nabagaya 
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d49’17,40’’N – 23d05’86,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 140   Pop. Now: 147 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Meseriya Jabal 100% Tribes Now: Meseriya Jabal 100% 

 
This little village is settled by Meseriya Jabal. Security is good for the people since they didn’t side with rebels during the crisis.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Bindisi, 15km. Education: nearest primary school in Amar Jadid, 
4km. 
 
Basawitay 
Village Destroyed where Nomads are cultivating  
 
 

11d50’25,80’’N – 23d09’93,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 111   Pop. Now: 0 IDPs 0 Returnees: 0 
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Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 111 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on 15/8/2003, its people fled to Bindisi, 
Mukjar and to Goz Amir camp in Chad. The area is now being squatted for agriculture by Gimier, an African tribe that during the conflict  did 
not side with the rebels. They are living beside the destroyed village and have given to their settlements the same name of the previous Fur 
village.  
 
Basweta 
Village inhabited by Africans and Arabs 
 

11d49’25,40’’N – 23d09’57,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 389   Pop. Now: 350 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Targam 20%  Fur 20%  Gimier 60%  Tribes Now: Targam 20%  Fur 20%  Gimier 60%  

 
This village is settled by both Africans and Arabs. The village have not been particularly affected by the crisis and just very few people (Fur 
and Gimier tribe) left the village to move to Bindisi. The security situation is now good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Bindisi, 14km. Education: nearest primary school in Amar Jedid, 
3km.  
 
Market day: Wednesday. 
 
Bergei 
Village Destroyed with Returnees  
 
 

11d57’35,10’’N – 23d12’01,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2561   Pop. Now: 170 IDP 0 Returnees 170 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: Fur 100% 

 
Bergei was a village inhabited by 2561 people from Fur tribe. During the crisis the village was completely destroyed and, on 15 August 
2003, people fled to Mukjar and to Bindisi. Since April, May 2005 some returnees started to come back from Mukjar and the surrounding 
villages, encouraged by the GoS. The security situation is good because there is a well-equipped police station. The number of returnees is 
increasing every day either because the security situation is good, either because they are coming to cultivate during the rainy season. 
 
Bergei is one of the so called “model villages”. Nevertheless many genuine returns were observed in Bergei, this is why a distribution of 
plastic sheets and blankets was recently carried out by INTERSOS. 
 
Sectoral issues. Health: nearest health facility in Mukjar, 10km. Education: nearest primary school in Mukjar, 10km. Agriculture: seeds and 
tools would be needed.  
 
Bogog 
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d47’72,50’’N – 23d08’42,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 280   Pop. Now: 404 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Tama 50% , Gimier 50% Tribes Now: Tama 50% , Gimier 50% 

 
It is a village settled by Tama and Gimier tribe. The village has not been particularly affected by the crisis because the population didn’t side 
with rebels. The security situation is good.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Heath: nearest health facility in Bindisi, 20km. Education: nearest primary school in Amar Jedid, 
2km. 
 
Bonbol 
Village inhabited by Africans  
 
 

11d47’80,20’’N – 23d05’12,10’’N 
 
Pop. Before: 200   Pop. Now: 217 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Meseriya Jabal 100% Tribes Now: Meseriya Jabal 100% 

 
This small village is settled by Meseriya Jabal tribe. They were not displaced because they didn’t side with the rebels during the crisis. The 
security for them is good. 
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Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Bindisi, 21km. Education: nearest primary school in AmarJedid, 
5km.  
 
 
 
Daba Jararia 
Village Destroyed inhabited by Nomads 
 
 

11d17’61,70’’N – 23d38’82,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 500   Pop. Now: 80 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: Salamat 100% 

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 500 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on August 2003, its people fled to Rahad Al 
Birdi, Mukjar and to Chad. The area is now being suqatted by Arab nomads from Salamat tribe. They are either living and cultivating this 
land. Some of the displaced people from Fur tribe came back and asked to the Arab sheik to give them a piece of land for agriculture. But 
the sheik refused it. 
 
Dambrang 
Village Destroyed where Nomads Cultivating  
 
 

11d44’15,70’’N – 23d42’89,20’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 170   Pop. Now:  IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now:  

 
This was a big Fur village inhabited by 170 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on 15/8/2003, its people fled to Mukjar 
and to Kobum. The area is now being used by Nomads for agriculture. 
 
Dembow Kabdy 
Village Destroyed 
 
 

12d00’83,20’’N – 23d25’73,20’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2751   Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a big Fur village inhabited by 2751  people. During the crisis the village was air bombed, and on March 2004, its people fled to 
Mukjar, and Kalma camp in Nyala. 
 
Denow 
Village Destroyed 
 
 

12d04’71,00’’N – 23d32’37,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1205   Pop. Now:  IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a big Fur village inhabited by 1205 people. During the crisis the village was air bombed, and on 28/2/2004, its people fled to 
Mukjar, Kubum, Kalma and to Goz Amir camp in Chad. 
 
Dorgola 
Village Destroyed 
 
 

11d56’90,50’’N – 23d09’14,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 578   Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 578 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on 15 August 2003, its people fled to 
Bindisi, Kalma and to Goz amir camp in Chad. 
 
Eberla 
Village Destroyed 
 
 

12d03’33,40’’N – 23d19’60,50’’E 
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Pop. Before: 994   Pop. Now: 0 IDPs  0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by about 994 people. During the crisis the village was air bombed and, on 15/8/2003, its people fled to 
Mukjar and to Kalma camp in Nyala. In the recent past Nomads are reported to have cut down mango trees. 
 
El Daba 
Village Destroyed 
 
 

11d57’29,70’’N – 23d16’90,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 987  Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 987 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on 15 August 2003, its people fled to 
Mukjar, Kalma, Goz Amir camp in Chad.  
 
Felitto 
Village Destroyed 
 
 

12d07’35,50’’N –23d30’90,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 55  Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a small Fur village inhabited by 55 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and, on 28/02/2004, its people fled to 
Kobum and to Kalma.  
 
Forto 
Village Destroyed 
 
 

12d04’79,30’’N – 23d32’11,10’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 268  Pop. Now:  IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 
 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 268 people. During the crisis the village was air-bombed and on 28 February 2004, its people fled to 
Mukjar and to Kubum.  
 
Gordouk 
Village Destroyed 
 
 

12d08’05,20’’N – 23d30’91,30’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 1531  Pop. Now:  IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now:  

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 1531 people. During the crisis the village was air-bombed and, on 28/02/ 2004, its people fled to Mukjar, 
Kubum, Kalma, Degoussa and to Goz Amir camp in Chad.  
 
Gorolla 
Village Destroyed where Nomads Cultivating  
 
 

12d05’87,80’’N – 23d31’64,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2364  Pop. Now:  IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now:  

 
This was a big Fur village inhabited by 2364 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on 28 February 2004, its people fled to 
Mukjar, Kubum, Kalma, Degoussa and to Goz Amir camp in Chad. The area is now being used by Nomads for agriculture. 
 
Hai Al-Salam 
IDPs’ site  
 
 

11d49’23,30’’N 23d07’68,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 0 Pop. Now: 1003 IDPs  1003  Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: - Tribes Now: Meseriya Jabel 100% 
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This village was not present before the crisis. When the village of Kabok – only 3 km far - was destroyed during 2003 part of the people fled 
to Chad but some settled here, just near Amar Jedid. In these 2 years these IDPs succeed in building their new shelters/huts. They could 
also cultivate the land and their status is more similar to proper inhabitants than to IDPs living in camps. Now the security situation is good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Bindisi, 15km. Education: nearest primary school in Amar Jedid, 
2km. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Hilat Fattah 
Village Destroyed 
 
 

12d09’98,90’’N – 23d30’68,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 5604 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a big Fur village inhabited by 5604 people. During the crisis the village was air-bombed and, on 28/02/ 2004, its people fled to 
Mukjar, Kubum, Kalma, Degoussa and to Goz Amir camp in Chad.  
 
Indry 
Village Destroyed 
 
 

12d00’64,80’’N – 23d29’71,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1563 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 
 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 1563 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on 15 March 2004, its people fled to 
Mukjar and to Kalma camp in Nyala.  
 
Kabok 
Village Destroyed where African Nomads are cultivating 
 
 

11d50’23,30’’N – 23d07’77,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 3061 Pop. Now:  IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now:  

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 3061 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on 15 August 2003, its people fled to 
Bindisi, Mukjar and to Goz Amir camp in Chad. The area is now being used for agriculture by Tama, an African tribe that during the conflict 
sided with the Government. 
 
Kirarow 
Village Destroyed with Returnees  
 
 

12d01’42,80’’N – 23d34’78,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2305 Pop. Now: 11 IDP 0 IDPs Returnees: 11 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now: Fur 
 
Kirarow  was an African village inhabited by 2305 people from Fur tribe. During the crisis it has been completely destroyed and on 
28/2/2004,  the people fled to Mukjar, Kubum, Degoussa, Kalma and to Goz Amir and Goz Beida in Chad.  
 
Starting from June 2005, 11 people have returned to the village from Mukjar, encouraged by the GoS, who gave them some seeds. A 
police station with 50 policemen is present. They are well-equipped with cars, radio, etc.. This is why the number of returnees is expected 
to increase.  
 
Even if it is not present on the list of the “model village”, it presents the same dynamics of such a model villages. People from this village 
asked for food, shelter, NFI and agricultural tools.  
 
Korofata 
Village Destroyed  
 

12d03’26,90’’N – 23d21’34,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1341 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now: - 

   
This was a Fur village inhabited by 1341 people. During the crisis the village was air bombed and, on 15/8/2003, its people fled to Mukjar 
and to Kalma camp in Nyala. In the recent past Nomads are reported to have cut down an enormous number of mango trees. 
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Kory 
Village Destroyed inhabited by Nomads  
 

11d44’13,90’’N – 23d33’96,70’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 263 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now:  

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 263 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on 15 August 2003, its people fled to Mukjar 
and to Kobum. The area is now being squatted by Arab nomads. They are either living and cultivating this land. 
 
Lolla 
Village Destroyed  
 

11d44’45,10’’N – 23d37’98,20’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 143 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now: - 

   
This was a Fur village inhabited by 143 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and, on 15 August 2003, its people fled to 
Mukjar, Kubum and to Kalma.  
   
Morol 
Village Destroyed with Returnees 
 

12d06’67,70’’N – 23d42’13,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 3210 Pop. Now: 50 IDPs 0 IDPs Returnees 50 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: Fur 100% 

 
Morol was a big African village inhabited by the Fur tribe. During the crisis it has been completely destroyed and the people fled on 
December 2003 to the IDP camps of Kalma, Degoussa and Mukjar. Recently Morol became a “model vile” and the government started to 
support returns from the main IDP camps in South Darfur. At the moment of the profiling there were only 50 IDP returnees coming from 
Degoussa. Prior to that, more had arrived and left  seeing that the situation was not as good as declared by the government. 
 
The security situation in Morol is not good. There are about 20 policemen arrived at the beginning of June but they have no vehicles or 
radio to communicate with other police stations. Armed militia present in the mountains near the village, are moving every day from one 
place to another and even the police itself does not feel safe in Morol. An enlargement of the police presence would be highly 
recommended. The strong Arab presence around the village put pressure on sheiks of returnees for sharing with them all their resources 
and aids they received or that could receive. At the moment the situation seems not conducive to returns in safety and dignity. 
 
Sectoral issues: given the lack of security, no interventions are recommended to endorse the return movements at this stage. 
 
Mukjar 
Village inhabited with IDPs Settlement  
 

11d15’27,20’’N – 23d19’67,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 9000 Pop. Now: 14077 IDPs  13177 IDPs Returnees: 153 
Tribes before: Fur 75% ,Musalit 8%, Tama 10% , Gimier 

7%  
Tribes Now: Fur 95% , Dajo 4%, Other tribes 1%  

 
Mukjar is one of the biggest towns of the area profiled. Before the crisis were present in Mukjar about 9000 people. During the crisis the 
administrative unit of Mukjar have been among the most affected with the majority of its villages being destroyed, and sometime also air-
bombed. On August 2003 many people even from Mukjar fled away to Nyala and to the refugee camps in Chad.  
 
In the same period many IDPs started arriving in town coming from the surrounding villages destroyed (Artala, Sarow, Bindisi, Lolla, 
Kargaso, Bergei) and now we reported present in town about 13.177 IDPs. During 2005 we reported also the arrival in town of 153 
returnees out of which at least 40 in transit to their own village of origin around Mukjar. The returnees are mainly coming back from Nyala.   
 
Now the security situation is gradually improving but nevertheless incidents are still happening. The African Union has recently opened a 
new base in town and probably also this presence will help to further stabilize the situation. 
 
Sectoral issues 
Water: in town are presently working 5 hand pumps and five traditional wells recently restored by MSF Holland. Nevertheless the amount of 
water seems still not enough in particular to cover the needs of IDPs that in their side can count on very few points. In town are also 
involved in water related activity Mercy Corps and IRC (chlorination). A drilling mashine, funded by UNICEF, should be arriving in town 
soon. 
Food: WFP, trough his implementing partner CARE, is regualarly implementing food distributions. 
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Health: thanks to the presence of MSF Holland with a primary heath centre basic health facility are assured to the whole population in town. 
A feeding program is available and expatriates are trying to reach weekly the town (from Garsila) also during the rainy season. It’s still not 
clear if the presence of MSF Holland in Mukjar will soon stop after the rainy season, according to government agreements. 
Education: the few classes present in town before the conflict (8) are still the only ones available for both host community and IDPs in town. 
For this reason they are particularly overcrowded and many children are reported not attending lessons. Recently Mercy Corps started to 
restore the building of the school and is planning to open new classes according to a UNICEF project for the town. The implementation 
phase is still not started. 
Shelter: NFI distributions have been implemented but the IDP camp seems to be globally still overcrowded. 
Agriculture activities: IRC and SCC-ACT-Caritas are implementing seeds and tools distributions. Mercy Corps is also implementing an 
agriculture related project.  
Protection: women centres should be soon established in the area by Mercy Corps in a UNHCR founded project.    
 
Other 
Market day: Saturday  
 
Namatala 
Village Destroyed where Nomads Cultivating  
 

12d01’43,10’’N – 23d38’80,70’’E  
  
Pop. Before: 1010 Pop. Now:  IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now:   

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 1010 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on December 2003, its people fled to 
Kalma, Degoussa and to Kobum. The area is now being cultivated by Nomads.  
 
Narlay Ganob 
Village Destroyed 
 

12d02’83,50’’N – 23d16’02,40’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 1496 Pop. Now: 0 IDPs 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now:  - 

 
Narlay Ganob was a village inhabited  by approximately 1496 people from Fur tribe. It was completely destroyed. On August 2003, its 
people fled to Mukjar and Kalma camp in Nyala.  
 
Narlay Shamal 
Village Destroyed 
 

12d03’30,90’’N – 23d16’13,00’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1363 Pop. Now: 0 IDPs 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now:  - 
 
This was a Fur village inhabited by about 1363 people. During the crisis the village was air – bombed and the people fled mostly to Mukjar. 
 
Nonkosi 
Village Destroyed 
 

11d57’10,50’’N – 23d13’50,60’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 204 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now:  - 

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 204 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and, on 15 August 2003, its people fled to 
Mukjar, Kalma, Bindisi and to Goz Amir.  
 
Ostany 
Village Destroyed with Returnees  
 

11d44’65,00’’N – 23d35’41,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 521 Pop. Now: 166 IDP 0 IDPs Returnees: 166 
Tribes before: Fur 75% ; Dajo 25% Tribes Now: Fur 75% ; Dajo 25% 
 
Ostany was an African village inhabited by 521 people from Fur and Dajo tribe. During the crisis it has been completely destroyed and, on 
November 2003, its people fled to Mukjar, Kubum, Nyala and to Goz Amir camp in Chad. Since April 2005, some IDP started to go back to 
Ostany from Mukjar, encouraged by the GoS. Indeed Ostany is a model village. Returnees are said to receive from the GoS some carpets 
for the sheiks and a grinding machine and they are waiting for more promised support by the GoS.   
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The security situation in Ostany is not good.  The village was divided in two parts, one for African tribes and the other one for the Arabs. A 
mosque and a school have been built in the Arab side. The market as well is near the Arab side. The number of Arabs is increasing every 
day. Cases of labor mistreatment  in regard to the African tribes have been reported. 
 
Sectoral issues. Security: deployment of police forces should be the first step to assure returnees basical living condition to remain. All 
other interventions should be assessed further on.   
 
Romalia  
Village Destroyed  
 

11d54’18,00’’N – 23d40’43,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2703 Pop. Now: 0 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now:  - 

 
This was a village belonging to Fur tribe. During the crisis the village have been completely destroyed and the people, on 1/12/2003, fled 
mainly to Mukjar, Kubum and Kalma IDP camps. 
 
Romalia Kosti  
Village Destroyed  
 

11d59’07,60’’N – 23d16’96,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 683 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now:  - 

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 541 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on 15 August 2003, its people fled to 
Mukjar, Kalma Kobum and to Goz Amir camp in Chad.  
 
 
Romalia Oromgozo  
Village Destroyed  
 

12d09’85,20’’N - 23d30’45,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 653 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now: -  

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 653 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and, on March 2003, its people fled to Mukjar, 
Kalma and to Kobum.  
 
Rosonga 
Village Destroyed  
 

12d08’12,30’’N – 23d30’48,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 262 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now: -  

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 262 people. During the crisis the village was air-bombed and, on 28/2/2004, its people fled to Mukjar, 
Kalma, Kobum, Dougoudussa and to Goz Amir camp in Chad.  
 
Saraf El Saada 
Village inhabited by Africans   
 

11d54’23,40’’N – 23d20’35,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1552 Pop. Now: 752 IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 5% Borgo 25% Falatta20% 

Tama 10%  Mararit 40% 
Tribes Now: Musalit 2% Borgo 25% Falatta20% 

Tama 10%  Mararit 43% 

 
This village is inhabited by African tribes. During the crisis, on August 2003, about 800 people fled to Mukjar (People fled: Falatta:132, 
Mararit:321, Tama:100, Borgo:19, Musalit:59). In the village there is a new state-owned health facility that is still not in activity. In the village 
there is also a quite big Qur’an school with about 400 children attending it and community leaders asked for them food, clothes and 
blankets. The security situation is now good also thanks to presence of this big Qur’an school but during the crisis they faced more 
problems because they did not side against rebels according to their peacefull religious opinions. For this reason all theirs animals have 
been stolen.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: there is a wadi that runs all the year. Health: nearest health facility in Mukjar, 15km. Education: children are not 
attending lessons because in town is present a big Qur’an school where all they are going; nearest is in Mukjar, 15km.  
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Sarow 
Village destroyed where Nomads Cultivating  
 

11d46’03,50’’N – 23d17’77,30’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 321 Pop. Now: 0 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now:  
 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 321 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on 15 August 2003, its people fled to 
Bindisi, Mukjar and to Goz Amir camp in Chad. The area is now being squatted  by Arab nomads from Salamat tribe. They are cultivating 
this land. 
 
Singar 
Village destroyed 
 

11d59’38,70’’N – 23d21’83,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1113 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 1113 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and, on 15/3/2004, its people fled to Mukjar 
and to Kalma.  
 
Sondol 
Village destroyed where Nomads Cultivating  
 

11d47’79,40’’N – 23d29’09,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 91 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now:  

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 91 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on 15 August 2003, its people fled to Mukjar, 
Kalma, Goz Amir camp in Chad. The area is now being cultivated by Nomads.  
 
Taykanga 
Village destroyed  
 

11d53’84,20’’N – 23d16’04,90’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 541 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 541 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on August 2004, its people fled to Mukjar, 
Kalma Kobum and to Goz Amir camp in Chad.  
 
Tendy 
Village destroyed  
 

12d04’89,40’’N – 23d24’92,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 3986 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a big Fur village inhabited by 3986 people. During the crisis the village was air bombed, and on March 2004, its people fled to to 
Mukjar, Kubum and Kalma. 
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Um-Dukhun Administrative Unit 
 
 
Abugaradil 
Village inhabited with Refugees Returnees 
 

10d55’18,80’’N – 22d55’12,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 14520 Pop. Now: 15670  IDPs: 0 Refugee Returnees 170 
Tribes before: Salamat 40% Meseriya 10% Bani-Hallba10% 

Musalit 20% Tama 10% Borgo 6% 
 Zagawa 2% Asangor 2% 

Tribes Now: Salamat 43% Meseriya 14% Bani-Hallba10% 
Musalit 13% Tama 12% Borgo 6% Zagawa 
2% Asangor 2% 

 
This village is inhabited by both African and Arab tribes. There used to be 40% African and 60% Arabs. During the crisis some Africans, 
about 270, left the village and moved to Um-Dukhun and to the Chadian border (Musalit: 200, Borgo:40, Zagawa:30) 
 
The security situation for Arabs is excellent while for Africans seems still not so good and for this reason African people are more afraid of 
making movements outside the village. Nevertheless it we reported that half of the people that fled Abugaradil during the crisis have 
returned. Refugee returnees are coming from Tissi and Birnahal (Musalit:90, Borgo:40, Zagawa:40).  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: the situation is very bad but recently Oxfam started working here digging wells; up to now there are only 2 hand 
pumps, 2 traditional wells and some shallow wells. Education: there is a school with 6 classes but the attendance rate seems very low (only 
115 pupils). Health: the nearest health facility is in Um-Dukhun (23km). Shelter: a distribution of plastic sheets and blankets has been 
recently completed by INTERSOS for vulnerables and refugee returnees. 
 
Market days: Thursday-Sunday. 
 
Abugoya 
Village destroyed inhabited by Nomads  
 

11d21’11,10’’N – 23d10’36,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 300 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
Before the crises Abugoya was inhabited entirely by Musalit. It was destroyed and its people, about 300 individuals, were displaced and 
fled to the refugee camps in Chad (Goz Amir and Goz Beida) on 18/8/2003. The village seems to be now inhabited by Nomads and most of 
the mango and other fruit trees seem to have been cut. 
 
Adila 
Village inhabited with IDPs 
 

11d30’69,30’’N – 23d06’00,90’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 185 Pop. Now: 255  IDPs / Refugees 70 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Tama 75% Mararit 25% Tribes Now: Tama 90% Mararit 10% 

 
This is a village inhabited by Tama and Mararit tribe and before the conflict there were 185 people. On 12/8/2003 70 IDPs belonging to the 
Tama tribe arrived from Kabar and settled in Adila. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells are available. Health: the nearest health centre is in Um-Dukhun, 50km). Education: the nearest 
primary school is in Um-Dukhun (50km). Agriculture and shelter: seeds and tools + NFIs for IDPs should be distributed. 
 
Agiana 
Village inhabited with Refugees Returnees 
 

11d05’99,80’’N – 22d57’52,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 250 Pop. Now: 100  IDPs: 0 Refugee Returnees: 20 
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: Musalit 100% 

 
This small village had a population of about 250 people. During the crisis, on December 2003, 170 people fled to Tissi, Goz Amir and Goz 
Beida in Chad. Some of them (20), came back from Tissi in February 2005. Nevertheless the security situation seems still not particularly 
good with cases of crop destruction and residents afraid to go outside the village. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells are available, 1h1/2 on foot. Health: the nearest health facility is in Um-Dukhun, 7km. Education: 
the nearest primary school is in Um-Dukhun, 7km. Agriculture seeds and tools should be distributed in particular for refugee returnees. 
Shelter: plastic sheets and blankets for refugee returnees should be delivered). 
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Al Garaia 
Village inhabited by Africans and Arabs  
 

10d58’32,00’’N – 22d55’22,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 8000 Pop. Now: 13000  IDPs/ 

Refugees 
20 Returnees 0 

Tribes before: Salamat 35% Meseriya 30% Bani-Hallba 
15%  
Musalit 10% Tama 3% Hawsa 4% Gimier 1% 
Barnow 1%  

Tribes Now: Salamat 40% Meseriya 33% Bani Hallba 17%  
Tama 3% Hawsa4% Gimier 1% Barnow 1% Mararit 
1% 

 
Al Garaia is a village mainly settled by Arab tribes but with a minority of Africans (about 20%). During the crisis all Musalit fled to Kamgar 
and Chadian border and according to what reported by our team the Arab population is continuously increased with new arrivals and now 
they seem to have reached 90% of the whole population. Unfortunately the team couldn’t find out from where they are coming from 
(probably at least some from Chad). The security situation seems to be good not only for Arabs but also for Africans and a quite 
cohabitation has been reported.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: are present only 2 hand pumps and some shallow wells. Education: is present a primary school with 5 classes and 
about 200 pupils.   
 
Market day: Saturday. 
 
Al Karanik 
Village destroyed inhabited by Nomads  
 

10d54’12,97’’N – 22d54’40,23’’N 
 
Pop. Before: 200 Pop. Now: n.a.  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: n.a. 

 
This village was home to the Fur tribe. It has been destroyed and now settled by Arab Nomads who are cultivating the land. 
 
Al Zawia 
Village inhabited by Africans and Arabs  
 

10d53’33,10’’N – 22d55’57,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 3700 Pop. Now: 5000  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Salamat 60% Meeseriya 15% Musalit 5% 

Tama10% Asangor 10% 
Tribes Now: Salamat 50% Meeseriya 20% Musalit 5% Tama15% 

Asangor 10% 

 
Village inhabited by both African and Arab tribes. Before the conflict there were 3,700 people in the village, 40% were Africans and 60% 
were Arabs. Now Arabs Nomads are increased with new arrival from Chad and South Darfur confirming a trend previously reported also in 
Al Garaia but in this case we reported also newly settled Sudanese Africans coming from Central African Republic and went there a long 
time ago just for agriculture (Tama 140, Musalit 100). The security situation is good also for Musalit because of the presence of many 
Qur’an schools and religious people that respected them. 
 
Sectoral issues: Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Abugaradil, 8 km. Education: there is a primary school but there 
are not classrooms. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed.  
 
Alban Jedit 
Village inhabited by Africans and Arabs  
 

11d22’15,10’’N – 23d00’55,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 670 Pop. Now: 670  IDPs: 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Mahadi 90% Tama 10% Tribes Now: Mahadi 90%  Tama 10% 

 
The village is settled by Mahadi tribe and a few Tama. No security problems. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health centre in Um-Dukhun, 30km. Education: nearest primary school in Um-
Dukhun, 30km.  
  
Al Toror 
Nomadic settlement (damra) 
  

10d56’25,70’’N – 22d59’86,00’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 2100 Pop. Now: 2100  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Hiamat 100%  Tribes Now: Hiamat 100%  
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This village is settled by Arab Nomads. The security situation is good. Despite of the few shelters present in the area (about 50) the sheikh 
of this nomadic settlement decleared that are having home in this damra about 2000 people that almost always are far away following cows 
and camels. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells.  Health: nearest health centre in Um-Dukhun, 27km. Education: nearest primary school in Um-
Sory, 3km.  
 
Ardiba 
Village inhabited with Refugee Returnees 
 
 

11d05’27,70’’N – 22d57’84,20’’E   
 
Pop. Before: 524 Pop. Now: 73  IDPs 0 Refugee Returnees 54 
Tribes before: Musalit  100%  Tribes Now: Musalit  100%  

 
This village is a home to Musalit tribe, which used to have a population of 524 persons. During the crisis 360 people fled to Chad and 72 to 
Um-Dukhun. Some of them started to come back to Ardiba since December 2004 mainly from Tissi, Ladite and Birct Tamasih. They would 
like to cultivate during this rainy season but they are still a bit afraid because the security is not very good (nothing to be mentioned 
happened recently). 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: they have to go to Um-Dukhun, 7km far, 1 hour and ½ on foot. Shelter: for returnees and vulnerable have been 
recently implemented by INTERSOS a distribution of plastic sheets and blankets. 
 
Ardiba 
Village destroyed where Nomads are cultivating   
 

11d20’74,60’’N – 23d21’85,20’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 120 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Musalit  70%  Borgo 30% Tribes Now: - 

 
It’s a village belonging to the Borgo and Musalit. The population fled to Um-Dukhun on March 2003. It is now destroyed and the Arab 
Nomads have settled near the ruins and are cultivating the fields that used to belong to the African tribes. 
 
Beeda Ardiba 
Village destroyed where Nomads are cultivating   
 

11d26’93,10’’N – 23d44’40,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1500 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs/ 

Refugees 
 Returnees 0 

Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: Fur 100% 

 
This village used to be inhabited by Fur people. During the crisis, on April 2003, 1430 people fled mainly to Nyala, Um-Dukhun and 
Chadian border (Ardiba camp). The village has been completely destroyed and now it is being used as farm land by the Nomads. 
 
Beertaba 
Nomadic Settlement (Damra)  
 

11d12’60,10’’N – 23d02’62,00’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1800 Pop. Now: 2000  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Salamat 100% Tribes Now: Salamat 100% 

 
Beertaba it’s a village belonging to Salamat, an Arab nomadic tribe. It has about 1,800 people and they have a very good security since 
they are Arabs. A primary school with two classes is present in the village but few children are really attending lesson, the majority are 
following cows in the fields. Market day: Saturday. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only one shallow wells but the water seems not enough. Health: nearest health facility in Um-Dukhun, 20km. 
Education: the attendance rate schould be improved. 
 
Berembo 
Village destroyed where Nomads are cultivating   
 

11d44’15,00’’N – 23d40’79,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 450 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 80% Falatta 20% Tribes Now: - 
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Berembo is a little village for Fur people and had a population of about 450 persons. It was destroyed during the crisis and the people fled 
on 2/1/2003 to Kubum and Mukjar. Now the land is being cultivated by Arabs Nomads. 
 
Bongadeed 
Nomadic Settlement (Damra)  
 

11d15’07,10’’N – 23d26’10,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 170 Pop. Now: 170  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: - Tribes Now: Zayadia 100% 

 
Damra with population of about 170 person. The security situation is good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. 
 
Borow 
Village inhabited by Africans and Arabs  
 

11d33’74,00’’N – 23d36’60,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 6500 Pop. Now: 6750  IDPs/ 

Refugees 
 Returnees 0 

Tribes before: Bani Hussein 40% Salamat 20% Bani Hallba 
10% Tama 20% Gimier 10% 

Tribes Now: Bani Hussein 40% Salamat 20% Bani Hallba 10% 
Tama 20% Gimier 10%  

 
This village, settled by Arabs and Africans, is quite isolated. The population is living together without particular problems since Tama and 
Gimier African tribes didn’t side with rebels during the conflict. The security situation is good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Kubum, 32km. Education: children are not attending lessons; 
nearest primary school in Dambar, 25km. 
 
Market day: Wednesday.  
 
 Daba 
Village destroyed inhabited by Nomads   
 

11d20’95,70’’N – 23d21’56,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 135 Pop. Now: 157  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 70% Fur 30% Tribes Now: Salamat 70% Bani Hallba 10% Meseriya 20% 

 
Before the crisis Daba was a village inhabited by Musalit and Fur people. It was destroyed in December 2003 and its people fled to Um-
Dukhun and to Chad. The village now is settled by Arab Nomads of Salamat, Meseriya and Bani-Hallba tribe that are using the land as 
farm. Now the cluster of villages present in this area is constituted exclusively of damras and African villages destroyed.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells but water is not enough. Health: nearest health facility in Farkang, 30km, but the people usually 
travel also until Um-Dukhun, 50km far. Education: in this cluster of villages is missing a primary school.  
 
Dabkaria 
Village destroyed inhabited by Nomads   
 

11d17’73,90’’N – 23d21’79,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 300 Pop. Now: 120  IDPs/ 

Refugees 
 Returnees 0 

Tribes before: Musalit 70% Borgo 30% Tribes Now: Salamat 100% 

 
Before the crisis this village belonged to the Musalit and Borgo tribes. The village was destroyed and now inhabited by Nomads. In the 
village is also present a Qur’an school for about 15 children. 
 
Dambar 
Village inhabited with Returnees 
 

11d23’59,60’’N – 23d36’76,00’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 4500 Pop. Now: 1500  IDPs 0 IDPs Returnees 180 
Tribes before: Salamat 10% Meseriya 5% Bani-Hallba 5% 

Musalit 10% Fur 50%  Barno 5% Dajo15% 
Tribes Now: Salamat 65% Meseriya 15% Bani Hallba 10% 

 Fur 9% Dajo 4% 

 
Dambar is a village in Um-Dukhun administrative unit area where before the crisis Africans were the majority. 
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During the crisis, on March 2003, Africans fled to Chad, Rehad Al Birdi, Um-Dukhun and Mukjar. A few months ago (February-March 2005) 
some IDP returnees, coming mainly from Rehad Al Birdi (where since the displacement they couldn’t receive any support), started coming 
back to Dambar. These returns were precisely supported by the government providing transportation, some money and food. At the 
beginning accepted this purpose, also to have a small income, only heads of family with the aim to verify the security situation and the 
possibility to remain and cultivate during the rainy season. Having verified that the security situation was good and having received again 
from Arabs Nomads some land to cultivate the returnees increased gradually and now we reported present in Dambar 180 returnees, about 
130 of Fur tribe and other 50 of Dajo tribe. Dambar is among the “model villages”. To assure security the government deployed about 80 
policemen.  
 
The health facility and the school have been rehabilitated by the government but are still not working.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. Food: the WFP registration in Um-Dukhun, far 
more than 70 km, can really put in danger this population that will have to travel 2-3 days to come back to Dambar with their goods. Shelter: 
plastic sheets and blankets for returnees have been recently distributed by INTERSOS. 
 
Market day: Friday. 
 
Damra Shaikh Fadil 
Nomadic Settlement (Damra)  
 

11d05’51,70’’N – 23d06’40,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1500 Pop. Now: 1500  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Meseriya 60% Salamat 20% Bani-Hussien 

15% Nawaiba 5% 
Tribes Now: Meseriya 60% Salamat 20% Bani Hussein 15% 

Nawaiba 5% 

 
The security situation is good. 
 
Sectoral issues: Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Um-Dukhun, 20km.  Education: nearest primary school in Um-
Dukhun, 20km.  
 
Dango 
Village Destroyed  
 

11d31’37,60’’N – 23d01’32,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 800 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 90% Tama 5% Gimier 5%  Tribes Now: - 

 
Dango was a village settled by Africans. The village was completely destroyed during the crisis and its Fur inhabitants fled to Chad on 
15/8/2003 (we found some of them in Romalia and Kadeit that we profiled). About people of other tribes we don’t know where they fled. 
 
Demosoya 
Village inhabited by Arabs  
 

11d13’47,54’’N – 23d25’58,78’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1950 Pop. Now: 2000  IDPs: 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Ziadia 100% Tribes Now: Ziadia 100% 

 
It’s an Arab settlement with population of about 2000 person belonging to Ziadia tribe. They do not have problems of security, there are 
also present some PDF.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Education: before the conflict was present a primary school but now is not working. 
 
Market day: Wednesday (small). 
 
Dending 
Nomadic Settlement (damra) 
 

11d19’46,50’’N – 23d20’58,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 80 Pop. Now: 90  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Mimi 100% Tribes Now: Mimi 100% 
 
This small damra belongs to Sakin Mahad. The security is very good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Health: nearest health facility in Um-Dukhun, 52km – 3 days on foot. Water: only one shallow well, not enough.  
 
Dol Al Saf 
Nomadic settlement (damra)  
 

11d21’0140’’N – 23d36’48,80’’E 
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Pop. Before: 350 Pop. Now: 450  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Targam 29% Salamat 14% Tama 43% 

 Mimi 14%  
Tribes Now: Targam 28% Salamat 17% Tama 62% Mimi 17% 

 
This damra is inhabited by Arabs Nomads but also by Tama and Mimi, 2 African tribes that didn’t side with rebels and that have always had 
a component of nomadic people. The security situation is good.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they claimed to have not received ration cards. Health: the nearest health facility is in 
Rehad Al Birdi, 40km, but soon should start also the one in Dambar. Education: nearest primary school in Dambar, 7km.  
 
Domaya 
Nomadic settlement (damra)  
 

11d19’66,80’’N – 23d17’16,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 114 Pop. Now: 124  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Meseriya 100% Tribes Now: Meseriya 100% 

 
Domaya this is a damra for Arab Nomads where are living 124 people. Water seems to be their main problem because shallow wells don’t 
get enough water in this area. The security situation is good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Health: nearest health facility in Um-Dukhun, 52km – 3 days on foot. Water: only shallow wells, not enough. Education: 
only Qur’an schools are present in this cluster of nomadic settlements and destroyed African villages. 
 
Dombola 
Village Destroyed 
 

11d32’91,80’’N – 23d09’01,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 600 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This village was settled by Fur. When it was destroyed the population fled to Chad on 16/8/2003. Arab Nomads are around the village. 
 
68. Donga 
Village abandoned where Nomads are cultivating  
 

10d56’94,60’’N – 23d02’62,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 160 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This village was previously settled by Africans. The village was destroyed and people fled to Um-Dukhun and Chad on December 2003. 
Now it’s used as land for cultivation by Nomads. 
 
Farkang 
Village inhabited by Africans and Arabs 
 

11d10’42,81’’N – 23d29’18,97’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 4200 Pop. Now: 5000  IDPs: 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Ziadia 20% Hiamat 5% Musalit 15% Fur 45% 

Gimier 10% Tama 5% 
Tribes Now: Ziadia 30% Hiamat 15% Mahadi 10% Aulad Rashid 

10% Gimier 20% Fur 3% Tama 12% 

 
Farkang, on the main road between Um-Dukhun and Rehad Al Birdi, had a population of about 4.200 people and both Africans and Arab 
had lived side by side. 75% of the population was African and 25% was Arab. About 2.000 African tribes fled to Mukjar and Um-Dukhum on 
3/8/2003. The African tribe were Fur, Musalit, Gimier and Tama but those who fled were mostly Fur and Musalit tribe. Now more Arabs 
have came in and the population is now 5,000 out of which the African population is 35% and the Arab 65%. In the village is also present a 
small health facility, a primary school and even 15 hand pumps (“only” 5 working). Security situation is good for Arabs but for Africans is still 
poor, in particular for Fur tribe. 
  
Sectoral issues. Health: by the health facility health staff reported a lack of medicines. Education: of 6 classes present only 2 classrooms 
are under shelters while other classes are attended under trees; they need also materials like notebooks and blackboards; attendance rate 
is very low. 
 
Market day: Saturday  
 
Fata Shy 
Nomadic settlement (damra)  
 

11d26’44,30’’N – 23d42’02,10’’E 
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Pop. Before: 110 Pop. Now: 150  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Bani Hallba 100% Tribes Now: Bani Hallba 100% 

 
This is a damra settled by Bani-Hallba tribe and the security situation is good. Is present a small school with just one class (first class). 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: they have one hand pump but they are complaining that is not enough. Food: they don’t have ration cards. Health: 
nearest health facility in Dambar. Education: the school present is very poor, build with grasses, they need scholastic materials and 2 
blackboards.  
 
Galgasim  
Village destroyed 
 

11d52’75,10’’N – 23d42,29,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1226 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
Galgasim was a village settled by Fur people. The village was destroyed during the crisis and its people fled to Mukjar, Kubum and kalma 
around 29/2/2004. At the present time the village is not settled by people. Before the crisis there was a health centre. 
 
Gantor Big   
Village Abandoned  
 

11d00’26,60’’N – 22d55’38,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 435 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs/ 

Refugees 
 Returnees 0 

Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now:  

 
This village used to belong to Musalit tribe. It was abandoned during the crisis, on December 2003, and it has remained empty to this date. 
The people fled to Kamgar, Um-Dukhun and to Chad. 
 
Gantor Small    
Village Abandoned inhabited by Nomads  
 

11d00’26,80’’N – 22d55’38,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 110 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now:  

 
This was a small village settled by Musalit tribe. The people fled during December 2003 to Kamgar, Um-Dukhun and along the Chadian 
border. The abandoned village is now used by Arab Nomads as area of settlement and for cultivation.  
 
Gawakhin 
Village destroyed where Nomads are cultivating 
 

11d14’33,70’’N – 23d07’68,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 150 Pop. Now:   IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now:  

 
It was a Musalit village. This village was completely destroyed during the crisis and the people fled to Abugaradil and Chadian Border. Now 
Nomads are using the land as farm. 
 
Geneina  
Village inhabited with refugees Returnees   
 

11d0454,00’’N – 22d56’74,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 467 Pop. Now: 190  IDPs/ 

Refugees 
 Refugees 

Returnees 
150 

Tribes before: Musalit 75% Dajo 25% Tribes Now: Musalit 75% Dajo25% 

 
It’s a village previously settled by Dajo and Musalit tribe, they were 467 people all together. During the crisis almost all of them (427, 321 
Musalit and 106 Dajo) fled to Um-Dukhun and Chadian border. Recently, on March 2005, some of them started to come back and we 
reported at the end of May about 150 refugee returnees from Goz Amir, Birct Tamasih and Tissi. The security situation seems to be not 
very good. The population complained that they can’t move freely around the village to cultivate or collect firewood. 
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Sectoral issues. Water: during the dry season the have to go to Um-Dukhun, 8km. Education: nearest primary school in Um-Dukhun, 8km. 
Health: nearest health centre in Um-Dukhun, 8km. Shelters: for refugee returnees have been recently implemented a distribution of plastic 
sheets and blankets by INTERSOS. Agriculture: seeds and tools in particular for refugees returnees.  
 
 
Gerlia  
Village inhabited with Returnees    
 

10d52’50,93’’N – 22d58’45,16’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1610 Pop. Now: 1460  IDPs 25 IDP Returnees: 25 
Tribes before: Musalit 90%  Kajakssa  10% Tribes Now: Musalit 90%  Kajakssa 10 % 

 
Gerlia is an African village with two tribes settled, Musalit and Kajakssa. During the crisis 235 people (135 Musalit and 100 Kajakssa) fled to 
Um-Dukhun and Tissi. At the end of 2004 some returnees started to come back to the village. The security situation is not very good and  
some attacke have been reported. 
 
Sectoral issus. Water: each family has to dig at least 3-5 shallow wells to collect enough water. Health: nearest health facility in Abugaradil, 
13km. Education: nearest primary school in Abugaradil, 13km. Shelter: a small distribution of NFIs for returnees and vulnerable has been 
implemented by INTERSOS. 
 
Market day: Friday. 
  
  
Goad Gasi   
Nomadic settlement (damra) 
 

11d20’59,10’’N – 23d24’08,00E 
 
Pop. Before: 370 Pop. Now: 400  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Bani Hallba 60% Meseriya 25% Salamat 

15% 
Tribes Now: Bani Hallba 60% Meseriya 25% Salamat 15% 

 
This village is a damra settled by Arab Nomads of Bani-Hallba, Meseriya and Salamat tribe. Security is good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells, not enough. Health: nearest health facility in Um-Dukhun, 52km – 3 days on foot. Education: 
only Qur’an schools are present in this cluster of nomadic settlements and destroyed African villages. 
 
Gos Saraf   
Village inhabited by Arabs  
 

11d17’08,20’’N – 23d36’25,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 963 Pop. Now: 1000  IDPs/ 

Refugees 
0 Returnees  

Tribes before: Bani Hallba 40% Himad 25% Aulad Rashid 
15% Salamat 20% 

Tribes Now: Bani Hallba 40% Himad 25% Aulad Rashid 15% 
Salamat 20% 

 
Gos Saraf is an Arab settlement that has not been affected by the conflict. The security situation is good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: is present one hand pump + shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Rehad Al Birdi, 30km. Education: 
nearest primary school in Dambar, 16km. 
   
Gugun 
Village Destroyed where Nomads are cultivating 
 

11d32’74,10’’N – 23d06’32,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 150 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now:  

 
Gugun was a village settled by fur people. The village was destroyed and they fled to Chad where we reported their presence in the 
villages of Saraf Burgou and Taringa. The village is now under cultivation by Arab Nomads. 
 
Hagar Sultan Big 
Village Abandoned  
 

11d04’97,30’’N – 23d00’42,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1110 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now:  
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The bigger village named Hagar Sultan. During the crisis the village have been attacked by Janjaweed Militias that killed some of the 
inhabitants and destroyed about 50 huts. The other people fled mainly to Um-Dukhun where still now are present among IDPs, some 
others are in Chad (we reported refugees in Tajo). 
 
Hagar Sultan Small 
Village Abandoned  
 

11d03’76,50’’N – 22d59’97,20’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 310 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now:  

 
It's an abandoned village. There are still 53 huts, the others have been fired or destroyed. 
 
Hashaba 
Village destroyed where Nomads are cultivating 
 

11d22’02,60’’N – 23d21’26,50’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 250 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 50% Borgo 25% Fur 25% Tribes Now:  
 
The people of this village fled around March 2003 to Um-Dukhun. The village is now completely destroyed and used as farm land by the 
Nomads.  
 
Hela Haroon 
Village Destroyed  
  

11d24’73,70’’N – 23d09’01,40’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 150 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs 0 Returnees  
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now:  

 
This small village belonged to Musalit. It was destroyed during the crisis and the people fled on 15/8/2003. 
 
Hilat Geisa 
Village destroyed  
  

10d52’06,50’’N – 22d52’06,60’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 175 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
The village was setteled before the crisis by the Musalit tribe that fled in 2003 to Abugaradil, Um-Dukhun and Chad. The village has been 
completely destroyed. 
 
Hilat Konorita 
Village destroyed inhabited by Nomads 
  

10d52’35,60’’N – 22d53’00,20’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 220 Pop. Now: n.a.  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
The village was setteled before the crisis by the Musalit tribe that fled in 2003 to Abugaradil, Um-Dukhun and Chad. This village has been 
completely destroyed and now used for cultivation by the Arab Nomads that are settled near it. 
 
Hilat Sheikh Abdalrhaman  
Village destroyed inhabited by Nomads 
  

10d53’74,50’’N – 22d53’26,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 250 Pop. Now: n.a.  IDPs/ 

Refugees 
0 Returnees 0 

Tribes before: Borgo 100% Tribes Now: n.a. 

 
The village was previously setteled by Musalit that fled during 2004 when it has been destroyed. Now it’s resettled by Arab Nomads who 
are cultivating the land in and around it. 
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Hjer Alebeit 
Nomadic settlement (damra) 
  

11d21’09,50’’N – 23d01’52,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 800 Pop. Now: 1350  IDPs/ 

Refugees 
0 Returnees  

Tribes before: Meseriya 50% Bedria 30% Salamat 15%  
Bani-Hallba 5% 

Tribes Now: Meseriya 50% Bedria 30% Salamat 15%  
Bani-Hallba 5% 

 
This nomadic settlement, on the main road between Um-Dukhun and Bindisi, used to have population of about 800 people. Now there are 
1350 people and this increase seem due to seasonal migration. Security situation is good.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health centre in Um-Dukhun, 30km. Education: nearest primary school in Um-
Dukhun, 30km.  
 
Huskanieta 
Village Destroyed  
  

10d54’03,60’’N – 22d53’09,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 261 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Musalit  100% Tribes Now: -  

 
Huskanieta was a small village inhabited by approximately 261 people from Musalit tribe. It was completely destroyed. On November 2003, 
its people fled to Abugaradil village, to the Chadian border and to the refugee camp of Goz Amir, in Chad. 
 
Jartaka 
Village abandoned where Nomads Cultivating  
  

11d27’85,40’’N – 22d59’52,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 250 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs: 0 Returnees:  
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
It’s a village that used to be settled by Fur people. During the crisis, on 15/8/2003, all the people fled to Chad. The village is now 
abandoned and the area used by Nomads for farming. 
 
Kabar 
Village destroyed with IDP Returnees  
  

11d30’16,33’’E – 22d59’38,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 3200 Pop. Now: 360  IDPs/ 

Refugees 
0 IDPs Returnees 360 

Tribes before: Musalit 30% Fur 60% Tama 10% Tribes Now: Musalit 30% Fur 60% Tama 10% 

 
Kabar was a big village before the crisis with about 3200 people settled. The tribes in the village were mainly Musalit, Fur and Tama.  On 
18/8/2003 the Fur people fled mainly to Chad (Goz Beida refugee camp) and Um-Dukhun while for the other tribes we don’t have many 
information but for sure some of them moved just to the Kabar surrounding villages of the same ethnic group (like Adila, Magula and 
Tiratira…).   
 
Since March 2005 some returnees started coming back mainly from Um-Dukhun but probably also from Chad with the aim to cultivate the 
land and to remain permanently there. Kabar is a “model village” and also the government supported these returns from Um-Dukhun 
providing transportation, food and sometimes money or some plastic sheets. A government referent for these returns had been appointed 
and also the deputy commissioner of Um-Dukhun followed regularly these returns. 
 
At the beginning the security situation for returnees was really minimal and sheikhs were thinking to go back to Um-Dukhun if nothing would 
soon be changed. The police station was really small (only 5 policemen). Nevertheless day by day the security situation is improved also 
thanks to the arrival of some more policemen. For this reason they decided to remain in any case and also whole families join the first 
returnees. Up to now arrived in Kabar more than 160 families mainly of Tama and Fur tribes. A higher number of policemen or army, with 
more means, could improve the situation.  
 
Recently INTERSOS, in partnership with UNHCR, decided to implement a NFIs distribution (plastic sheets and blankets) in favour of these 
returnees. In fact they freely decided to come back and independently of any kind of support they would remain and settle the area. 
  
Sectoral issues. Health: before the conflict there was a small health facility that now needs to be rehabilitated, nearest health centre in Um-
Dukhun, 50km. Education: before the conflict there was a primary school that now need to be rehabilitated, children are not attending 
lessons. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Market day: Monday . 
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Kamgar 
Village inhabited with IDPs and Refugees Returnees  
  

11d04’07,10’’N – 22d55’69,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 3526 Pop. Now: 4171  IDPs: 1645 Refugees 

Returnees 
50 

Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: Musalit 100%  

 
This village was always settled by Musalit. They were 3.525 people but during the crisis, on March 2004, about 1050 people fled mainly to 
Goz Amir, Goz Beida and Chadian border. Later, on December 2004, arrived 1645 people fled from Taham and Marary. Finally in the same 
period, end 2004, arrived in Kamgar also 50 refugee returnees from Goz Beida and Goz Amir. The security situation is stable thanks also to 
the presence of an Army camp.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: the situation is very bad, in the village there are not water points and they take it from Chad paying 5.000SD for 
each shallow well that they dig. Health: before the crisis there was an health facility and the nearest now is in Um-Dukhun, 12km. 
Education: children are not attending lessons, before the conflict the was a primary school. Agriculture: seeds and tools in particular for 
IDPs would be needed.  Shelters: have been recently implemented a distribution of plastic sheets and blankets by INTERSOS for IDPs, 
refugee returnees and vulnerable. 
 
Karkar 
Village Destroyed where Nomads are Cultivating 
  

11d50’94,80’’N – 22d59’91,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 200 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now:  

 
This village previously squatted by Fur tribe was destroyed during the crisis and it’s now settled by Nomads that are cultivating in the area. 
 
Keregkereg 
Village Destroyed where Nomads are Cultivating  
  

11d40’56,10’’N – 23d04’84,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 800 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
It’s used to be a Fur village. It’s completely destroyed. 
 
Khamsa Killos  
Nomadic settlement (damra) 
 

11d09’70,70’’N – 23d00’17,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 190 Pop. Now: 200  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Salamat 100% Tribes Now: Salamat 100% 

 
Khamsa Killos, five kilometres from Um-Dukhun as specified also in its name, is a damra for the Arab Nomads Salamat. It has a population 
of 200 persons. The security situation is good.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells, water not enough. Education: despite its proximity to Um-Dukhun children are reported not 
attending lessons. 
 
Kododo 
Village Destroyed  
  

11d37’38,30’’N – 23d14’11,30’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 921 Pop. Now: 0  IDP 0 IDPs Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 
 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 921 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and, on 15 August 2003, its people fled to 
Mukjar, Kalma and to Goz Amir camp in Chad.  
 
Loma 
Nomadic settlement (damra) 
  

11d22’46,20’’N – 23d32’31,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 70 Pop. Now: 90  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
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Tribes before: Salamat 100% Tribes Now: Salamat 100% 

 
Is a small Damra with about 90 people and the security situation is good.  They Need water badly. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Education: nearest primary school in Dambar, 13km. Health: nearest health facility in Dambar, 
13km. 
 
Magan 
Village Destroyed inhabited by Nomads  
  

11d19’77,10’’N – 23d23’12,90’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 700 Pop. Now: 70  IDPs/ 

Refugees 
 IDPs Returnees  

Tribes before: Fur 56% Musalit  22% Dajo 22% Tribes Now: Salamat 100% 

 
Magan used to be settled by Africans like Fur, Musalit and Dajo. During the crisis the village has been destroyed and the people fled on 
April 2004. We found IDPs from Magan in Muraya (97), Sufalawin, Tiratira, Um-Dukhun and along the Chadian border in Um-Zili. Now 
Nomads are cultivating the land and are settled in the village using old huts and building new ones. 
 
In June some IDPs from Magan coming from Um-Dukhun started to visit the village during the market day (in a village close to it) to verify 
the opportunity or not to go back for cultivating during the rainy season. At the beginning of July, when we already were writing, we heard 
that a lorry transporting some returnees to Magan from Um-Dukhun have been involved in an incident (it’s still not clear if it was an 
ambush) along the road where 4 returnees of Fur tribe have been killed and other 3 injured.  
 
According to what reported by the deputy commissioner of Um-Dukhun this people arrived when some bandits were attacking a WFP track 
carrying food but also the commissioner was not sure 100% of what happened . The other returnees, however, continue their travel to 
Magan and still now should be present there. It’s not clear if Magan is or not a “model village” .   
 
Magula 
Village inhabited with IDPs   
  

11d24’25,10’’N – 23d08’81,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 750 Pop. Now: 255  IDPs 64   
Tribes before:  Musalit  100% Tribes Now: Musalit 100% 

 
Magula used to be village for Musalit tribe. It had population of about 750 persons but now it has only 256 people. On 15/8/2003 505 
people, the majority of the village, fled to Um-Dukhun and to Chad while on the contrary a few months later, during October 2003, arrived in 
the village 64 IDPs – Musalit tribe – from Kabar. The security situation in the village is still very poor, all their animal were taken by the 
nomads and the remaining people is facing many troubles. They can’t move freely outside the village, in the evening sometimes Nomads 
are coming around the village intimidating them. Security accidents are still happening outside the village. It’s not clear if even the harvest 
has to be shared with the Nomads.  
 
Sectoral issues: Water: there are many shallow wells – about 30 - that indicate probably a poor water table.  Food: they don’t have ration 
cards but having lost all their animals they need other nourishment. Education: before the conflict there was a primary school with 4 
classes; also to improve the protection by presence could be good to rehabilitate it.  
 
Market day: Saturday. 
 
 
Marary  
Village inhabited with IDPs and Returnees  
  

11d03’86,90’’N – 23d03’01,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 3100 Pop. Now: 2523  IDPs 64 IDPs 

Returnees 
2000 Refugees 

Returnees 
350 

Tribes before:  Musalit  100% Tribes Now: Musalit 100% 

 
Marary is a quite big village inhabited by Musalit. During the crisis, on April 2004, the majority of them (about 2900 persons) fled to Um-
Dukhun and to Chad. After a few months, end 2004, when the security situation became more stable many of the IDPs present in Um-
Dukhun decided to come back and we reported in Marary about 2000 IDP returnees. Always during 2004 arrived in Marary also 150 IDPs 
from Taham. Finally just recently, on April 2005, arrived in Marary coming back from Chad also 350 refugees. The security situation seems 
now good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: one hand pump but more points would be needed. Health: nearest health facility in Mu-Dukhun, 14km. Education: 
nearest primary school in Bindisi, 14km. Agriculture: seeds and tools in particular for returnees and IDPs. Shelter: NFIs would be needed 
for returnees and IDPs. 
 
Market day: Monday 
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Morlanja 
Village Destroyed inhabited by Nomads  
  

11d34’12,70’’N – 23d15’98,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 450 Pop. Now:   IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before:  Musalit 10 %  Fur 90 % Tribes Now:  

 
This village was previously a home to Musalit and Fur tribes. During the crisis, on 16/8/2003, the people fled to Um-Dukhun and to Chad. 
The village was destroyed and resettled by Arab Nomads who are using the land for cultivation. Mango trees that used to belong to the 
local population ware also cut down and Nomads are now building huts and getting settled permanently. 
 
Motur 
Village Destroyed with IDP Returnees  
  

11d22’47,50’’N – 22d59’49,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2300 Pop. Now: 80  IDPs: 0 IDPs Returnees 80 
Tribes before:   Fur 100%  Tribes Now:   Fur 100%  

 
Motur was a village for Fur people and there were 2900 people settled in the village before the crisis. The village was destroyed and the 
people fled to Chad and Um-Dukhun on 15/3/2002. In June 2005 there were some returnees in the village, a government “model village”, 
and according to what they said seems that the Umda of Mutur made an agreement with the local Nomads leaders to be able to come back 
and settle again there. The Umda himself was among the first returnees. 
 
The security situation was apparently stable but at the begging of July the Umda of Mutur have been injured by bullet to one foot. The 
Umda said that this crime was not perpetrated by local Nomads as intimidation but by simple robbers and for this reason they decided to 
remain. 
 
Sectoral issues.   Water: more information are not available because at the time of the profiling the village was not settled. 
Health: nearest health facility in Um-Dukhun, 40km. Education: a primary school is present not too far in Selele – an Arab village – but it’s 
not clear if the African children will really attend lessons there. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed.  
 
Muradaf 
Village Destroyed inhabited by Nomads  
  

11d19’30,40’’N – 22d57’23,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2000 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100 % Tribes Now:  

 
Muradaf was a village settled by fur tribe. People used to live in this village before the crisis were all displaced and fled to Chad and to Um-
Dukhun. Their village is now inhabited by Nomads that are using the land for cultivation and have even a market day on Wednesday.  
 
Muraya 
Village inhabited with IDPs  
  

11d22’41,10’’N – 23d11’85,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1875 Pop. Now: 410  IDPs 97 Returnees  
Tribes before: Musalit 100 % Tribes Now: Musalit 100 % 

 
Muraya is a village settled by Musalit tribe. It used to have a population of about 1876 people but during the crisis, on 15/8/2003, 1464 of 
them fled mainly to Goz-Beida in Chad. In the same time, always during the crisis, 97 IDPs from Magan (Um-Dukhun) settled here. The 
security situation is bad.  The population don’t feel free to go outside the village.  
 
Sectoral issues. Security: should be provided a police station for the cluster of villages of Sufalawin, Muraya, Magula and Tiratira. Food: 
they don’t have ration cards. Water: only from shallow wells but of very poor quality and polluted. Education: no primary school in the area. 
Health: nearest health facility in Um-Dukhun, 40km. 
 
Market day: Friday (poor). 
 
 
Reade  
Nomadic settlement (damra)  
  

11d19’89,00’’N – 23d23’08,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 115 Pop. Now: 125  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Salamat 20% Bani Hussein 40% 

Bani Hamza 40% 
Tribes Now: Salamat 20% Bani Hussein 40% 

 Bani Hamza 40% 
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It’s a nomadic settlement with about 125 people. The security situation is very good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells but it’s not enough for them. Health: nearest health facility in Um-Dukhun, 45km. 
Education: in this cluster of nomadic settlements and destroyed African villages like Magan is not present a primary schools and all children 
are not attending lessons.  
 
Rewiena 
Village destroyed inhabited by Nomads 
  

11d13’14,30’’N – 23d26’35,37’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 100 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This village had around 100 persons of Fur tribe living in it. The village was completely destroyed during the conflict and its population fled 
in 2003 to Um-Dukhun and to Chadian border. Arab Nomads are settled there using the land for cultivation. 
 
Saboun  
Village Abandoned where Nomads are cultivating  
  

10d57’36,50’’N – 23d03’03,04’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 230 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now:  

 
This village was settled by Musalit. During the crisis, on 1/12/2003, all the population fled to Um-Dukhun and to Chad. The land in and 
around the village is under cultivation by Nomads that are living near the village giving it the same name (SABOUN). 
 
Salakari  
Village Destroyed inhabited by Nomads  
  

11d23’06,50’’N – 23d35’37,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 320 Pop. Now: 120  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: Salamat 100% 

 
It was a Fur village before the crisis. The village was destroyed but now is settled by Nomads who use the land for cultivation and 
settlement. 
 
Selele  
Village inhabited by Arabs  
  

11d24’37,00’’N – 23d02’07,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2500 Pop. Now: 2500  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Bani-Hussein 50% Meseriya 30% 

Bani-Hallba 10%  Mahadi 10% 
Tribes Now: Bani-Hussein 50% Meseriya 30% 

Bani-Hallba 10%  Mahadi 10% 

 
Selele village is settlement for Arab Nomads like Bani-Hussein, Meseriya, Bani-Hallba and Mahadi.  This village used to be previously 
settled by Africans around 1983 but was evacuated during the first tribal war dating back to 1983. Since then the Arabs Nomads have 
totally taken the village and the land around as their own, is a meeting point for many Nomads of the area.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: Oxfam is already working here; there is a bore hole. Health: nearest health centre in Um-Dukhun, 35km. Education: 
is present a small school; scholastic material would be needed.  
 
The market day: Wednesday (the quality of the market is very good in particular to buy cow meat) 
 
 
 
Sersira  
Village destroyed where Arabs are cultivating  
  

11d22’03,80’’N – 23d36’52,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2200 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs/ 

Refugees 
 Returnees  

Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 
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This was a big village settled by Fur people. It was destroyed during the crisis and 1950 people fled, on April 2003, to Rehad Al Birdi, Um-
Dukhun and to Chad (Aradib camp). The land is now used for cultivation by Nomads. 
 
Shangel Tobaya  
Village Destroyed inhabited by Nomads  
  

11d16’42,00’’N – 23d26’20,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 300 Pop. Now: 260  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Targam 100% Tribes Now: Ziadia 55% Bani-Hussien 10% Salamat 25 %  

Naja 10% 

 
This village was settled by Targam tribe. During the conflict the village has been half destroyed and the people fled to Um-Dukhun where 
are still among IDPs. Later the village has been settled by Arabs Nomads and now there are about 260 people from Ziadia, Bani-Hallba, 
Salamat and Naja tribe. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: many shallow wells far from the village. Health: nearest health facility in Farkang, 15km. Education: nearest primary 
school in Farkang, 15km.   
 
Shelikhaya  
Nomadic settlement (damra) 
  

11d11’34,66’’N – 23d27’48,34’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 280 Pop. Now: 300  IDPs/ 

Refugees 
 Returnees  

Tribes before: Targam 100% Tribes Now: Targam 100% 

 
This is a nomadic settlement settled by Arab nomads called Targam. It’s a damra with a population of about 300 persons.  The presence of 
a hand pump (installed by Oxfam) and the proximity to Farkang where there’s a primary school and a small health facility makes the life of 
this population easier than in other places.  
 
Sowarwaga  
Village destroyed where Arabs are cultivating  
  

11d21’80,90’’N – 23d20’16,70’’E 
Pop. Before: 130 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Fur 45%  Musalit  55% Tribes Now: - 
 
This village used to belong to the Fur and Musalit. Before the crisis its population was about 130 persons that fled to Um-Dukhun around 
6/3/2003. The village was empty but now some Arab Nomads are cultivating the land in and around the village. 
 
Sufalawin  
Village inhabited with IDPs   
  

11d21’65,80’’N – 23d09’21,20’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 525 Pop. Now: 499  IDPs 99 Returnees  
Tribes before: Musalit  100% Tribes Now: Musalit  100% 

 
It’s a village settled by Musalit tribe. There used to be 525 people in the village but during the crisis, on 15/8/2003, 125 of them fled to 
Chad. On the contrary, on 15/4/2004, are arrived in Sufalawin 99 IDPs from Abugoya and Magan. The security situation in the area is still 
now minimal with reported cases of livestock thefts also during 2005. Therefore the population is not feeling free to move outside the village 
to cultivate and collect firewood.   
 
Secoral issues. Food: they don’t have ration cards. Water: only shallow wells. Education: children are not attending lessons. Health: 
nearest health facility in Um-Dukhun, 48km. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. Shelter: for IDPs and vulnerable have been 
recently implemented by INTERSOS a distribution of plastic sheets and blankets.  
 
Sure 
Village inhabited by Africans and Arabs 
  

11d20’28,80’’N – 23d06’32,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 3900 Pop. Now: 3800  

IDPs/Refugees 
 Returnees  

Tribes before: Salamat  45%  Juami 25%  Awlad Idd 15% 
Bani Hussein 10%  Borgo  5% 

Tribes Now: Salamat  48%  Juami 27%  Awlad Idd 17% 
Bani Hussein 6%  Borgo  2% 

 
This is a village mainly settled by Arab tribes arrived in the area during 1950s. They settled very close to Sure Fur, an African village 
inhabited by Fur and completely destroyed during the crisis. On the contrary in Sure the situation, also during the crisis, was quite good and 
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the population has not been particularly affected. Only few Borgo left the village during the crisis. Now in Sure are present almost only 
Arabs that, according to what reported by our team, are trying to hide even the previous African presence in the area. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: one hand pump (Oxfam is working here). Health: nearest health facility in Um-Dukhun, 30km. Education: is present 
a primary school with 4 classes; scholastic material would be needed.  
 
 
Sure Fur 
Village destroyed 
  

11d20’39,20’’N – 23d06’82,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2700 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Fur  100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This village, very close to Sure, used to be settled by the Fur tribe and now it is destroyed. The population of Sure fled mainly to Chad and 
few to Um-Dukhun. According to what IDPs of Sure present in Um-Dukhun told us, Arab Nomads living in Sure (only 100m far away), 
arrived in the area 50 years ago, refused after the crisis to accept the Fur presence in the area and are trying to deny even the previous Fur 
settlement changing the name of the village. 
 
Taba 
Village destroyed inhabited by Nomads  
  

11d18’61,00’’N – 23d36’03,40’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 400 Pop. Now: 30  

IDPs/Refugees 
 Returnees  

Tribes before: Fur  100% Tribes Now: Bani Hussein 100% 

 
The village used to be inhabited by Fur people. During the crisis, on April 2003, 365 people fled to Rehed Al Birdi, Nyala and Chadian 
border (Aradib refugee camp). The village has been completely destroyed and now is inhabited by nomads, numbering about 30, that are 
staying in 10 between huts and emergency shelters.    
 
Taham 
Village inhabited by Africans and Arabs 
  

10d54’72,20’’N – 22d05’45,00’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 3805 Pop. Now: 3026  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Hiamat 20% Bani Hallba 30% Borgo 20%  

Dajo 10% Kajaksa 10% Musalit 10% 
Tribes Now: Hiamat 32% Bani Hallba 30% Borgo 23%  

Dajo 10% Kajaksa 5%  

 
This village is inhabited by Africans and Arab Nomads. During the conflict, mainly in 2003 but also in 2004, many Musalit and Kajakssa fled 
to Um-Dukhun and Tissi (figures received are contradictory: sheiks in Taham said that fled only 256 people but according to our family 
breakdown of Um-Dukhun and Tissi we reported in these towns more than 1500 IDPs/refugees coming from Taham and for this reason the 
figure about population before received by Arab sheiks (2550) could be not accurate and has been changed). The security situation is now 
getting better but still accidents are reported autide the village. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: the population is digging more than 20-30 shallow wells but the problem could be related with the water table. 
Health: nearest health facility in Abugaradil, 24km. Education: children are not attending lesson, nearest primary school in Um-Sory, 13km. 
 
Tiaba 
Village inhabited by Africans  
  

11d05’87,70’’N – 22d57’31,00’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 461 Pop. Now: 473  IDPs: 12 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Falatta 60% Hawsa 20% Borgo 15% 

 Barnow 5% 
Tribes Now: Falatta 60% Hawsa 20% Borgo 10% 

 Barnow 5% 

 
This village is settled by Africans. Before the crisis there were about 461 people and now we reported present also 12 IDPs – Falatta tribe – 
from Magan arrived on 1/12/2003. The security situation is good because all these tribes didn’t side with rebels. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: one deep shallow well that should be built. Education: nearest primary school in Um-Dukhun, 7km.  
 
Tandosa 
Village destroyed where Nomads are cultivating  
  

11d18’50,40’’N – 23d20’31,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 80 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
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Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
The village used to belong to the Musalit that fled to Um-Dukhun around 6/3/2003 where they are still among IDPs. The village is empty 
and now the Arab Nomads are using the land around the village for cultivation. 
 
78. Temboly 
Village destroyed 
  

11d20’32,20’’N – 23d22’65,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 80 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
Temboly was a small village settled by Musalit. The village was destroyed and during March 2003 the people fled to Um-Dukhun. 
 
Terow 
Village destroyed 
  

11d00’18,60’’N – 23d12’84,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 5730 Pop. Now: 0  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now:  

 
Terow was a big village setteled by Fur tribe. The village was destroyed during the crisis and its inhabitants fled to Mukjar on 15/8/2003. A 
sheikh interviewed said that they will return when security will be assured through a police station. 
 
66. Tiratira 
Village inhabited with IDPs  
  

11d24’34,50’’N – 23d09’50,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1330 Pop. Now: 1425  IDPs 85 Returnees  
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: Musalit 100% 

 
It’s a village settled by Musalit. During the crisis, on 16/8/2003, 85 IDPs of the same tribe arrived from Kabar and Magan. The security 
situation is stable but it is still poor and in particular have been reported some cases of crop destruction, thefts and indiscriminate beatings. 
Women are afraid to go outside the village to cultivate or to collect firewood. 
 
Needs: security (should be provided a police station for the cluster of villages of Sufalawin, Muraya, Magula and Tiratira), food, water (only 
shallow wells), education (children are not attending lessons), health (nearest health facility in Um-Dukhun, 48km), agriculture (seeds and 
tools), shelter (for IDPs and vulnerable have been recently implemented by INTERSOS a distribution of plastic sheets and blankets).  
 
Market day: Saturday. 
 
 
Um Al Bodu 
Nomadic Settlement (damra) 
  

11d10’91,20’’N – 23d00’62,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 450 Pop. Now: 450  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Salamat 100% Tribes Now: Salamat 100% 

 
This nomadic settlement, not far from Um-Dukhun, belongs to Salamat tribe and is inhabited by 450 people. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: they are digging many shallow wells because of the poor water table 
 
Um-Dago Daba 
Nomadic settlement (damra) 
  

11d11’46,60’’N – 23d02’21,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 260 Pop. Now: 283  

IDPs/Refugees 
 Returnees  

Tribes before: Salamat 100% Tribes Now: Salamat 100% 

 
Um-Dago Daba is a nomadic settlement inhabited by Salamat tribe. This damra has not been affected by the conflict and the security 
situation for these people is good.  
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Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Um-Dukhun, 10km. Education: nearest primary school in Um-
Dukhun, 10km.                                    
 
Umdijo Daba 
Village inhabited by Africans  
  

11d11’23,10’’N – 22d58’89,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 462 Pop. Now: 420  

IDPs/Refugees 
 Returnees  

Tribes before: Kajaksa 100% Tribes Now: Kajaksa 100% 
 
The village, not far from Um-Dukhun, is settled by Kajakssa tribe. During the crisis, on 15/8/2003, 42 people fled to Um-Dukhum and Chad. 
The security situation seems still very poor with reported cases of crop destructions, thefts, extortions, etc.   All their properties have been 
looted during the crisis.  
 
Sectoral issues. Security:  Water: many shallow wells but poor water table. 
 
 
Umdujo Hijirat 
Village inhabited by Africans  
  

11d09’56,40’’N – 22d59’63,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1550 Pop. Now: 970  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Kajaksa 100% Tribes Now: Kajaksa 100%  

 
This is a village inhabited by African people belonging to Kajaksa tribe. Before the crisis there were 1550 people in this village, now only 
970. On 10/6/2004 about 580 people fled mainly to Tissi in Chad. The security situation is still very poor with reported cases of crop 
destruction and thefts.   
 
Sectoral issues.   Water: many shallow wells but poor water table Oxfam started working here. 
 
Um-Dukhun 
Village inhabited with big IDPs Settlement   
  

11d08’31,60’’N – 22d57’93,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 8000 Pop. Now: 30312  IDPs 21312 Returnees 2000 
Tribes before: Salamat 15% Meseriya 10% Bani-Hallba 7% 

Hiamat 3% Musalit 35% Fur 5% Borgo 15% 
Kajakssa 10% 

Tribes Now: Salamat 6% Meseriya 5% Bani Hallba 3% Hiamat 
1% Musalit 28% Fur 26% Borgo 18% Kajakssa 13% 

 
Before the conflict Um-Dukhun was a semi town with the following main tribes: Musalit, Fur, Borgo, Kajaksa, Salamat, Meseriya, Bani-
Hallba and Hiamat.  During the crisis, also because of its location near the Chadian border and along the main road to reach refugee 
camps in Chad, many IDPs has started to return .  
 
IDPs/returnees 
All together are now settled about 23.312 IDPs coming from the majority of the villages destroyed, abandoned or semi abandoned in the 
Um-Dukhun administrative unit (Motur, Magan, Temboly, Hashaba, Ardiba, Dabkaria, Daba, Um Furut, Marary, Gerlia, Abugaradil, Kabar, 
Dambar, Shengel Tobaya, Geneina, Hagar Sultan, Kamgar, Muradaf, Farkang, Gawakhin, Sufalawin and Taham) but also from Bindisi 
town and from the Rehad Al Birdi surrounding villages in South Darfur.  
 
Among these IDPs there are also about 2000 returnees from Chadian border and mainly in transit (1750). Refugee Returnees in transit 
seem mainly arrived for the WFP distribution and to receive ration cards and not with the idea to go back to their villages of origin. 
Nevertheless probably this will depend on the security situation that they will find in their own villages of origin (we reported people from 
Motur, Magan, Hashaba, Ardiba and Daba mainly of Fur (950), Musalit (870) and Borgo (180) tribes).  
 
Finally during the crisis we had also around 1000 people of Um-Dukhun that fled to Chad. On April 2004 about 720 Musalit fled along the 
Chadian border while 196 Borgo and 84 Fur fled to Goz-Amir refugee camp.   
 
International presence  
Thanks to the presence of MSF Holland with a primary health centre (and 2 doctors permanently there also during the rainy season) it 
seems to be assured to the population in town a sufficient level of health services.  
 
Oxfam is n town implementing hygiene promotion activities, water, latrines and NFI distributions. NCA is present with an ongoing water 
project including drilling of boreholes. Just recently INTERSOS profiled the town and made a small distribution of plastic sheets and 
blankets for vulnerable. 
 
Besides, WFP is making food distributions, through CARE, for the whole administrative unit. 
 
Security situation 
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In town is present a police station with about 25 police forces and 150 army forces. The security situation seems to be stable but 
nevertheless have been reported several security incidents against IDPs who are not able to move freely outside the camp to collect 
firewood and to cultivate.  
 
Humanitarian Situation / Sectoral issues 
The humanitarian situation in Um-Dukhun seems to be still fair. The main gaps identified are: 
Water: Although the situation is still an issue in Um-Dukhun, MSF Oxfam and NCA are facing the problem of poor water quality and quantity 
by buinding emergency wells and drilling boreholes.  
Education: there are 4 primary schools in town but some of them need to be rehabilitated. Therefore these four primary schools can cover 
only one third of the children in school age present in town. 
Agriculture: no distribution of seeds and tools has been planned for this rainy season in favour of IDPs that will relay on food distribution for 
another year. 
Shelter: many IDPs are still staying hosted by relatives present in town before the conflict and this is leading to tensions among IDPs and 
host community. The rate of persons per shelter is still particularly high. They need help to find materials (like grasses) to build new 
shelters. 
  
Other 
Market day: Thursday  
 
Um-Furut Hi Nasim  
Nomadic Settlement (damra) 
  

11d06’05,40’’N – 23d02’69,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 420 Pop. Now: 420  IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Sharafa 55% Meseriya 20% Hiamat 25%  Tribes Now: Sharafa 55% Meseriya 20% Hiamat 25%  

 
This village is a nomadic settlement never affected by war. Because of its proximity to Um-Dukhun they can refer there for health and 
education. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: shallow wells in a big number that means probably a poor water table. 
 
Um-Furut Hi Nile   
Village inhabited by Africans  
  

11d07’06,40’’N – 23d02’70,00’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 500 Pop. Now: 57  IDPs 0 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Kajaksa 50%  Borgo 50 %  Tribes Now: Kajaksa 50%  Borgo 50 %  

 
This village used to have a population of about 500 people. Now it has only 57 persons because most of them, 443, fled on 15/6/2004 to 
Chad and Um-Dukhun.  The security situation is still not good. Have been reported cases of crops destruction and thefts but also are not 
completely excluded raids. The population is not allowed to keep animals. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: during the dry season the shallow wells give poor water and they have to take it in Um-Dukhun, 1h1/2. Food: 
having lost all their animals they need other nourishment.  
 
Um-Sory 
Village inhabited by Arabs  
  

10d57’23,40’’N – 22d59’84,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2669 Pop. Now: 2559  

IDPs/Refugees 
 Returnees  

Tribes before: Hiamat 60% Saada 15% Musalit 5% Tama 
10% Gimier 10% 

Tribes Now: Hiamat 63% Saada 17% Gimier 10% Tama 10% 

 
This village was settled by both Africans and Arabs. During the crisis, on March 2004, all the Musalit tribe – 110 persons – fled to Um-
Dukhun. The security situation is now good also because the African tribes still present didn’t side with rebels. In the village there is a small 
primary school with three classes. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: is present one hand pump and Oxfam is working here; is also present a local committee for water that collect 
money from the population to do rehabilitation works. Health: nearest health facility in Um-Dukhun, 24km. Education: the shelter of the 
school is in bad condition and need to be rehabilitated, therefore scholastic materials would be needed. 
 
Market day: Wednesday. 
 
Kosokara  
Village Destroyed  
  

12d01’64,10’’N – 22d55’77,60’’E 
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Pop. Before: 480 Pop. Now: 0  IDP 0 Returnees - 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 480 people. During the crisis, on August 2003, its people fled to Bindisi, Mukjar and to Chad.  
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Chadian Border  
 
Abada Gimier  
Village inhabited by Africans and Arabs 
 

11d56’38,80’’N – 22d47’77,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1218 Pop. Now: 588 IDPs / 

Refugees 
0 Returnees: 0 

Tribes before: Musalit 60%, Gimier 40%   Tribes Now: Musalit 60%, Gimier 40%   
 
This is a village settled by Musalit and Gimier. During the crisis, on 12/8/2003, 630 people (of both tribes) fled to Chad (Andreisa and 
Dordogo). To avoid thefts during the crisis all animals have been transferred to Chad but nevertheless during 2004 they faced several 
problems of crop destruction, thefts and indiscriminate beatings. Arab Nomads (Guzam, Awatifa, Hiamat and Salamat tribe) are present 
around the village but without any evident settlement. Now the security situation is stable and seems to be slightly improved.   
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells, they dug more than 30. Food: they don’t have ration cards.  Health: nearest health facility in 
Forobaranga, 30km. Education: children are not attending lessons; a primary school for this cluster of villages would be needed; nearest 
primary school in Forobaranga, 30km. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Andreisa  
Village inhabited with Refugees 
 

11d03’49,00"N - 22d35'85,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1500 Pop. Now: 3250 Returnees 1750 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Dajo100% Tribes Now: Dajo 45% Fur 40% Musalit 15% 
 
 

Andreisa previously had population of about 1,500. During the crisis about 1750 people - Musalit and Fur tribes - settled here coming from 
Bindisi, Salih Kaamsat, Forobaranga, Anjikoti, Kuina and Tmor . The security situation is good but no NGOs are working in this area and 
refugees would like to move to the refugee camps. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards, harvest 2004 very poor. Health: nearest health facility in 
Anjereima, 15km far. Education: nearest primary school in Magaroro, 7km. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed.  
 
Angolti Musalit  
Refugees’ site  
 

11d37’52,90’’N – 22d22’72,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 0 Pop. Now: 66  Refugees 66 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 100%  Tribes Now: Musalit 100%  

 
These refugees – Musalit tribe - arrived on 12-20/6/2004 from Mangarsa (Forobaranga) and Yaganang (Bindisi). The security situation is 
good. No NGOs are working in this area and they express the desire to join other refugees in the refugee camps. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards, harvest 2004 very poor. Health: a health facility for this 
cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou would be needed, nearest health facility in Tissi, 120km far. Education: a primary school for this 
cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou would be needed; children are not attending lessons, nearest primary school in Birct Tamasih 
(90km far). Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed.  
 
Angolti Tama  
Refugees’ site  
 

11d38’14,80’’N – 22d23’17,20’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 0 Pop. Now: 48  Refugees 48 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Tama 100%  Tribes Now: Tama 100%  

 
This is a small refugees’ site settled by Tama tribe. The refugees fled from Salih Kaamsat (Bindisi adm. unit) and arrived in Angolti on 
2/8/2004. During 2004 they have been attacked again and they lost their animals. Now the situation seems to be fair. No NGOs are working 
in this area and they express the desire to join other refugees in the refugee camps. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards, harvest 2004 very poor. Health: a health facility for this 
cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou would be needed, nearest health facility in Tissi, 120km far. Education: a primary school for this 
cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou would be needed; children are not attending lessons, nearest primary school in Birct Tamasih 
(90km far). Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed.  
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Bajajy 
Village Inhabited by Africans  
 

11d12’40,70’’N – 22d48’95,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1960 Pop. Now: 1960 Refugees 0   
Tribes before: Borgo 100%  Tribes Now: Borgo 100%  

 
Despite of the absence in the village of refugees this village has been profiled because of the general high presence of refugees in the 
area. For one month, during March 2005, refugees now present in Dar El Salam stayed in Bajajy sharing the scarce resources available 
with the host community that belong to the same tribe. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Tissi, 35km. Education: nearest primary school in Birct Tamasih, 
20 km, and so children are not attending lessons. Agriculture: they need seeds and tools.  
 
Bashaya  
Refugees’ site  
 

11d21’84,70’’N – 22d29’02,00’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 0 Pop. Now: 870  Refugees 870   
Tribes before: Borgo 55% Musalit 45%  Tribes Now: Borgo 55% Musalit 45% 

 
This refugee’s site is settled by Borgo (459) and Musalit (411) tribes. They arrived on 20/5/2005 from Um-Furut Hi Nile (Borgo) and Um-
Dukhun area (Musalit). About one year ago Bashaya have been attacked but now the situation is good.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: these refugees need to be supported with food distribution. Health: nearest health facility 
in Tissi, 70km.  Education: nearest primary school in Birct Tamasih, over 50 km far, and so children are not attending lessons.  
Agriculture: they need seeds and tools.  
 
Beira 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d08’47,73’’N – 22d45’31,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 900 Pop. Now: 1037  Refugees: 136   
Tribes before: Mubi 100%  Tribes Now: Mubi 100%  

 
Beira is a village home to Mubi tribe. The 136 refugees of the same Mubi tribe, coming from Rehad Al Birdi on April 2004, easily settled 
among their brothers on the Chadian border and benefited from belonging to the same tribe. There are no NGOs here. The security 
situation is very good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells, poor quality. Health: nearest health facility in Tissi, 29 km. Education: nearest primary school in 
Birct Tamasih, 18km. 
 
Beirkat Hajar  
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d01’35,90’’N – 22d43’95,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 553 Pop. Now: 875  Refugees 322 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 30%  Dajo 40% Kajaksa 30%  Tribes Now: Musalit 30% Dajo 40% Kajaksa 30% 

 
This is a village inhabited by Musalit, Dajo and Kajakssa tribe. During the crisis, on August 2003, about 200 refugees – Musalit and 
Kajakssa tribe – arrived here from Kamgar while on May 2004 arrived in Beirkat Kajar also 122 refugees – Dajo tribe – from Gerlia. Relation 
between host community and refugees is good because they are all of the sme tribes. Also the security situation is good but no NGOs are 
working here. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards.  Health: nearest health facility in Tissi, 18km. Education: 
children are not attending lessons; nearest primary school in Birct Tamasih, 15km. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed.  
 
Birct Tamasih  
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d06’53,10’’N – 22d53’93,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1400 Pop. Now: 1820  Refugees 420 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 75%  Dajo 20% Fur 5%  Tribes Now: Musalit 70% Fur 10% Dajo 20% 

 
The refugees who fled to this area were from similar tribe. 170 refugees – Musalit tribe – arrived on 11/4/2004 from Ardiba (Um-Dukhun), 
201 – Fur tribe – from Bindisi on 21/3/2004 and 40 of them – Dajo tribe – always from Bindisi on 21/3/2004. In Birct Tamasih is present a 
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primary school with 2 classes for about 86 children (shelter condition not good) sustained by the community that collect fees to pay 
teachers. Refugees received land to build their own shelters. Security situation is good, are present 4 army forces. 
 
Sectoral issues: Water: only shallow wells that they have to change time to time. Health: despite of its proximity to Um-Dukhun the health 
centre of reference is in Tissi, 27 km. Agriculture: tools and seeds would be needed. 
 
Birnahal 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d02’39,20’’N – 22d45’97,00’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 670 Pop. Now: 902  Refugees 235   
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: Musalit 100% 

 
This village originally belong to Musalit of Chad and another group of Sudanese Musalit joined them during the crisis. The 235 refugees 
arrived from Hagar Sultan (Um-Dukhun) on 20/3/2004. The security situation is good. There are not NGOs operating in the area.  
 
Sectoral issues: Water: only shallow wells. Education: nearest primary school in Tissi, 14km. Health: nearest health centre in Tissi, 14km. 
Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed.  
 
Market day: Saturday. 
  
Bolongat 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

10d59’03,60’’N – 22d47’83,80’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 1470 Pop. Now: 1820  Refugees 350   
Tribes before: Tama 15% Kajakssa10% Fungaro 65% 

Dagal 10%  
Tribes Now: Musalit 10% Tama 10% Kajakssa15% Fungaro 50% 

Dagal 15%  

 
The village consist of three small ones. Each one of them has their sheikh and Imam. The 350 refugees, mainly of the same ethnic groups 
of the host community, are arrived in Bolongat in May 2004. 175 Musalit are arrived on 5/5/2004 from Hagar Sultan (Um-Dukhun) while 87 
Kajakssa and 88 Dagal on 16/5/2004 from Hejeirat (South of Um-Dukhun, village not profiled). No NGOs are operating in the area. The 
security situation is good. 
 
Sectoral issues. . Water: only shallow wells that they change time to time. Education: despite the nearest primary school is only 5 km far, in 
Tissi, parents are refusing to send their children there saying that Qur’an schools are better. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Brimongolle 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d23’51,30’’N – 22d44’02,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 125 Pop. Now: 181  Refugees 56 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Rongar 100% Tribes Now: Borgo 30% , Rongar 70% 

 
The village, previously settled by Rongar saw the arrival, on April 2004, of 56 refugees – Borgo tribe – coming from Bindisi area and 
Muradaf (Um-Dukhun). Security situation is good but because they couldn’t cultivate as necessary during the previous rainy season now 
they would like join the other refugees in the camps.   
 
Sectoral issues:: Water: only 2 shallow wells. Food: they don’t have enough food for all the present rainy season. Health: nearest health 
centre in Tissi, 68km.  Education: no primary school in the area, nearest more than 50km far.  Agriculture: seeds and tools would be 
needed.  
 
Dar El Salam 
Refugees’ site 
 

11d11’00,90’’N – 22d44’79,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 0 Pop. Now: 180  Refugees 180 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: - Tribes Now: Borgo 100%  

 
There are 180 people belonging to the Borgo tribe who just recently arrived (on 20/3/2005) from an area in South Darfur near Rehad Al 
Birdi (Um-Shull?). It appears that this group was originally Chadian who had moved to Sudan during the famine of the 80ies. When they 
arrived in Chad in March they settled in an apparently empty area but some Arabs Nomads claimed the area and a legal case was opened. 
An UNHCR-INTERSOS joint mission from Chad went again to the village to verify the situation. It appears that now the situation over the 
use of land has been solved but the people remain in need of humanitarian aid.   
 
Sectoral issues. Plastic sheets would be needed as well as food, agriculture tools, and improved water sources. 
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Delaiba  
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d00’16,44’’N – 22d49’43,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 460 Pop. Now: 563  Refugees 103   
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: Musalit 100%  

 
This area was setteled by Musalit and now others 103 Musalit refugees, coming from Hagar Sultan on 15/5/2004, decided to settle with 
them. Security here is good.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: they have only shallow wells that they change time to time. Education: the nearest primary school is in Tissi, 7km, 
but parents are refusing to send their children saying that Qur’an schools are better.  
 
Gadar  
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d08’74,50’’N – 22d51’02,20’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 464 Pop. Now: 565  Refugees 101 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Dajo 100% Tribes Now: Dajo 100%  

 
This village was settled by Dajo that during the crisis, on 10/5/2004, received 101 refugees of the same tribe coming from Kabar and 
Muradaf. The refugees received form the traditional authority in Tissi some land while host community helped vulnerable sharing huts and 
sometime food. The security situation is good but no NGOs are working in the area. 
 
Sectoral issues: Water: they have only shallow wells that they change time to time. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
Education: a primary school is present not too far in Birct Tamasih but parents prefer to send their children only to Qur’an schools. Health: 
nearest health facility in Tissi, 24km. 
 
Gezaira 
Refugees’ site 
 

10d57’16,70’’N – 22d42’12,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 0 Pop. Now: 708  Refugees 708   
Tribes before: - Tribes Now: Kajaksa 100%  

 
The refugees present in Gezaira seem to have faced many problems. They arrived in Chad from Central African Republic but they had 
originally fled during the crisis from Abugaradil and Gerlia (South of Um-Dukhun) and settled at the beginning just crossed the border in 
CAR. Unfortunately, when insecurity reached that area, they were forced to relocate all again in Chad moving to Gezaira. 
 
Sectoral issues. Food: no ration cards. Water: only shallow wells. Education: the nearest primary school is in Tissi, 25km. Shelter: plastic 
sheets and blankets would be needed. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Haraza East  
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d15’86,30’’N – 22d49’15,20’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1500 Pop. Now: 1770  Refugees 270 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 25% Rongar 75% Tribes Now: Musalit 20% Fur 5% Bargo 15% Rongar 60% 

 
This area, being close to the border, has not been reached by NGOs. Among refugees 195 of them – Fur and Musalit coming from Kabar 
and Um-Dukhun - arrived on 15/5/2003 while others 75 refugees – Borgo coming from Rehad Al Birdi area - arrived on 10/10/2004. The 
refugees have been helped by the host community to build new shelters and through the traditional authority of Tissi they could receive 
land to cultivate. During the day of the market (Wednesday, quality: sufficient) refugees can sometimes receive news about their relatives in 
Darfur. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only one shallow well. Education: no school available near the village, only Qur’an classes.  Agricultur: seeds and 
tools would be needed. 
 
Haraza West  
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d16’80,90’’N – 22d49’36,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 800 Pop. Now: 901  Refugees 101 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Rongar 100% Tribes Now: Fur 11% Rongar 89% 

 
It’s original inhabitants are Rongar and Fur, numbering 101 refugees coming from Kabar, arrived in this area during the crisis. Here new 
comers were accorded excellent reception and have setteled sharing what ever they found in this area in form of food, land and any other 
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facilities. The security situation also is very good. There is however no NGO present close to the border. Traditional authority gave refugees 
land to cultivate. 
 
Sectoral issues: Water: only shallow wells that they change quite frequently. Education: no school available near the village, only Qur’an 
classes. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Helat Abo  
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

10d59’85,10’’N – 22d40’51,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 43 Pop. Now: 98  Refugees 55 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Kajaksa 100% Tribes Now: Kajaksa 45% Fur 55% 

 
This is a small village settled by Kajakssa. During the crisis, on 7/4/2003, 55 refugees – Fur tribe – arrived from Mukjar area. The security 
situation is good but no NGOs are working in the area and refugees would like to move to the refugee camps. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Tissi, 25km. Education: nearest primary school in Tissi, 25km. 
Food: they don’t have ration cards, harvest 2004 very poor. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Kedeit  
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d24’65,70’’N – 22d42’16,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 200 Pop. Now: 1220  Refugees 1020 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Borgo 100% Tribes Now: Fur 78% Borgo 18% 

 
This village was settled by Borgo tribe. During the crisis, on 13/5/2004, arrived 1020 refugees – Fur tribe – from Zumtara, Dango and Kabar 
(Um-Dukhun administrative unit). The security situation is good. No NGOs are working in the area. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards, harvest 2004 very poor. Agriculture: seeds and tools would 
be needed. Health: nearest health facility in Tissi, 60km far. Education: children are not attending lessons, nearest primary school in Birct 
Tamasih (43km far). 
 
Market day: Friday. 
 
Keile 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d05’97,90’’N – 22d54’78,00’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 413 Pop. Now: 714  Refugees 301 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Singar 60% Borgo 40% Tribes Now: Musalit 16% Fur 11%Singar 36% Borgo 37% 

 
Keile is a village settled by Singar and Borgo. On 15/5/2005 80 refugees – Fur tribe – coming from Dambar settled there and after a few 
days, on 21/5/2004, arrived also 120 refugees – Musalit tribe – and 91 refugees – Borgo tribe – all coming from Mongoli (east of Um-
Dukhun?, eventually village not profiled). The people settled together because of the similar ethnic group. Host community offered to the 
refugees some land where to build their own shelters. Security situation is good. 
 
Sectoral issues: Water: only shallow wells that they have to change time to time. Health: health centre of reference is in Tissi, 22 km. 
Education: nearest primary School is in Tissi, 22km, but parents prefer to send their children to Qur’an schools. Agriculture: seeds and tools 
would be needed. 
 
Kulmu 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d41’11,30’’N – 22d27’17,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 100 Pop. Now: 190  Refugees 90   
Tribes before: Fur 25% Fungaro 75% Tribes Now: Fur 45% Fungaro 55% 

 
This village had about 100 people settled in it before the arrival of 90 refugees – Fur tribe - coming from Juguma Algarbiya on 11/5/2004. 
The host community arrived in Chad from Sudan during the famine (1980s) and they are not thinking at all about going back to Sudan while 
new refugees are interested to join refugees in the camps. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards, harvest 2004 very poor. Health: a health facility for this 
cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou would be needed, nearest health facility in Tissi, 135km far. Education: a primary school for this 
cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou would be needed; children are not attending lessons, nearest primary school in Magaroro (50km 
far). Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Market day: Tuesday. 
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Ladite 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d02’19,80’’N – 22d52’12,30’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 595 Pop. Now: 763  Refugees 168 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 50% Borgo 50% Tribes Now: Musalit 40% Borgo 60% 

 
This village is setteled by Musalit and Borgo. They were later joined by Musalit (67) and Borgo (101) refugees coming from Hagar Sultan on 
20/5/2004. Security situation is good. No NGOs working in the area. Day of the market: Wednesday. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells that they have to change time to time. Health: health centre of reference is in Tissi, 13 km. 
Education: nearest primary School is in Tissi, 13km, but parents prefer to send their children to Qur’an schools. Agriculture: seeds and tool 
would be needed. 
 
Magaroro Genob  
Village inhabited with Refugees 
 

12d00’78,60’’N – 22d28’90,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 3125 Pop. Now: 4475 Refugees: 1350 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Singar 70% , Tama 10% , Borgo 20%   Tribes Now: Musalit 3% Fur 25% Singar 50% Tama 7%, Borgo 15% 
 
 
This village was settled by Singar, Tama and Borgo. During the crisis, on August 2004, arrived from Bindisi area (Anjukuti, Jemeiza, Bindisi, 
Kanjo) 1350 refugees (Musalit 50, Fur 1100, Singar 200). The security situation is good but no NGOs are working in the area. In the village 
is also present a primary school with 2 classes for a total of 180 pupils. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: is present one traditional well but is still not working, only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards, harvest 
2004 very poor. Health: nearest health facility in Anjereima, 15km far. Education: the primary school need to be rehabilitated.  
Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed.  
 
Market day: Tuesday. 
 
Magaroro Shamal  
Village inhabited with Refugees 
 

12d01’06,00’’N – 22d28’44,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1222 Pop. Now: 1686 Refugees: 464 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Singar 100% Tribes Now: Musalit 10% , Fur 15% , Singar 70% , Dajo 5% 
 

 
This village was settled by Singar tribe. Durig the crisis, on August 2004, 464 refugees arrived and settled here. 160 refugees – Musalit 
tribe – arrived from Keinjo, Ganko and Umdeneiberro; 200 refugees – Fur tribe – arrived from Tanako and Kawinag; 90 refugees – Singar 
tribe – arrived from Gemeiza and Amjukuti; 14 refugees – Dajo tribe – arrived from Urum and Tulus. (all this villages have not been profiled 
in this exercise and their spelling is not sure).  
 
The security situation is good. In one side of the village is present a community of 462 lepers that can not rely on any type of assistance.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: is present one traditional well. Food: they don’t have ration cards, harvest 2004 very poor. Health: nearest health 
facility in Anjereima, 15km far; lepers would be helped. Education: nearest primary school in Magaroro Genob, 1km. Agriculture: seeds and 
tools would be needed.  
 
Mashi Borgo 
Village inhabited with Refugees 
 

11d51’73,80’’N – 22d33’57,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 902 Pop. Now: 1255 Refugees:  350   
Tribes before: Musalit 30% , Tama 50% , Dajo 20% Tribes Now: Musalit 35% , Tama 40% , Dajo 35% 
 
This village has always been settled by Musalit, Tama and Dajo people. Now, on August 2004, 350 refugees have settled among them 
coming from Anjukuti, Bindisi, Keinjo (?), Jarko (?). Security situation is good but no NGOs are working in the area and refugees would like 
to move to the refugee camps. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells.  Food: all the refugees in this area have not ration cards and the harvest 2004 was really poor.  
Health: nearest health facility in Anjereima, 37km. Education: nearest primary school in Magaroro, 25km. Agriculture: seeds and tools in 
particular for refugees.  
 
Market day: Monday. 
 
Modmar 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d01’56,70’’N – 22d49’84,50’’E 
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Pop. Before: 141 Pop. Now: 202  Refugees 61 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: Musalit 85%  Fur 15% 

 
This village belongs to the Musalit tribe. The refugees, arrived on 12/5/2004 from Ardiba (Um-Dukhun), are Musalit (25) and Fur (36). The 
refugees received lad to build their new shelters and the relation with the host community are good. The security is good.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Education: nearest primary school in Tissi, 10km, but parents prefer to send their children 
exclusively to Qur’an school. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed.  
 
Mongalla 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d21’30,20’’N – 22d45’49,80’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 140 Pop. Now: 238  Refugees 98   
Tribes before: Rongar 100% Tribes Now: Fur 20%  Rongar 80% 

 
This village is home to Rongar tribe. On 20/5/2004 are arrived in the village 98 refugees – Fur tribe – from Towla in West Darfur (village not 
profiled). The security situation is good but there are no NGOs working in this area. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only one shallow well. Health: nearest health centres in Tissi, 50km. Education: nearest primary school in Birct 
Tamasih, 35 km.  
 
Muby 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d39’84,90’’N – 22d26’21,10’’N 
 
Pop. Before: 113 Pop. Now: 180  Refugees 67 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Mubi 100% Tribes Now: Mubi 100% 

 
This village is settled by Mubi tribe. During the crisis, on 15/6/2004, 67 refugees of the same tribe arrived from Juguma Algarbiya (Bindisi). 
The security situation is good and they are not interested in moving to the refugee camps. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards, harvest 2004 very poor. Agriculture Health: a health facility 
for this cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou would be needed, nearest health facility in Tissi, 135km far. Education: a primary school for 
this cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou would be needed; children are not attending lessons, nearest primary school in Magaroro 
(50km far). : seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Nabagaya 
Village inhabited with Refugees 
 

11d49’94,20’’N – 22d32’26,00’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 108 Pop. Now: 428 Refugees: 320 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 10% , Tama 90%  Tribes Now: Musalit 40% , Tama 60%  
 
This village is settled by Musalit and Tama. During the crisis, on 20/8/2004, arrived in Nabagaya 150 refugees Musalit tribe while few days 
later, on 178/2004, arrived other 170 refugees Tama tribe from Anjokuti. The security situation is good and they are not interested in 
moving to the refugee camps. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: all the refugees in this area have not ration cards and the harvest 2004 was really poor.  
Health: nearest health facility in Anjereima, 50km. Education: nearest primary school in Magaroro, 30km. Agriculture: seeds and tools in 
particular for refugees.  
 
Nabagu 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d04’90,50’’N – 22d53’75,90’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 162 Pop. Now: 257  Refugees 95 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: Musalit 100% 

 
It’s settled village belonging to the Musalit. The 95 refugees settled with them during the crisis arriving from Kamgar (Um-Dukhun, far only 
few kilometres) on 20/5/2004. Refugees received from host community a place where to build their new shelters. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells that they have to change time to time. Education: nearest primary school in Tissi, 18 km. 
Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
  
Romalia 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d07’84,80’’N – 22d54’08,90’’E 
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Pop. Before: 500 Pop. Now: 1111  Refugees 611 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Dajo 30% Fungaro 70% Tribes Now: Fur 55% Dajo 10% Fungaro 35% 

 
The Dajo and the Fungaro have settled in Chad for a long time. During the crisis 611 Fur refugees, coming from Dambar, settled together 
with them without having particular problems because of their same ethnic group. The refugees left Dambar on 1/5/2004 and reached 
Romalia on 20/5/2004. Refugees received some land, from the traditional authority, also to build their huts and now relations among 
different tribes are good. Security situation also is good. 
  
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells that they have to change time to time. Health: despite of its proximity to Um-Dukhun the health 
centre of reference is in Tissi, 25 km. Education: despite of its proximity to Um-Dukhun, being in Chad, the nearest primary school is in Tissi 
and parents prefer to send their children to Qur’an schools. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
31. Rutrut 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d13’33,80’’N – 22d52’14,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 670 Pop. Now: 1220  Refugees 550   
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: Fur 100% 

 
The 550 refugees – Fur tribe – are arrived in Rutrut mainly from the destroyed villages of Motur, Sure Fur, Dambar and Muradaf (all in Um-
Dukhun area) on 21/8/2004.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells that they have to change time to time. Food: they don’t have ration cards. Education: nearest 
primary school in Birct Tamasih, 10 km, but no one is attending lessons. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
 
Saraf Burgou 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d37’03,30’’N – 22d23’75,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 675 Pop. Now: 973  Refugees 298 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 5% Rongar 30% Dajo 50% 

 Mararit 10% Borgo  3% Tama 2% 
Tribes Now: Musalit 10% Fur 18% Rongar 28% Dajo 35%  Mararit 

6% Bargo 2%  Tama 1% 

 
This is an African village settled by several different tribes. During the crisis we reported the arrival of 156 refugees – Fur tribe – coming 
from Monono. In the same period, between July and September 2004, we reported also the arrival in Saraf Burgou of 36 refugees – Dajo 
tribe – coming from Juguma Algarbiya area, of 83 refugees – Musalit tribe – coming from Yaganang Musalit, of 13 refugees – Rongar tribe 
– coming from Monono. There are some health concerns for several reported cases of hepatitis and few of measles.  About education until 
2003 there was a primary school that now is not working. 
 
Security situation seems good also thanks to the presence of Chadian army near the village. Nevertheless during 2004 the village have 
been attacked by Arab/Nomads that stole their animals. They are not interested in moving to the refugee camps. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards, harvest 2004 very poor. Health: a health facility for this 
cluster of villages would be needed, nearest health facility in Tissi, 120km far. Education: a primary school for this cluster of villages would 
be needed; children are not attending lessons, nearest primary school in Birct Tamasih (90km far). Agriculture: seeds and tools would be 
needed. Shelter: they received NFIs at the end of 2004. 
 
Market day: Wednesday.  
 
Shededa 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d00’48,70’’N – 22d38’08,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 189 Pop. Now: 310  Refugees 121   
Tribes before:  Musalit 100% Tribes Now: Musalit 75% Fur 25% 

 
There are 121 refugees belonging to the Fur and Musalit tribe. The Musalit ones (98) are arrived from Hagar Sultan (Um-Dukhun) during 
2003 (but some also recently on 3/3/2005) while the Fur (23) are arrived from Artala (Um-Dukhun) in 2003. The situation of shelters for 
refugees is bad, they don’t have enough huts and also the general living condition for them seem bad. Some of them asked for feeding 
program. No NGOs in the area. Security situation is good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells that they have to change time to time. Food: no ration cards. Education: nearest primary school 
is in Tissi, 25km. Health: health centre of reference is in Tissi, 25 km, where are not available feeding programs. Agriculture: seeds and 
tools would be needed. Shelter: plastic sheets and blankets would be needed. 
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Shingilla 
Refugees’ site 
 

11d26’32,20’’N – 22d30’76,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 0 Pop. Now: 301  Refugees 301 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: Fur 100% 

 
This area has been settled by refugees, 301 people of Fur tribe arrived on 12/8/2004 from Zamtara (village not profiled), Dango, Magan, 
Motur, Dambar and Kabar all in Um-Dukhun administrative unit. The security situation is good but no NGOs are working in the area. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards, harvest 2004 very poor. Health: nearest health facility in 
Tissi, 80km far. Education: children are not attending lessons, nearest primary school in Birct Tamasih (60km far). Agriculture: seeds and 
tools would be needed.  
 
Market day: Thursday.  
 
Siriry 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d42’50,60’’N – 22d21’00,20’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 200 Pop. Now: 232  Refugees 32 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Kajaksa 80% Dajo 20% Tribes Now: Fur 2% Kajaksa 70% Dajo 28% 

 
This village was settled by Dajo and Kajakssa tribe. During the crisis, on 11/6/2004, 32 refugees arrived from Monono (16, Fur tribe) and 
Tulil (19, Dajo tribe).  The security situation is good and also the relation between host community and refugees. No NGOs are working in 
the area. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards, harvest 2004 very poor. Health: a health facility for this 
cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou would be needed, nearest health facility in Tissi, 120km far. Education: a primary school for this 
cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou would be needed; children are not attending lessons, nearest primary school in Birct Tamasih 
(90km far). Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Market day: Friday. 
 
Tajo 
Village inhabited with Refugees   
 

11d00’80,40’’N – 22d52’23,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 196 Pop. Now: 297  Refugees: 101   
Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: Musalit 100% 

 
Tajo is a small village settled by Musalit on the road between Um-Dukhun and Tissi. During the crisis, on 5/5/2004, some refugees of the 
same tribe coming from Hagar Sultan (just crossed the border in Sudan) settled with them. Host community gave refugees the land to build 
their new shelters. The security situation is good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells that they have to change time to time. Health: health centre of reference in Tissi, 10 km. 
Education: nearest primary School is in Tissi, 10km. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Tangorshi Kabir 
Refugees’ site 
 

11d39’26,20’’N – 22d18’60,40’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 0 Pop. Now: 633  Refugees 633 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: - Tribes Now: Dajo 80% Fur 19% Kajakssa 1% 

 
This village is settled by refugees of Dajo, Rongar and Kajaksa tribes. They arrived on 20/1/2004 coming from Tulil in Bindisi administrative 
unit (561 Dajo, 66 Fur, 6 Kajakssa). Security situation is good and they are not interested to move to the refugee camps. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they need food distribution because they couldn’t cultivate during 2004. Health: a health 
facility is would be needed for this cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou; the nearest health facility is in Tissi far more than 100 km. 
Education: no primary school in this cluster of villages surrounding Saraf Burgou; the nearest primary school is far more than 60km and 
children are not attending lessons. Agriculture: seeds and tools. 
 
Tangorshi Sagir 
Refugees’ site 
 

11d38’80,30’’N – 22d17’54,00’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 0 Pop. Now: 68  Refugees 68 Returnees: 0 
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Tribes before: Musalit 100% Tribes Now: Musalit 100% 

 
It’s a refugees’ site. These Musalit arrived here on 20/9/2004. They are from Yaganang Musalit (Bindisi administrative unit) that they left 
during 2003. The security situation is good. No NGOs are working in this area and they express the desire to join other refugees in the 
refugee camps. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they need food distribution because they couldn’t cultivate during 2004. Health: a health 
facility is would be needed for this cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou; the nearest health facility is in Tissi far more than 100 km. 
Education: no primary school in this cluster of villages surrounding Saraf Burgou; the nearest primary school is far more than 60km and 
children are not attending lessons. Agriculture: seeds and tools. 
 
Taringa 
Refugees’ site 
 

11d37’57,50’’N - 22d24’86,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 0 Pop. Now: 356  Refugees 356 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: - Tribes Now: Musalit 5% Fur 95% 

 
Is a refugee settlement with a population of about 356 people. We reported present here refugees coming from Juguma Algarbiya, 
Samukidik, Roto, Yaganang and Monono, all in Bindisi administrative unit. The security situation is good. No NGOs are working in this area 
and they express the desire to join other refugees in the refugee camps. 
 
Sectoral issues. Food: all the refugees in this area have not ration cards and the harvest 2004 was really poor. Health: a health facility for 
this cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou would be needed, nearest health facility in Tissi, 120km far. Education: children are not 
attending lessons, nearest primary school in Birct Tamasih (90km far). Shelter: refugees received NFIs. Agriculture: seeds and tools would 
be needed.  
 
Telasa 
Village inhabited with Refugees 
 

12d02’65,70’’N – 22d32’40,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 7400 Pop. Now: 8713 Refugees: 1328 Returnees 0 
Tribes before: Singar 20% , Borgo 80%  Tribes Now: Singar 20% Borgo 69% Musalit 2% Fur 5% Gimier 2% 

Tama 2% 
 
This big village was settled by Singar and Borgo. During the crisis, mainly on August 2004, arrived in Telasa several groups of refugees of 
different tribes and coming from many different locations. 301 refugees - Singar tribe – arrived from Jemeiza, Anjukuti and Talenga. 204 
refugees – Musalit tribe – arrived from Beida, Ararah, Mangarsa and Konjo?. 404 refugees – Fur tribe – arrived from Bindisi and Artala. 205 
refugees – Gimier tribe – arrived from Talenga and Ras El-Fil. Finally 204 refugees – Tama and Borgo tribes – arrived from Tuktula, Salih 
Kaamsat and Tanako. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards, harvest 2004 very poor. Agriculture: seeds and tools would 
be needed.  
 
Tissi  
Village inhabited with Refugees  
 

10d57’08,70’’N – 22d52’45,20’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 2852 Pop. Now: 7302  Refugees: 4450 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 60% Bargo 25% Kajaksa 15% Tribes Now: Musalit 45% Fur 15% Bargo 30% Kajaksa 10%  

 
Situation 
Tissi is the main center of a vast area along the Chadian border. Since the beginning of the conflict a big number of refugees have been 
arriving in Tissi. Many of them, mainly during the year 2004, have been brought – thanks to UNHCR – to the refugee camps of Goz Amir 
and Goz Beida. However some refugees, like in many other villages along the border, refused to move to the camps and decided to settle 
near the border sharing the already overstretched resources with the inhabitants (frequently from the same tribe). 
 
At the moment of the profiling in Tissi the presence of about 4450 refugees coming mainly from Um Furut, Kabar, Gerlia, Magan, Um-
Dukhun, Dambar, Sure, Muradaf and Hagar Sultan.  
 
These refugees, so far, received very little assistance from NGOs and international community. At the moment of the profiling no NGOs 
were working in Tissi. 
 
Sectoral issues 
Health: the health facility – two small rooms – is not appropriate for the area that is covering, with a population of about 30.000 people. 
There is only one medical assistant. The In-patients are staying under a shelter. No feeding program is available and women has to bring 
their children to Um-Dukhun, in Sudan, which is more than 30 km away. 
Education: there is a school with 6 classes for about 350 children made of shargania and without chairs or tables. 
Water: there are no hand pumps and no traditional wells and all the people are taking water from shallow wells. In May, during the profiling 
exercise, a company paid by the government was starting working to etablish some hand pumps.  
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Shelter: At the beginning of the crisis, some refugees found hospitality directly in shelter of the host community but recently there have 
been some tensions among them. For these reasons, some refugees are trying to build  new shelters but do not have sufficient materials. 
They need plastic sheets and blankets. 
Agriculture. The population is in need seeds and tools to be able to cultivate, in particular refugees (recently INTERSOS, according to the 
results of this profiling, implemented a quick impact project to provide them the necessary support. The project involve Tissi and two more 
villages. 
 
Market day: Thursday. 
 
Um-Hijare  
Village inhabited with Refugees  
 

11d07’69,40’’N – 22d52’60,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 600 Pop. Now: 759  Refugees 159 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 15% Dajo 65% Kajaksa 20% Tribes Now: Musalit 25% Dajo 50% Kajaksa 25% 

 
The original inhabitants of this area are Musalit, Dajo and Kajakssa. Also refugees are from the same tribes: 41 refugees – Dajo tribe – are 
arrived from Ardiba (Um-Dukhun) on 15/4/2004; 79 refugees – Kajakssa tribe – from Mongoli (probably east of Um-Dukhun, village 
eventually not profiled) on 5/5/2004; 39 refugees - Musalit tribe – from Hagar Sultan (Um-Dukhun) on 20/4/2004. Security situation is good. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: wadi as only source of water. Health: health centre of reference in Tissi, 29km. Agriculture: seeds and tools would 
be needed. 
 
Um-Sisi  
Village inhabited with Refugees  
 

11d14’51,70’’N – 22d49’35,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 178 Pop. Now: 291  Refugees 113 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Borgo 100% Tribes Now: Borgo 100% 

 
Um-Sisi is a village previously settled by Borgo tribe. During the crisis 114 refugees coming from Rehad Al Birdi on 1/6/2004, being of the 
same tribe, decided to settle there. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only one shallow well. Education: nearest primary school in Birct Tamasih, 18km. Agriculture: the land is fertile but 
they need seeds and tools. 
 
Um-Zili 
Village inhabited with Refugees  
 

11d08’08,70’’N – 22d55’13,30’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 250 Pop. Now: 745  Refugees: 495   
Tribes before: Fur 100% Tribes Now: Fur 100% 

 
This village settled by Fur people sow during the crisis, on 11/8/2004, the arrival of 495 refugees of the same Fur tribe coming from 
Zumtarra (village in Um-Dukhun area not profiled), Kabar, Motur and Magan. The refugees received from the traditional authority the land 
to build their shelters. The security situation is good. No NGOs operating in the area. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells that they have to change time to time. Health: health centre of reference in Tissi, 25 km. Health: 
health centre of reference in Tissi, 25 km. Education: despite of its proximity from Um-Dukhun the nearest primary school in Chad is in 
Tissi, 25km, and parents prefer to send their children to Qur’an schools. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Um-Zuire 
Village inhabited with Refugees  
 

11d35’78,80’’N – 22d22’82,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 260 Pop. Now: 423  Refugees 163 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Mararit  100 % Tribes Now: Mararit  90 % Tama   10% 

 
This village was settled by Mararit. During the crisis, on 20/6/2004, are arrived from Mukjar area 163 refugees – Tama tribe. The security 
situation is good. Refugees received from traditional authority some land to build their shelters and to cultivate and for this reason they are 
not interested to move to the refugee camps.  
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards, harvest 2004 very poor. Health: a health facility for this 
cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou would be needed, nearest health facility in Tissi, 120km far. Education: a primary school for this 
cluster of villages around Saraf Burgou would be needed; children are not attending lessons, nearest primary school in Birct Tamasih 
(90km far). Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. NFIs: they received NFIs about one year ago. 
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Um-Kher Administrative Unit 
 
Abada Naga  
Village inhabited by Africans 
 

12d00’34,00’’N – 22d44’44,10’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 870 Pop. Now: 870 IDPs: 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Musalit 65% , Eringa 35% Tribes Now: Musalit 65% , Eringa 35% 
 
Abada Naga is a village settled by Musalit and Eringa. The security is stable but the population is still afraid to go outside the village to 
cultivate or to collect firewood.  A land dispute is present in the area: Nomads would like to expand the area for growing the animals into the 
area that African farmers have been using a long time and Umdas are presently trying to solve the problem. The population faced also 
some problem with Nomads preventing people from cultivating. Arab Nomads (Guzam tribe) are present around the village but without any 
evident settlement. Finally some health concerns are related to the high reported number of children (12) died in the last few months 
apparently for measles (information collect through sheiks and not verified by medical staff).  
  
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: because of its proximity to Forobaranga Save the Children is providing food to all the 
people in the village according to the WFP ration cards that they have received. Health: the opportunity of a vaccination against measles 
would be assessed in the area, nearest health facility in Forobaranga, 15km. Education: children are not attending lessons; nearest primary 
school in Forobaranga, 15km. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed. 
 
Fosa  
Village inhabited with Refugees Returnees 
  

12d02’95,80’’N – 22d39’98,50’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 620 Pop. Now: 550  

IDPs/Refugees 
 Refugees 

Returnees 
10 

Tribes before: Falatta 50% Gimier 15% Kajaksa 25   Eringa 
10 

Tribes Now: Falatta 50% Gimier 15% Kajaksa 25   Eringa 10 

 
This is a village inhabited by Africans. During the crisis, on 15/5/2004, 70 persons fled to Tangorshi and Andreisa in Chad. The security 
situation is now better but nevertheless crop destructions and thefts are still reported. Recently, on March 2005, ten refugees decided to 
come back and they are now in Fosa. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Forobaranga, 10km. Education: nearest primary school in 
Forobaranga, 10km. Agriculture: seeds and tool would be needed. 
 
Ramakaya   
Village inhabited by Africans   
  

12d00’66,80’’N – 22d48’99,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 480 Pop. Now: 372  

IDPs/Refugees 
 Returnees  

Tribes before: Eringa 100% Tribes Now: Eringa 100% 

 
This is a village settled by Eringa tribe. During the crisis, on 15/8/2003, 108 persons fled to Kulmu and to the refugee camp of Aradib in 
Chad while others inhabitants paid Arab Nomads to remain. The security situation is stable but crop destructions are still happening and 
people are afraid to go outside. Arab Nomads (Mahadi, Nawaiba, Guzam and Bani Hallba tribe) are present around the village but without 
any evident settlement. 
 
Sectoral issues. Water: only shallow wells. Food: they don’t have ration cards and they really need them . Health: nearest health facility in 
Juguma Algarbiya or Forobaranga, about 25km). Education: children are not attending lessons; a primary school for this cluster of village 
would be needed. Agriculture: seeds and tools would be needed.. 
 
Ras El-Fil   
Village inhabited with IDPs Returnees  
  

12d01’52,80’’N – 22d44’19,60’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 1635 Pop. Now: 1635  IDPs  IDPs Returnees 280 
Tribes before: Musalit 30% Fur 40% Tama 15%  Eringa 

10% Kajakssa 5% 
Tribes Now: Musalit 30% Fur 40% Tama 15%  Eringa 10% 

Kajakssa 5% 

 
This is a village settled by Musalit, Kajakssa, Fur, Eringa and Tama tribe. 280 people – Fur tribe - left the village on 10/8/2004 and moved 
to Bindisi IDP camp also to receive ration cards but they couldn’t get them. For this reason at the beginning now, on 15/4/2005, they 
decided to go back to Ras El-Fil to cultivate. The security situation seems still not very good. Crops destructions and thefts are still present 
with reported cases of indiscriminate beatings and extortions. Peole are still particularly afraid to go outside the village to cultivate or to 
collect firewood because of the risk to be raped. 
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Sectoral issues. Food: people should be registered for ration cards. Water: 2 hand pumps that are not working and need to be rehabilitated, 
now they have only shallow wells. Health: nearest health facility in Forobaranga, 20km. Education: nearest primary school in Forobaranga, 
20km.  
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Kubum Administrative Unit (South Darfur) 
 
Kubum 
Village inhabited with big IDP settlement  
 

11d47’22,70’’N – 23d47’09,80’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 12260 Pop. Now: 16120 IDPs  3763 IDPs Returnees: 75 
Tribes before: Bani Hallba 33% Salamat25% Barnow 

15% Falatta 12%  Dajo 12% Fur 3% 
Tribes Now: Beni Hallba 28% Salamat 20% Barnow 12% Falatta 

10%  Fur 20% Dajo 10% 

 
Kubum is a town by Sudanese standard. It had about 12,260 people settled in it before the crisis and both Arabs and Africans can be found 
living together. 
 
During the crisis only 270 people fled to Nyala (205 Fur) and to Chad (65 Musalit) while on the contrary many IDPs settled in town and now 
there are about 3763 IDPs coming mainly from Bindisi (2640 Fur) and Mukjar (1123 Borgo). Recently, on May 2005, some of does who fled 
came back again to Kubum (68 Fur and 7 Musalit). 
 
The security situation is stable.  
 
Sectoral issues 
Water: the presence of some hand pumps (10 but only 4 are working) and 22 traditional wells is assuring a sufficient level of drinking water 
for all the population/IDPs. NCA is working to improve this situation. Chlorination is done by WES.  
Food: WFP food distributions have been regularly implemented by CARE. 
Health: NCA is present with a health centre but is doing also sanitation (latrines) and hygiene promotion. 
Education: in town are present 6 primary schools with a total of 48 classes and about 2000 children attending lessons. Are also present 2 
secondary schools with 6 classes for about 200 pupils.  
Agriculture: seeds and tools, in particular for IDPs, would be needed. 
Protection: social activities like women centres and youth centres would be recommended.  
 
 

Shataya Administrative Unit (South Darfur) 
 
Amshalaia 
Village destroyed where Nomads Cultivating  
 

12d04’12,10’’N – 23d44’24.10’’E  
 
Pop. Before: 981 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now: - 

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 981people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and, on December 2003, its people fled to 
Kubum, Kalma and to Degoussa. The land is now being used for agriculture by Nomads. 
 
Momo 
Village Destroyed where Nomads Cultivating  
 

11d50’62,70’’N – 23d43’40,70’’E 
 
Pop. Before: 349 Pop. Now: 0 IDP 0 Returnees: 0 
Tribes before: Fur 100%  Tribes Now:  

 
This was a Fur village inhabited by 349 people. During the crisis the village was destroyed and on December 2003, its people fled to 
Kalma, Degoussa and to Kobum. The area is now being cultivated by Nomads.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


